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Regulation of Axon Outgrowth and Guidance in C. elegans

Jennifer A. Zallen

Abstract

Over half of the neurons in C. elegans project axons to the nerve ring, a major

neuropil in the head of the animal. Screens for mutants with defects in the morphology of

sensory neurons that contribute axons to the nerve ring identified eight new sax genes

required for the establishment (sax-3, sax-5 and sax-9) or maintenance (sax-1, sax-2,

sax-6, sax-7 and sax-8) of sensory neuron morphology. An examination of the functions

of known guidance molecules in nerve ring development revealed that SAX-3/Robo acts in

parallel to the VAB-1/Eph receptor and the UNC-6/netrin, UNC-40/DCC guidance

systems for ventral guidance in the amphid commissure, a major route of axon entry into

the nerve ring.

sax-3 encodes a transmembrane protein in the immunoglobulin superfamily that is

required for the guidance of multiple nerve ring axons. SAX-3 is related to Drosophila

Robo, and both proteins act to prevent aberrant axon crossing of the ventral midline.

sax-3 mutants exhibit axon defects throughout the C. elegans nervous system and sax-3

function is required at the time of axon outgrowth, consistent with a direct role in axon

guidance. SAX-3 acts cell autonomously to mediate ventral guidance of the AVM axon,

suggesting that SAX-3 functions as a guidance receptor.

The sax-1 gene is required for the maintenance of cell shape and polarity in

C. elegans sensory neurons. sax-1 encodes an Ndr serine/threonine kinase that belongs to

a family of kinases whose members function in cell shape regulation in yeast and flies.

Disruption of the C. elegans RHOA GTPase causes cell shape defects similar to those of

sax-1 mutants, and GTPase signaling influences neuronal cell shape in a pathway that acts
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in parallel to SAX-1. SAX-1 also functions in parallel to sensory activity in the regulation

of neurite outgrowth. Both SAX-1 and activity-dependent pathways can be modulated by

the UNC-43 calcium/calmodulin-regulated kinase, suggesting that they converge on

common targets in the regulation of neuronal morphology.
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Chapter One

Introduction



Overview

A fundamental advance in the evolution of living organisms is the emergence of the

nervous system, a cellular network that allows an animal to perceive, interpret and respond

to its surroundings. Precise and elaborate neural circuits communicate information from

sensory neurons that receive input from the environment to interneurons that integrate this

information and motor neurons that execute an appropriate behavioral response. During

development, neuronal cells project axons that navigate along stereotyped trajectories to

contact their targets. Evidence from many systems indicates that axons are actively guided

along their trajectories (Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996; Mueller, 1999).

Subsequent to initial axon guidance, distinct mechanisms govern the maintenance of

neuronal morphology, often relying on properties of neuronal function (Goodman and

Shatz, 1993).

Several of the extracellular signals that provide guidance information to growing

axons are present in both invertebrates and vertebrates, demonstrating that analysis of

simple model systems can provide insight into conserved developmental mechanisms.

This thesis describes a genetic approach to understanding the establishment and

maintenance of neuronal morphology in the nematode C. elegans. The simple C. elegans

nervous system contains 302 neurons whose positions, axonal trajectories and synaptic

connections are well characterized (White et al., 1976; White et al., 1986). A primary

function of the C. elegans nervous system is to locate food sources and avoid unfavorable

conditions created by overcrowding, food scarcity, noxious substances and nonoptimal

temperatures. The largest nematode sensory organ is the amphid, composed of 12

bilaterally symmetric amphid neuron pairs that detect chemicals, touch and temperature

(Ward et al., 1975; Ware et al., 1975). Amphid sensory neurons contain a ciliated

dendrite that is exposed to the environment through an opening in the anterior cuticle

(Perkins et al., 1986). Each amphid neuron projects a single axon that travels



circumferentially in the nerve ring, the largest axon bundle in the animal. Within the nerve

ring, amphid sensory axons contact sensory and interneuron targets (White et al., 1986),

establishing neural circuits essential to sensation and behavior.

The navigation of sensory axons in the nerve ring is largely completed by the end

of embryogenesis. However, nerve ring axons continue to grow as the animal grows in

size during postembryonic development. In the larval and adult stages, nerve ring axons

increase 2.5-fold in length, while retaining the spatial organization established during

embryogenesis. These axon growth and maintenance processes may have requirements

that are distinct from initial axon development. For some amphid sensory neurons,

maintenance of appropriate axon morphology is regulated by neuronal electrical activity

(Coburn and Bargmann, 1996; Coburn et al., 1998; Peckol et al., 1999).

This thesis describes a genetic approach in C. elegans to identify and characterize

molecules involved in the establishment of the nerve ring and in the subsequent

maintenance of sensory morphology throughout larval and adult development. Chapter 1

presents an introduction describing the identified molecular mechanisms that regulate axon

guidance (part I) and cell shape (part II). Part I describes several well-characterized

guidance cues and their neuronal receptors, with a focus on the guidance pathways that are

examined in the C. elegans nerve ring and ventral midline in Chapters 2 and 3. Part II

describes pathways implicated in regulation of cell shape and polarity, with particular

attention to GTPase and kinase signaling pathways examined in Chapter 4. Chapter 2

describes screens for mutants with sensory axon defects (sax mutants) and the

characterization of eight new sax genes that are required for the establishment (sax-3, sax

5 and sax-9) or maintenance (sax-1, sax-2, sax-6, sax-7 and sax-8) of amphid neuron

morphology. The functions of known axon guidance pathways are examined in the nerve

ring, and genetic interactions between components of different pathways reveal how

different guidance systems function together to create unique axon trajectories. Chapter 3

presents the cloning and characterization of SAX-3/Robo, a transmembrane protein in the



immunoglobulin superfamily that prevents aberrant axon crossing of the ventral midline in

C. elegans and Drosophila. sax-3 is required for multiple axon guidance events in C.

elegans and functions at the time of axon outgrowth, consistent with a direct role in a

guidance interaction. Chapter 4 presents the cloning and characterization of SAX-1, a

serine/threonine kinase related to Drosophila and human Ndr kinases. sax-1 is required

for the maintenance of amphid cell shape and polarity in C. elegans and functions in

parallel to sensory activity in the regulation of neuronal morphology. The RHOA GTPase

is shown to influence neuronal morphology in a similar manner, and the intersection

between signaling pathways mediated by the SAX-1 kinase and the RHOA GTPase is

examined. Chapter 5 presents a perspective on short-term and long-term experimental

directions suggested by this work. Results from preliminary experiments that others may

wish to extend are described in the Appendices.



Part I. Regulation of axon guidance

Growing axons often navigate long distances and through diverse environments to

contact their targets, responding to attractive or repellent guidance information from local

or distant sources. Four classes of guidance cues have been identified and extensively

characterized — netrins, ephrins, semaphorins and slits — all of which display both

attractive and repulsive properties (Mueller, 1999; Zinn and Sun, 1999). Receptor

proteins that mediate responses to these guidance cues have also been identified (Mueller,

1999). The characterization of these ligand-receptor interactions has provided insight into

the initial steps of axon guidance, where a directional map of guidance information is

established in the environment and detected by proteins that initiate a response in the

growing axon. This section of the introduction provides a description of several well

characterized classes of guidance molecules, their corresponding receptors, and the

regulation of these guidance systems in different contexts to achieve diverse axonal

responses. The functions of several components of these guidance pathways are

examined in the C. elegans nerve ring in Chapters 2 and 3.

Netrins

The netrin family of secreted axon guidance molecules was first identified in the

nematode C. elegans, where the unc-6 laminin-related gene is required for the guidance of

axons along the dorsoventral axis (Hedgecock et al., 1990; Ishii et al., 1992). Vertebrate

UNC-6 homologs, netrin-1 and netrin-2, were independently purified based on their

ability to promote outgrowth of spinal cord commissural axons (Serafini et al., 1994) and

were shown to actively function as chemoattractants (Kennedy et al., 1994; de la Torre et

al., 1997).



Netrins can act as long-range diffusible guidance cues. Netrin is expressed at the

ventral midline in vertebrates and invertebrates (Kennedy et al., 1994; Harris et al., 1996;

Mitchell et al., 1996; Wadsworth et al., 1996) and netrin function is required to guide

axons ventrally to the ventral midline in vivo (Hedgecock et al., 1990; Ishii et al., 1992;

Harris et al., 1996; Mitchell et al., 1996; Serafini et al., 1996). In vertebrates, specialized

floor plate cells at the ventral midline of the vertebrate spinal cord function an intermediate

target in the guidance of spinal cord axons (reviewed in Colamarino and Tessier-Lavigne,

1995b). Recombinant netrin has been shown to be sufficient for some floor plate

guidance activities (Kennedy et al., 1994; Serafini et al., 1994; Colamarino and Tessier

Lavigne, 1995a; Shirasaki et al., 1995; Shirasaki et al., 1996; Varela-Echavarria et al.,

1997). However, floor plate cells from netrin-1 mutant mice retain some guidance

functions, indicating that these guidance events can be mediated by other floor plate

components (Serafini et al., 1996).

Netrins can also act as local guidance cues. In worms, flies and mice, mutants

defective in netrin function exhibit defects in axon crossing of the ventral midline,

Suggesting that netrins are required locally to promote midline crossing (Harris et al.,

1996; Mitchell et al., 1996; Serafini et al., 1996; Wadsworth et al., 1996). Similarly,

netrin may also function locally to guide retinal axons into the optic nerve; netrin

expression is observed at the optic nerve head, and axons accumulate at the retinal exit

point in netrin mutant mice (de la Torre et al., 1997; Deiner et al., 1997).

Netrins attract some axons and repel others. In some cases, different netrin

receptors are used for attraction and repulsion. Attraction to netrins is mediated by UNC

40/DCC, a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily that is thought to act directly as a

netrin receptor on growing axons (Hedgecock et al., 1990; Chan et al., 1996; Keino-Masu

et al., 1996; Kolodziejet al., 1996; de la Torre et al., 1997; Deiner et al., 1997; Fazeli et

al., 1997; Ming et al., 1997). Repulsion from netrins is mediated by UNC-5, a

transmembrane receptor that acts in combination with UNC-40/DCC (Hedgecock et al.,



1990; Leung-Hagesteijn et al., 1992; Hamelin et al., 1993; Ackerman et al., 1997;

Leonardo et al., 1997; Colavita and Culotti, 1998). Expression of UNC-5 on an axon

can be sufficient to convert its response from attraction to repulsion, and both responses

require UNC-40 function (Hamelin et al., 1993; Colavita and Culotti, 1998).

In addition to different netrin receptors, some aspects of neuronal signaling can

also influence netrin response. For example, vertebrate axons attracted to the source of

netrin expression at the ventral midline lose netrin responsiveness after crossing the

midline, despite the fact that these axons still express DCC (Shirasaki et al., 1998).

Cultured Xenopus spinal cord neurons exposed to a netrin point source can rapidly switch

from attraction to repulsion in the presence of inhibitors of the cAMP-dependent protein

kinase A (Ming et al., 1997). These results suggest that second messenger signaling

within a neuron can influence the axonal response.

Semaphorins

Semaphorin guidance cues have been implicated primarily in repulsion of

migrating axons, though they may have attractive properties as well (Kolodkin, 1996;

Kolodkin and Ginty, 1997). At least 30 semaphorins have been identified in a ligand

family that is conserved from worms to humans (Kolodkin et al., 1993). Semaphorins

can be transmembrane, GPI-linked or secreted. All share a 500 amino acid sema domain

and are divided into seven classes based on sequence similarity. Semaphorins can induce

growth cone collapse in sensory neurons (Luo et al., 1993) and are capable of repelling

axon growth in vitro (Fan and Raper, 1995; Messersmith et al., 1995; Puschel et al.,

1995; Puschel, 1996; Adams et al., 1997; Varela-Echavarria et al., 1997). Semaphorins

are also required for axon guidance in vivo; mice defective in the Secreted Sema3A ligand

(Sema III/Sema D/Collapsin I) exhibit axon defasiculation and excessive axon growth in

peripheral nerves (Behar et al., 1996; Taniguchi et al., 1997). Similarly, disruption of the



transmembrane Sema 1a ligand leads to defects in motor axon guidance in Drosophila (Yu

et al., 1998).

Semaphorins are recognized by plexin or neuropilin receptors in vitro (Chen et al.,

1997; He and Tessier-Lavigne, 1997; Kolodkin et al., 1997; Winberg et al., 1998).

Neuropilin receptors are neuronally expressed (Takagi et al., 1991; Fujisawa et al., 1995;

Takagi et al., 1995; Kawakami et al., 1996) and bind to type 3 semaphorins (He and

Tessier-Lavigne, 1997; Kolodkin et al., 1997). Antibodies to neuropilin 1 prevent axon

collapse and repulsion by semaphorin 3A (He and Tessier-Lavigne, 1997; Kolodkin et al.,

1997). Semaphorin 3A and neuropilin 1 are likely to interact in vivo, since the mouse

neuropilin mutant exhibits axon defects similar to those in Sema3A mutant mice, and

sensory neurons lacking neuropilin are resistant to the collapse-inducing effect of Sema3A

(Kitsukawa et al., 1997). The transmembrane protein plexin also functions as a

Semaphorin receptor. Plexins are neuronally-expressed proteins that have a sema domain

(Takagi et al., 1995; Maestrini et al., 1996) that can function as cell adhesion molecules

(Ohta et al., 1995). A member of the plexin family was purified biochemically as a

Semaphorin binding protein (Comeau et al., 1998) and Drosophila Plexin A binds to the

transmembrane ligands Sema 1a and Sema 1b (Winberg et al., 1998). Furthermore,

plexin A mutant flies exhibit axon defects similar to those seen in sema 1a mutants, and

genetic interactions between these genes suggest that they may function in a common

pathway (Winberg et al., 1998).

As with the netrins, semaphorin ligands can repel some axons and attract others.

Sema3C has been shown to attract cortical axons (Bagnard et al., 1998) and repel sensory

and sympathetic axons (Adams et al., 1997). Sema3A can inhibit cortical axon branching

(Bagnard et al., 1998). Moreover, Sema 3B and 3C can act as competitive antagonists of

Sema3A-mediated repulsion in neurons that express the neuropilin 1 receptor, but they act

as repulsive factors to neurons that express neuropilin 2 (Takahashi et al., 1998). The

mechanisms by which semaphorins exert these diverse effects may reflect differences in



receptor expression or ligand presentation (Chalfie and Thomson, 1979; Chen et al., 1997;

Chedotal et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1998).

Ephrins

Ephrin ligands, in either GPI-linked (ephrin A) or transmembrane (ephrin B)

forms, associate with Eph receptor tyrosine kinases in guidance pathways that function

primarily in axon repulsion (Flanagan and Vanderhaeghen, 1998), although there is also

evidence that ephrins can function in attraction (Castellani et al., 1998). Mouse knockouts

of the EphB2, EphB3 and EphA8 receptors all cause defects in axonal trajectories

(Henkemeyer et al., 1996; Orioli et al., 1996; Park et al., 1997). The anterior-posterior

axis of the topographic map formed by retinal axons at their tectal target is mediated in part

by gradients of Eph receptors expressed on vertebrate retinal axons that detect

complementary gradients of ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5 ligands in the optic tectum (Cheng et

al., 1995; Drescher et al., 1995). Retinal axons avoid substrates containing ephrin-A2 and

ephrin-A5 in vitro and they avoid ephrin-A2-expressing tectal cells in vivo, consistent with

a role as a repellent (Drescher et al., 1995; Nakamoto et al., 1996; Monschau et al., 1997).

Ephrin expression in the optic tectum is highest in the posterior regions and may define the

posterior limit of axon innervation by selectively repelling axons with higher Eph receptor

expression levels. Consistent with this possibility, ephrin-A2 and ephrin-A5 are more

repulsive to the temporal axons (high Eph receptor) that project to the anterior tectum than

to the nasal axons (low Eph receptor) that project to more posterior regions (Nakamoto et

al., 1996; Monschau et al., 1997). Ephrin-A5-containing substrates also inhibit axon

branching (Roskies and O'Leary, 1994) and promote axon fasciculation (Winslow et al.,

1995), which may reflect different geometries of presentation of a repulsive ligand.

Ephrins can function as bifunctional guidance cues; ephrin-A5 promotes axon outgrowth

and sprouting of specific subsets of cortical neurons, but inhibits axon outgrowth in other



cortical neuron types (Castellani et al., 1998). These results suggest that ephrins, like

netrins and semaphorins, can elicit diverse neuronal reponses.

Ephrins act as ligands in the retinotectal system, but in other regions of the brain

Eph receptors signal to ephrin-expressing cells. Axons of the anterior commissure

express ephrin-B and grow on substrate cells that express the EphB2 receptor. Guidance

of anterior commissure axons requires Ephb2 but not the Eph receptor cytoplasmic

domain, suggesting that Ephb2 acts as a ligand (Henkemeyer et al., 1996). The

cytoplasmic domain of ephrin-B ligands is tyrosine phosphorylated upon association with

the Ephb2 receptor, suggesting that ephrins may signal to the cells that express them

(Bruckner et al., 1997; Holland et al., 1997). These results indicate that guidance

molecules may achieve an additional level of versatility by functioning as either ligands or

receptors.

The C. elegans vab-1 Eph receptor homolog is required in neurons for interactions

among neuroblasts during gastrulation as well as for the cell migrations of overlying

epidermal cells (George et al., 1998). From these results, VAB-1 could function as a

ligand or a receptor in neuron-neuron interactions, or as a ligand in neuron-epidermis

interactions. Complete loss of vab-1 function causes more severe defects than mutations

in the kinase domain alone. These results raise the possibility that VAB-1 could function

both as a receptor, in a pathway requiring the activity of its cytoplasmic kinase domain,

and as a ligand, in a pathway that may require the extracellular domain.

Slits

The conserved Roundabout (Robo) family of immunoglobulin superfamily

members regulates axon guidance at the ventral midline in Drosophila and C. elegans

(Kidd et al., 1998a; Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3). Axons approaching the midline make

divergent guidance decisions: some axons cross the midline while other axons do not

cross the midline and remain on the ipsilateral side. Midline crossing is tightly regulated;
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axons that cross the midline once often remain closely associated with it without crossing

again, while other axons near the midline never cross at all. Genetic screens in Drosophila

(Seeger et al., 1993) and C. elegans (Chapter 2) have identified genes required for the

proper regulation of midline crossing. In mutants defective in the Drosophila Robo

receptor or the related C. elegans SAX-3 protein, axons cross the midline inappropriately

(Kidd et al., 1998a; Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3). sax-3 mutants also exhibit defects in

the ventral guidance of axons to the midline, suggesting that Robo family members may be

involved in additional guidance decisions. Cell-specific expression studies indicate that

SAX-3/Robo can function cell autonomously in midline guidance (Kidd et al., 1998a) and

in ventral guidance (Zallen et al., Submitted/Chapter 2), consistent with a role as a

receptor. The Robo receptor could function to prevent aberrant midline crossing by

Sensing a repellent guidance cue expressed at the midline; alternatively, Robo could detect

an attractive guidance cue expressed by longitudinal axons.

The Slit family of Secreted proteins are candidate Robo ligands in Drosophila and

vertebrates (Brose et al., 1999; Kidd et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999). Slit

proteins are large extracellular matrix molecules with leucine rich and EGF repeats that are

conserved from C. elegans to humans (Itoh et al., 1998; Nakayama et al., 1998; Brose et

al., 1999; Li et al., 1999 J. Hao, J. A. Z. and C. Bargmann, unpublished results). Slit

proteins have been shown to interact biochemically and genetically with the Robo receptor.

The human Slit? protein associates with cells expressing vertebrate Robo.1 or Robo2

receptors; conversely, the soluble Robol extracellular domain binds to cells expressing

Slit 1 or Slitz protein (Brose et al., 1999). Similar association occurs between the

Drosophila Slit protein and Drosophila Robo, indicating that this binding interaction is

conserved (Brose et al., 1999).

Different isoforms of the Slit ligand may perform distinct physiological functions.

Slit 1 and Slitz are proteolytically processed into a larger N-terminal fragment (Slit2-N,

140 kD) and a smaller C-terminal fragment (Slit2-C, 55-60 kD), both in cultured cells and
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in vivo (Brose et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999). Full length Slit2 and Slit2-N are tightly

associated with membranes, while Slit?-C is more diffusible, raising the possibility that

these fragments behave differently in vivo (Brose et al., 1999). Interestingly, the Slit?-N

fragment associates with the Robo receptor, while Slit2-C does not (K. Brose and M.

Tessier-Lavigne, personal communication).

Slit proteins repel growing motor and sensory axons in culture, consistent with a

role in a repulsive guidance mechanism (Brose et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Nguyen Ba

Charvet et al., 1999). In particular, the Robo-binding N-terminal fragment of Slit2 is

sufficient to repel spinal cord motor neurons (K. Brose and M. Tessier-Lavigne, personal

communication). However, Slit2-N also promotes axon outgrowth and branching of

DRG sensory neurons (Wang et al., 1999), demonstrating that Slit can operate as a

positive factor for some axons. The mechanisms by which Slit exerts positive or negative

effects on axon growth are not clear, but one possibility is that these differences may

reflect differential protein expression: DRG sensory neurons express Robo2 (Wang et al.,

1999), while motor neurons express both Robol and Robo2 (Brose et al., 1999). It is not

clear which Robo receptor is expressed by olfactory neurons, which are repelled by Slit

(Brose et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Nguyen Ba-Charvet et al., 1999). Alternatively, some

Slit-induced axon guidance events may be mediated by non-Robo receptors.

Drosophila Slit protein is expressed by midline glial cells but is not required for

their differentiation (Rothberg et al., 1988; Rothberg et al., 1990; Sonnenfeld and Jacobs,

1994). Since Slit is expressed in a region that Robo-expressing axons avoid, Slit may

function as a repellent ligand detected by the Robo receptor. Consistent with this

possibility, weak slit mutants exhibit midline crossover defects reminiscent of those

observed in robo mutants (Kidd et al., 1999). robo and slit exhibit dosage-sensitive

genetic interactions that are suggestive of a common function (Kidd et al., 1999).

However, strong slit alleles cause complete collapse of longitudinal axon tracts at the

ventral midline (Rothberg et al., 1990), a phenotype distinct from that of robo mutants.
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Furthermore, Slit misexpression on muscle cells causes axon guidance defects that do not

require the Robo receptor, indicating that some aspects of Slit function are Robo

independent (Kidd et al., 1999). Therefore, further analysis of Slit and its receptors,

perhaps including Drosophila Robo.2 (Kidd et al., 1999), will be required to understand

the relation between the in vivo guidance pathways mediated by Slit and Robo. In Support

of a Slit-Robo interaction in vivo, Slit misexpression in C. elegans causes repulsion of

ventrally-directed axons in a SAX-3-dependent manner (J. Hao, M. Tessier-Lavigne and

C. Bargmann, personal communication). However, the role of the Slit ligand in

regulating axon crossover at the C. elegans midline remains to be determined.

Drosophila Robo is regulated by Commissureless (Comm), a novel

transmembrane protein expressed by midline glia (Tear et al., 1996). Comm functions to

downregulate Robo expression in axon segments spanning the midline (Kidd et al.,

1998b), suggesting a mechanism by which Robo-mediated midline avoidance is

transiently suppressed in axons that cross the midline. In comm mutants, no axons cross

the midline, but axon crossing is restored by additional removal of the robo gene (Seeger

et al., 1993). These results suggest that the defects caused by Comm loss of function are

due to Robo overexpression. Therefore, axon guidance mechanisms can be refined

through regulation of the subcellular localization of guidance receptors. No Comm

homologs have been identified in the C. elegans genome, although a divergent protein may

perform similar regulatory functions.

Conclusion

The identification of guidance cues and their receptors provides a strong

foundation for the study of many outstanding questions in the field of axon guidance. The

mechanisms by which a single guidance cue can influence axon behavior in several ways

are not fully understood, but may reflect differences in ligand presentation, growth cone

receptor expression and localization, and distinct mechanisms of signaling to second
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messengers and the cytoskeleton. The identification of catalytic and protein-binding

motifs in the cytoplasmic domain of guidance receptors provides a starting point for the

analysis of downstream signaling pathways. The elucidation of these pathways should

reveal how ligand-receptor interactions ultimately communicate to the cytoskeleton to

regulate the dynamic morphogenetic processes that contribute to axon growth and

guidance.
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Part II. Regulation of cell shape and polarity

Cells perform diverse functions through specialized features of cell shape and

polarity. Cell shape and polarity are created through the precise spatial and temporal

regulation of actin, tubulin and intermediate filaments that make up the cellular

cytoskeleton. Different cytoskeletal structures direct morphological transitions during

development. For example, neuronal precursor cells form a mitotic spindle to govern the

cell divisions that produce neurons, neurons carry out actin-based motility to migrate from

their site of birth to their final locations, and postmigratory cells differentiate structurally

distinct axonal and dendritic projections to create the precise circuitry essential to nervous

system function. Subsequent to these initial developmental processes, mechanisms

operate to maintain or refine cell shape during the final stages of neuronal maturation. In

particular, regulation of the actin cytoskeleton has been implicated in several

morphogenetic processes, including cell shape, division, motility and intracellular

trafficking (Devreotes and Zigmond, 1988; Bretscher, 1991; Hall, 1994; Symons, 1996).

Rho GTPases influence cell morphology

Fibroblasts contain actin subpopulations that form three types of structures: the

cortical actin network, actin stress fibers and cell surface projections. Fibroblasts in

culture can redistribute these actin populations in response to extracellular signals. For

example, quiescent Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts rapidly form actin stress fibers and focal

adhesion complexes in response to serum or lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) (Ridley and

Hall, 1992), membrane ruffles or lamellipodia when exposed to the growth factors PDGF

or EGF (Ridley and Hall, 1992), and filopodia when exposed to bradykinin (Kozma et

al., 1995; Nobes and Hall, 1995). These distinct morphological changes can be

reproduced by activation of specific GTPases in the Rho family, while treatments that

inactivate Rho GTPases selectively block the formation of certain structures, suggesting
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that GTPases are downstream of the signals that lead to cytoskeletal reorganization (Hall,

1994).

Rho GTPases belong to the Ras superfamily of small GTP-binding proteins,

which function in a number of cell biological processes, including cell proliferation and

differentiation, intracellular vesicle transport), nuclear protein import and cytoskeletal

regulation (Hall, 1994). The Rho subfamily includes the Rho, Rac and Cdc42 GTPase

subtypes that are involved in cytoskeletal regulation, as well as transcriptional activation,

endocytosis and cell cycle progression. This section will focus on the Rho GTPase and its

role in regulating stable cytoskeletal structures that contribute to cell shape.

The cycling of Rho proteins between the active (GTP-bound) and inactive (GDP

bound) states is regulated by several cofactors. Rho GTPases are activated by guanine

nucleotide exchange proteins (GEFs), which stabilize the nucleotide-free state of Rho,

increasing the rate of nucleotide exchange and thereby enhancing levels of GTP-bound

Rho (Quilliam et al., 1995). In an opposing pathway, specific GTPase activating proteins

(GAPs) increase the rate of GTP hydrolysis and reduce the levels of active, GTP-bound

Rho (Boguski and McCormick, 1993; Lamarche and Hall, 1994). Rho- and Rac-type

GTPases are also sequestered in an inactive form by Rho guanine nucleotide dissociation

inhibitors (Rho-GDIs), which inhibit GDP dissociation and maintain the GTPase in a

GDP-bound form (Hall, 1994).

An understanding of the Rho GTPase cycle has provided useful tools for the

experimental manipulation of Rho function. Gain of function Rho proteins can be created

through mutations that reduce GTPase activity and sensitivity to GAPS (glycine to valine at

residue 14 in Rho and Rac or residue 12 in Ras and Cdc42; glutamine to leucine at residue

63 in Rho or residue 61 in Ras, Rac and Cdc42), producing proteins that are constitutively

bound to GTP (Der et al., 1986a; Feig and Cooper, 1988; Garrett et al., 1989; Bourne et

al., 1991) Mutations that decrease GTP affinity (threonine to asparagine at residue 17 in

Ras or residue 19 in Rho, Rac and Cdc42) can act as dominant negative alleles by
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associating with GEF proteins in nonproductive complexes with nucleotide-free Rho,

reducing their ability to activate wild-type Rho (Der et al., 1986b; Quilliam et al., 1995).

The Rho subtype of the Rho GTPase family has been implicated in the formation

of actin stress fibers and focal adhesion complexes. In quiescent Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts,

exposure to the growth factor LPA or microinjection of activated RhoAY!“ leads to stress

fiber and focal adhesion formation within minutes, while Rho inhibition prevents

induction of stress fibers and focal adhesions by LPA, demonstrating that Rho is a

downstream component of LPA in cytoskeletal regulation (Paterson et al., 1990; Ridley

and Hall, 1992). In REF52 fibroblasts, which normally contain stress fibers and focal

adhesions, Rho inhibition leads to a disruption of both of these structures (Chihara et al.,

1997). These results are consistent with an active requirement for Rho in both the

establishment and maintenance of stress fibers and focal adhesions.

Stress fibers consist of long bundles of antiparallel actin and myosin filaments

anchored to the extracellular matrix through focal adhesion complexes at the plasma

membrane (Yamada and Geiger, 1997). Focal adhesions represent a large complex of

proteins, including structural (talin, Vinculin, a-actinin and actin) and regulatory (protein

kinase C, pó0V-sºº and p125FAK) components; additional focal adhesion proteins, such as

paxillin, tensin and zyxin, may also have some regulatory functions (Turner and Burridge,

1991). The formation of stress fiber and focal adhesion structures in response to Rho

GTPase signaling suggest a role for Rho in regulating stable properties of cell shape.

By contrast, the Rac and Cdc42 GTPases are involved in the generation of

dynamic actin structures that underlie cell motility. An activated Racivº mutant leads to

membrane ruffling, while the dominant negative Rac1V12N17 mutant blocks ruffling

induced by PDGF, indicating that Rac1 is necessary and sufficient for ruffling (Ridley et

al., 1992). Disruption of Rho function does not interfere with membrane ruffling;

however, stress fibers that emerge after a delay following PDGF or Rac1 activation are

dependent on Rho function (Ridley et al., 1992). Activated Cdc42V12 causes the rapid
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induction of filopodia, while the dominant negative Cdc42^17 mutant blocks filopodia

induced by bradykinin, indicating that Cdc42 is necessary and sufficient for filopodia

formation (Kozma et al., 1995; Nobes and Hall, 1995). Membrane ruffles and stress

fibers also appear as a delayed response to activated Cdc42V12 and this response requires

Rac1 function. These results suggest a model where the Cdc42 GTPase leads to

sequential activation of Rac and then Rho in a signaling cascade.

Rho GTPase function in vivo

Insight into the regulation of cell shape and polarity by GTPases has come from

studies of bud site selection in S. cerevisiae, where cellular materials for the emerging

daughter cell are selectively transported to one part of the mother cell in a pattern regulated

by genotype (Chant and Herskowitz, 1991). Three GTPase cycles are required for

different morphogenetic changes that occur during budding. Mutations in the Ras-type

Budl GTPase, its inhibitory GAP (Bud2) or its activating GEF (Bud5) disrupt bud pattern

and cause yeast cells to bud in random locations (Bender and Pringle, 1989; Chant et al.,

1991; Chant and Herskowitz, 1991; Park et al., 1993). By contrast, disruption of the

Rho-type Cdc42 GTPase, its activating GEF (Cdc24) or its inhibitory GAP (Bem?)

prevents bud assembly, causing yeast cells to grow uniformly without budding (Hartwell,

1973; Adams et al., 1990; Johnson and Pringle, 1990). In a third process, disruption of

the Rhol GTPase, its two activating GEFs Roml and Rom2, or the two Rho-related

GTPases Rho3 and Rho4 causes cells to arrest with small buds, indicating that bud site

Selection and bud initiation occur normally, but bud growth is defective (Matsui and Toh

E, 1992; Yamochi et al., 1994; Ozaki et al., 1996). Furthermore, growth-arrested diploid

cells lacking Rho? and Rho4 exhibit delocalized chitin and actin patches, suggesting an

additional defect in cell polarity (Matsui and Toh-E, 1992). Interestingly, genetic

interactions between components of these GTPase cycles indicate a mechanism for the

regulation of genes required for bud formation by genes required for bud pattern.
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Cells of the fission yeast S. pombe have a rod-shaped morphology that continues

to elongate during cell growth, with localized actin structures at its growing ends. At least

two GTPase cycles are required to establish and maintain this morphology, and in their

absence cells become spherical. These include ras] (Fukui et al., 1986) and cdc42sp

(Fawell et al., 1992; Miller and Johnson, 1994). As in S. cerevisiae, oriented cell growth

prior to cell division in S. pombe is regulated by hierarchical regulation of GTPase cycles

(Chang et al., 1994).

In Drosophila, disruption of RhoA function causes a number of phenotypes that

may reflect defects in cell proliferation or viability, as well as disruption of tissue polarity

in the eye and epithelial cell shape changes during gastrulation (Barrett et al., 1997; Strutt

et al., 1997). Rac is also required for epithelial morphogenesis, as well as for the proper

formation of cell-cell junctions (Eaton et al., 1995; Harden et al., 1995). By contrast,

Cdc42 is required for epithelial cell elongation (Eaton et al., 1995). The different

phenotypes caused by perturbation of different GTPases are reminiscent of the

requirements for multiple GTPase cycles in regulation of distinct properties of cell shape in !

S. cerevisiae. These early developmental defects caused by loss of RhoA function may

obscure later roles for RhoA in other processes, such as neuronal development. Neuron

specific expression of dominant negative GTPase mutants has revealed a role for Rac and

Cdc42 in axon extension, while Cdc42 is also required for dendrite extension (Luo et al.,

1994).

The C. elegans MIG-2 GTPase, which is equally related to Cdc42 and Rac, is

required for specific cell migrations, while gain of function mig-2 mutations disrupt axon

pathfinding (Zipkin et al., 1997). These results suggest that altered MIG-2 activity may

interfere with other GTPase pathways that function in axon guidance. Mutations in the

Rac-specific UNC-73 GEF also disrupt axon pathfinding, implicating Rac GTPase in this

process (Steven et al., 1998). A single C. elegans Rho GTPase has been identified (Chen
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and Lim, 1994), but its function is not known. Further analysis of the role of C. elegans

RHOA in the regulation of neuronal morphology is presented in Chapter 4.

Signaling downstream of Rho GTPase: Rho kinase and Protein kinase C

Since the GTP-bound form of Rho GTPase is active, proteins that specifically bind

to Rho-GTP have been implicated as candidate effectors. Serine/threonine kinases in the

Rho kinase family were isolated based on their association with GTP-bound RhoA (Leung

et al., 1995; Ishizaki et al., 1996; Matsui et al., 1996). The Rho kinase family includes

additional Rho kinase relatives (Leung et al., 1996; Nakagawa et al., 1996), LET-502

(Wissmann et al., 1997), Genghis Khan (GEK) (Luo et al., 1997), Citron (Di Cunto et

al., 1998; Madaule et al., 1998) and MRCK (Leung et al., 1998). Rho kinase contains an

N-terminal serine/threonine kinase catalytic domain and a C terminal region that mediates

GTPase association. Rho-GTP enhances the ability of Rho kinase to autophosphorylate

and to phosphorylate exogenous substrates (Ishizaki et al., 1996; Matsui et al., 1996).

Rho kinases do not associate with Rac or Cdc42 in vitro (Leung et al., 1995; Ishizaki et

al., 1996; Matsui et al., 1996). Furthermore, Rho kinase activity is not activated by Rac1

or Ras (Matsui et al., 1996) and a dominant negative Rho kinase mutant does not block

Rac-induced membrane ruffling (Ishizaki et al., 1997). However, related kinases such as

Genghis Khan and MRCK associate with Cdc42 (Luo et al., 1997; Leung et al., 1998)

and the Citron kinase associates with Rho and Rac (Madaule et al., 1995; Di Cunto et al.,

1998; Madaule et al., 1998). These results suggest that many Rho kinases function

Specifically in a Rho Signaling pathway, although related kinases may function in other

GTPase pathways.

Rho kinase is a compelling candidate Rho effector in cytoskeletal regulation. The

C. elegans Rho kinase LET-502 is required in vivo for epidermal cell shape changes

during gastrulation (Wissmann et al., 1997) and mutations Genghis Khan produce

abnormal actin accumulation in the Drosophila egg chamber (Luo et al., 1997). In
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cultured cells, constitutively active RhoAV14 or Rho kinase induces stress fibers and focal

adhesions (Leung et al., 1996; Amano et al., 1997; Ishizaki et al., 1997). In epistasis

experiments, a dominant negative Rho kinase mutant blocks the ability of RhoAY!" to

induce stress fibers and focal adhesions (Ishizaki et al., 1997). Conversely, the effects of

Rho kinase are insensitive to disruption of Rho function (Leung et al., 1996; Amano et al.,

1997). These results indicate that Rho kinase acts downstream of Rho in a pathway that

leads to the formation of stress fibers and focal adhesions.

What information do these experiments provide about the function and regulation

of Rho kinase? The activity of truncated Rho kinase mutants demonstrate that the Rho

binding domain is not required for its biological effects in cultured cells (Amano et al.,

1997; Ishizaki et al., 1997). However, the stress fibers formed by truncated Rho kinase

are qualitatively different from those produced by activated Rho or full-length Rho kinase:

instead of adjoining the plasma membrane, they aggregate aberrantly in the cell interior

(Leung et al., 1996; Amano et al., 1997; Ishizaki et al., 1997). This difference suggests

that the C terminus is required for proper localization or regulation of Rho kinase function.

Several domains from the Rho kinase C terminus inhibit the ability of full-length Rho

kinase to stimulate focal adhesion and stress fiber formation; however, the truncated Rho

kinase catalytic domain is resistant to this inhibition (Amano et al., 1997). Therefore,

these domains do not appear to function by titrating out effectors, but may bind to factors

required for Rho kinase localization or activation. Consistent with this possibility, the C

terminal region of the related Citron kinase is required for its colocalization with actin (Di

Cunto et al., 1998) and activated RhoAV14 promotes the translocation of Rho kinase to

membranes (Leung et al., 1995).

Another candidate Rho effector is the serine/threonine kinase protein kinase C.

Disruption of the S. cerevisiae PKC1 gene causes cells to arrest with small buds (Levin et

al., 1990), a phenotype similar to that of rhol mutants (Yamochi et al., 1994). Pkc1

interacts with activated Rhol in the yeast two-hybrid assay in an interaction mediated by
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the Pkc1 C1 motif (Nonaka et al., 1995). Interestingly, a dominant mutation in the pkc.1

gene suppresses the growth defect of yeast defective in rhol function (Nonaka et al.,

1995). The dominant pkc1 mutation disrupts a conserved pseudosubstrate site which is

predicted to maintain the kinase in an inactive state (Hug and Sarre, 1993). These results

indicate that Pkc1 may function downstream of Rho signaling. However, the dominant

pkc.1 allele cannot suppress the growth defect of a rhol null mutant, indicating that Pkcl is

not the only Rhol target.

How does Rho kinase communicate to the cytoskeleton?

The identification of several kinases in the Rho signaling pathway suggests that

regulated phosphorylation of specific downstream targets is essential to the biological

functions of Rho. Myosin and actin are the two primary components of stress fibers, and

myosin motor proteins hydrolyze ATP to power their translocation along actin filaments

(Tan et al., 1992). Levels of active, phosphorylated myosin are controlled by the

opposing activities of myosin light chain kinase and myosin light chain phosphatase. Rho

kinase can phosphorylate myosin light chain in vitro (Amano et al., 1996), activating

myosin ATPase activity and increasing its ability to assemble into filaments and bundle

actin filaments (Tan et al., 1992; Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996). In

addition, Rho kinases can phosphorylate the myosin-binding subunit (MBS) of myosin

light chain phosphatase (Matsui et al., 1996) in a reaction that is enhanced by activated

Rho (Kimura et al., 1996; Matsui et al., 1996). MBS phosphorylation leads to decreased

phosphatase activity (Kimura et al., 1996), which is predicted to further increase the levels

of active myosin.

In C. elegans, mutations in the LET-502 Rho kinase are suppressed by mutations

in the MEL-11 myosin phosphatase regulatory subunit, consistent with a model where

Rho kinase functions in vivo to enhance myosin phosphorylation in a pathway opposed by

myosin phosphatase (Wissmann et al., 1997). In cultured cells, LPA or RhoA stimulation
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leads to an increase in myosin light chain phosphorylation and the redistribution of diffuse

subcellular myosin to actin stress fibers (Kolodney and Elson, 1993; Chrzanowska

Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996). LPA or RhoA-induced stress fibers and focal adhesions

are blocked by inhibitors of myosin or myosin light chain kinase (Lamb et al., 1988;

Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996). These results support a model where Rho

GTPase signals to Rho kinase in a pathway that leads to stress fiber and focal adhesion

formation through the regulation of actin-myosin contractility.

Kinases in the Orbó/COT-1/Warts family influence cell shape in vivo

A distinct family of serine/threonine kinases related to Rho kinase is required for

normal cell morphology in organisms from yeast to flies. Members of the Orbó/COT

1/Warts kinase family define pathways for the regulation of specific properties of cell

shape, similar to the functions of Rho GTPase and Rho kinase. However, these kinases

have divergent N-termini, lack the C-terminal domain of Rho kinase, including the Rho

binding domain, and contain an additional spacer region between conserved motifs VII

and VIII of the kinase domain. Orbó is required for the elongate morphology of fission

yeast cells; orb6 mutants appear spherical (Verde et al., 1995; Verde et al., 1998). Orbó

protein colocalizes with actin at sites of cell growth, where it may function to anchor actin

structures to the plasma membrane. Consistent with this model, actin is uniformly

distributed on the surface of orbó mutant cells. Interestingly, arrested cells rapidly lose

their normal shape when Orbó function is removed, indicating that Orbó is actively

required for cell shape maintenance. orbó mutants also progress more rapidly through the

cell cycle than wild-type fission yeast, leading to the production of abnormally small

daughter cells. Conversely, cells overexpressing Orbó are delayed in the cell cycle,

suggesting that Orbó may play a dose-dependent role in cell cycle regulation in addition to

its role in maintaining cell morphology.
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In Drosophila, the Orbó-related serine/threonine kinase Warts/Lats also functions

in the regulation of both cell morphology and cell division (Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al.,

1995). Mutations in the warts gene cause apical expansion of imaginal disc cells,

producing a surface cuticle that appears irregular rather than smooth. The cell shape

defects of Drosophila warts/lats mutants are selective; epidermal cells undergo aberrant

expansion in their apical regions but retain the septate and adherens junctions characteristic

of polarized cells (Justice et al., 1995). In addition, warts/lats mutants exhibit increased

cell proliferation leading to tumors in flies and mice (Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995;

St. John et al., 1999), suggesting that Warts/Lats may play a role similar to that of fission

yeast Orbó in negatively regulating cell cycle progression.

The COT-1 member of this serine/threonine kinase family is required for normal

cell morphology in the fungus Neurospora (Yarden et al., 1992). Growing Neurospora

cells normally extend exclusively at their hyphal tip, with minimal side branching along the

stem, but in cot-1 mutants, excessive side branching initiates at the expense of tip

elongation. This side branching is unlikely to be an indirect effect of tip growth cessation,

since other tip growth mutants do not lead to the production of ectopic side branches by

default. COT-1 may therefore function to restrict cell growth and spreading in

inappropriate locations, perhaps through stabilizing regions of the actin cytoskeleton.

A relative of these serine threonine kinases was identified in the C. elegans

expressed sequence tag (EST) database, and Drosophila and human homologs of this gene

were named Ndr proteins, for nuclear Dbf2-related kinases (Millward et al., 1995). The

Ndr proteins form a subset of the Orbó/Warts/COT-1 kinase family, and are more closely

related to Rho kinase than to Dbf2. The function of Ndr kinase is unknown, but the

protein is widely expressed in human tissues and is localized to the nucleus and the cell

periphery in culture. The physiological functions of these two subcellular populations of

hNdr protein are unknown. In particular, Ndr nuclear localization requires the conserved

spacer region within the kinase domain, and it will be interesting to determine if this spacer
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region is required for the in vivo function of the Ndr homologs. Interestingly, human Ndr

interacts with the calcium-binding protein S100b, and its kinase activity in cultured cells is

stimulated by calcium influx (Millward et al., 1998). The regulation of hindr by calcium is

dependent on a region in its N-terminal domain that is conserved in Orbó, COT-1 and

Warts, raising the possibility that members of this serine/threonine kinase family could be

regulated by calcium levels in vivo.

Although kinases in the Orbó/COT-1/Warts family are related to Rho kinases, they

form a distinct class that lacks the Rho-binding domain, along with several other domains

in the Rho kinase C-terminus that are proposed to have signaling or regulatory functions.

It is not known whether Orbó/COT-1/Warts family kinases are regulated by GTPase

pathways. In support of this possibility, the orbó mutant phenotype is similar to the cell

shape defect caused by disruption of the Cdc42sp GTPase (Miller and Johnson, 1994).

Furthermore, increased orb-6 copy number can partially rescue the cell shape defects

caused by a mutation in the Pakl/Shkl kinase (Verde et al., 1998), which has been shown

to function with Cdc42sp at the same step in a pathway regulating cell shape (Marcus et

al., 1995; Ottilie et al., 1995). Moreover, Orbó localization is disrupted in a pak1/shkl

mutant, consistent with a role for the Orbó kinase downstream of Pak kinase (Verde et al.,

1998). Therefore, it is possible that kinases in the Orbó/COT-1/Warts family, like the

related Rho kinases, may also function in a GTPase signaling pathway.

Spatial regulation of GTPase signaling pathways

The requirement for Rho GTPase in defining cell morphology may provide

information about how these pathways are spatially regulated. Rho GTPases associate

with the plasma membrane as a result of protein prenylation (Seabra, 1998) and activated

Rho has been shown to localize to the cell cortex (Drechsel et al., 1997). Furthermore,

RhoGDI proteins retain Rho GTPase in the cytoplasm, and this interaction is facilitated by

phosphorylation of RhoA by protein kinase A (Lang et al., 1996). Therefore, interactions
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between GTPases and regulatory kinases or binding proteins may serve to regulate Rho

localization.

Locally active GTPase subpopulations may lead to the local activation of GTPase

effectors. For example, Rho kinase translocates to the cell cortex upon cotransfection with

activated RhoAV14 (Leung et al., 1995). Both Rhol and Pkc1 colocalize with actin at the

incipient bud site and the growing bud of S. cerevisiae (Yamochi et al., 1994; Nonaka et

al., 1995), suggesting that localized components of this signaling pathway may be

required for the polarization of cytoskeletal structures and growth material toward the

emerging bud. The mechanisms by which Rhol and Pkc1 are localized to the bud site are

not known, but the upstream Cdc42 GTPase is also localized to the bud site (Ziman et al.,

1993), and may play a role in recruiting Rhol in a GTPase cascade similar to that

observed in fibroblasts. In addition, the Rho kinase relative Orbó localizes to points of

actin-membrane contact in S. pombe (Verde et al., 1998), suggesting that these related

pathways may also display precise spatial regulation.

Conclusion

The mechanism by which cell shape and polarity are established and communicated

throughout the cytoplasm are not well understood, although rigid, extensive and polar

cytoskeletal structures provide an ideal framework for polarized membrane and organelle

traffic. The identification of GTPase and kinase proteins required for specific aspects of

cell morphology provides a useful starting point for the identification of signaling

pathways that link intrinsic and extrinsic cellular asymmetries to the structural

cytoskeleton.
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Chapter Two

Genes required for axon pathfinding and extension

in the C. elegans nerve ring
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SUMMARY

Over half of the neurons in C. elegans send axons to the nerve ring, a large neuropil in the

head of the animal. A genetic screen in animals that express the green fluorescent protein

in a subset of sensory neurons identified eight new sax genes that affect the morphology

of nerve ring axons. sax-3/robo mutations disrupt axon guidance in the nerve ring, while

sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44 disrupt both sensory axon extension and guidance. By contrast,

while axon extension and guidance proceeded normally in sax-1, sax-2, sax-6, sax-7 and

sax-8 mutants, these animals exhibited later defects in the maintenance of nerve ring

structure. The functions of existing guidance genes in nerve ring development were also

examined, revealing that SAX-3/Robo acts in parallel to the VAB-1/Eph receptor and the

UNC-6/netrin, UNC-40/DCC guidance systems for ventral guidance in the amphid

commissure, a major route of axon entry into the nerve ring. In addition, SAX-3/Robo

and the VAB-1/Eph receptor both function to prevent aberrant axon crossing at the ventral

midline. Together, these genes define pathways required for axon growth, guidance, and

maintenance during nervous system development.

INTRODUCTION

During development, neurons project axons that often travel long distances

through diverse environments to contact their targets (Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman,

1996; Mueller, 1999). The nematode C. elegans provides a simple and well characterized

organism in which to study axon development. There are only 302 neurons in the adult

hermaphrodite, and the stereotyped position of each neuron, its processes, and its putative

synaptic connections are known from serial section electron micrographs (White et al.,

1986). 180 of these neurons send axons into the nerve ring, which is the largest axon
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bundle in the animal. These axons must navigate to the nerve ring, recognize and enter the

nerve ring, make specific contacts with each other and maintain these contacts during

growth. Little is known about the genes that control nerve ring development.

Several conserved classes of guidance molecules direct axon guidance in C.

elegans and other organisms. The UNC-6/netrin diffusible guidance cue is required for

axon guidance along the dorsal-ventral axis in C. elegans, Drosophila and vertebrates

(reviewed in Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996 and Culotti and Merz, 1998). Netrins

can function to attract or repel different subsets of axons in vivo and in vitro. Attraction to

netrins is mediated by UNC-40/DCC, an immunoglobulin superfamily member that is

thought to act as a netrin receptor on growing axons, while repulsion from netrins can be

mediated by UNC-5, a transmembrane receptor that acts in combination with UNC

40/DCC. UNC-6 is present in the region of the nerve ring (Wadsworth et al., 1996), and

both the UNC-40/DCC and UNC-5 receptors are expressed in nerve ring neurons (Leung

Hagesteijn et al., 1992; Chan et al., 1996), but it is not known whether these molecules

influence nerve ring axon guidance.

Nerve ring neurons also express SAX-3/Robo, a transmembrane protein in the

immunoglobulin superfamily that is related to Drosophila and vertebrate Roundabout

(Robo) proteins. Disruption of Robo function in Drosophila and C. elegans leads to

inappropriate axon crossing of the ventral midline (Kidd et al., 1998; Zallen et al.,

1998/Chapter 3). sax-3 mutants are also defective in the ventral guidance of motor and

interneuron axons toward the midline, suggesting a role for SAX-3/Robo in multiple axon

guidance events (Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3).

A third guidance molecule expressed in the C. elegans nerve ring is the vab-1 Eph

receptor tyrosine kinase (George et al., 1998). Eph receptors recognize transmembrane or

GPI-linked ephrin ligands, which have been implicated primarily in repulsion of growing

axons, though they may have attractive properties as well (see Kolodkin, 1996; Flanagan

and Vanderhaeghen, 1998 for review). The vab-1 Eph receptor is required for normal
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epithelial cell migrations in C. elegans (George et al., 1998), but its role in axon guidance

has not been described.

We initiated a genetic analysis of axon guidance in the C. elegans nerve ring by

focusing on a subset of nerve ring sensory neurons. The primary nematode sensory

organ, the amphid, consists of twelve bilaterally symmetric amphid neuron pairs that

function to detect chemicals, touch and temperature. Each amphid neuron has a single

axon that extends in the nerve ring and a ciliated sensory dendrite that connects to an

opening in the anterior cuticle (White et al., 1986). Most amphid axons reach the nerve

ring after first growing ventrally in the amphid commissure, while one pair projects

directly to the ring in a lateral position. The navigation of sensory axons in the nerve ring

is largely completed by the end of embryogenesis. However, nerve ring axons continue to

grow as the animal grows during the larval stages. During larval development, nerve ring

axons increase 2.5-fold in length, while retaining the spatial organization established

during embryogenesis. The organization of processes in the nerve ring places amphid

sensory axons in contact with sensory and interneuron targets, establishing neural circuits

essential to Sensation and behavior (White et al., 1986).

While little is known about the mechanisms that direct amphid axon guidance,

three cytoplasmic proteins have been shown to be required for amphid axon extension:

UNC-33/CRMP, the UNC-44 ankyrin-related protein, and UNC-76 (Hedgecock et al.,

1985; Siddiqui and Culotti, 1991; McIntire et al., 1992; Otsuka et al., 1995; Bloom and

Horvitz, 1997). In addition, the ina-1 a-integrin is required for amphid axon fasciculation

(Baum and Garriga, 1997). Later axon growth and maintenance in the larval stages may

have requirements that are distinct from initial axon development. For some amphid

sensory neurons, maintenance of appropriate axon morphology is regulated by neuronal

electrical activity (Coburn and Bargmann, 1996; Coburn et al., 1998; Peckol et al., 1999).

To obtain information about the mechanisms of axon extension, guidance, and

maintenance in the C. elegans nerve ring, we conducted Screens for mutants with altered
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morphology of nerve ring sensory axons. We used a behavioral enrichment based on the

functions of specific sensory neurons, followed by a visual screen of GFP-labeled axons

to isolate mutants with sensory axon defects. Using this approach, we isolated mutations

in 12 genes, including 8 new genes. Some mutations disrupted the initial outgrowth and

guidance of nerve ring axons, as well as axon guidance in other locations, while other

mutations disrupted later aspects of nerve ring maintenance. In addition, we have

identified roles for the SAX-3/Robo, VAB-1/Eph receptor and UNC-6/netrin, UNC

40/DCC guidance systems in ventral guidance of sensory axons in the amphid

commissure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strain Maintenance

Worms were maintained using standard methods (Brenner, 1974). Strains were

grown at 20°C, with the exception of sax-1, sax-2, sax-3(ky200ts), sax-6, sax-9, and

sax(ky213) mutants which were grown at 25°C, where their amphid axon defects were

more penetrant than at 20°C or 15°C. No temperature sensitive amphid axon defects was

observed in the other mutants, although all sax-3 alleles showed substantially decreased

viability at 25°C. Mutants characterized at multiple temperatures are indicated in each

table.

Strain Construction

The ceh-23::g■ p transgene was constructed by inserting a Ecli 36 (Fermentas)

/Kpnl partial digest fragment of the ceh-23::lacz construct (Wang et al., 1993) into a

Sma/Kpnl partial digest of the unc-76::lacz vector p76-L18 (Bloom, 1993). In parallel,

the GFP coding region from the vector Tué5 (Chalfie et al., 1994) was subcloned into the
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p76L18 vector using AgeI/EcoRI sites. From this intermediate, GFP was cloned into the

ceh-23::unc-76 fusion as an AgeI/Apal fragment. The ceh-23::gfp construct was

introduced into a lin-15(n765ts) mutant strain with the lin-15 plasmid plM23 (Huang et

al., 1994) by germ-line transformation, and stable transgenic strains were generated by

gamma irradiation as described (Mello and Fire, 1995; Sengupta et al., 1996) to generate

kyIs4. kyIs4 was outcrossed six times and mapped to LGXR. The lin-15(n/65ts)

mutation may still be present in this strain. In kyIs4, GFP expression was consistently

observed in the following neuron pairs: ADF, ADL, AFD, ASE, ASG, ASH, and AWC

in the amphid, BAG and AIY in head, CAN in the midbody, and PHA and PHB in the

tail. In addition, variable expression was detected in the ASI amphid neuron pair. These

neurons had wild-type cell positions and process morphology in kyIs4 animals (White et

al., 1986). kyIs4 animals displayed normal chemotaxis responses to the odorants

benzaldehyde, 2-butanone, and isoamyl alcohol, indicating that the AWC neurons were

functional (Bargmann etal, 1993).

The mec-7::sax-3 transgene was constructed by engineering a Kpnl site at the 5'

end of the sax-3 cDNA by PCR and cloning a KpnI-NheI fragment of the sax-3 cDNA

into a sax-3 genomic subclone. A Kpn-Afl|I(blunted) fragment containing the sax-3

coding region (nucleotides 1-1343 of the sax-3 cDNA linked to the sax-3 genomic region

beginning at the Nhel site and ending at the Afl■ site in the sax-33' UTR) was cloned into

the KpnI-EcoRI(blunted) sites of the ppD96.41 mec-7 promoter vector (A. Fire, personal

communication), resulting in the addition of the unc-543'UTR which is predicted to

increase expression. This mec-7::sax-3 construct was injected at 10 ng/ul into sax

3(ky123) mutant animals using 50 ng/ul of str-1::g■ p (Troemel et al., 1997) as a

coinjection marker.

Visualization of Neuronal Morphology
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Dil staining of amphid neurons was conducted by exposing adult animals to a 15

pig/ml solution of Dil in M9 buffer for 1.5 hours. DiO staining was conducted as

previously described (Herman and Hedgecock, 1990; Coburn and Bargmann, 1996).

These techniques label the following amphid neuron pairs: ADL, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK,

and AWB.

The str-3::g■ p transgene CX3596 kyIsl28 X (E. Troemel and C.I.B., unpublished

results) and the glr-1::g■ p transgene CX2835 kyIs29 X (Maricq et al., 1995) were

introduced into the sax mutants. In kyIs?9, GFP expression was detected in the

interneurons AVA, AVB, AVD, AVE, AVG, PVC, RIF, AIB and motor neurons RMD,

RIM and SMD. PVO and URY stained faintly. The mec-4::g■ p strain ZB163 bzis? IV

(generously provided by Ed Wu and Monica Driscoll) was used to visualize the AVM and

PVM neurons and the ALM and PLM neuron pairs (Mitani et al., 1993).

The HSN neurons were visualized with antibodies to Serotonin (Desai et al.,

1988). Quantitation of HSN phenotypes in Table 4 was conducted on mutant strains that

did not contain any GFP transgenes.

Fluorescent animals were visualized using a Zeiss Axioplan equipped with the

Zeiss 487909 filter set. Worms were mounted on 2.5% agarose pads containing 5 mM

sodium azide. Phenotypes were scored in adults at 40X magnification. Photographs in

Figures 1, 3, 4 and 6 were taken using Kodak Ektachrome T160 film, scanned into a

computer graphics file using a Nikon Scanner, and assembled using the Adobe Photoshop

program. Confocal images in Figure 2 were generated from optical sections collected on a

Zeiss LSM410 Invert confocal microscope and three-dimensional reconstructions were

created using NIH Image 1.61/ppc.

Chemotaxis Enrichment Screen

kyIs4 animals were mutagenized with EMS (Brenner, 1974). Mutagenized

animals were grown at 25°C for two generations and their F2 progeny assayed for
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chemotaxis to a point source of 5 ni benzaldehyde, an odorant detected by the AWC

sensory neurons (Bargmann et al., 1993). After one hour, animals at the benzaldehyde

source were removed from the plate, and the remaining animals were washed off and their

amphid axons scored by fluorescence. Mutants with an altered number of GFP-labeled

cells were discarded, since they could alter cell fate or GFP expression. sax-3(ky123,

ky198, ky200, ky203), sax-5(ky118), sax-7(ky146), sax-8■ ky188, ky199, ky201), and

unc-44(ky110, ky115, ky116, ky186, ky256) were obtained in the chemotaxis enrichment

SCIeen.

Mutant strains were backcrossed three times by kyIs4 before characterization and

outcrossed a fourth time by N2 to separate the sax mutation from the ceh-23::gfp

transgene. All mutants exhibited similar amphid phenotypes assessed with DiO staining in

the presence or absence of ceh-23::g■ p. sax-5 and unc-44 mutants were severely

uncoordinated, sax-3 mutants were chemotaxis defective and mildly uncoordinated, and

sax-7 and sax-8 mutants were wild type for these behaviors.

daf-11 Suppression Screen

daf-11(m47) V, kyIs4X and daf-11(m84) V, kyIs4X strains were mutagenized

with EMS and grown for one generation at 15°C. F1 progeny were shifted to 25°C as L4

larvae to promote dauer formation in the F2 progeny. F2 nondauers were cloned and

Scored by fluorescence in the F3 generation for axon defects. sax-1(ky211), sax

2(ky216), sax-9■ ky212, 218), unc-33(ky255), unc-44(ky257) and unc-76(ky258) were

isolated as suppressors of daf-11(m47), sax-6(ky214) and sax(ky213) were isolated as

suppressors of daf-11(m84). Mutations were not retested for suppression of daf-11. unc

33, unc-44 and unc-76 mutants were severely uncoordinated and sax-1, sax-2 and sax-9

mutants moved normally.

Mutant strains were outcrossed by a him-5(e1490) V, kyIs4X strain to replace

daf-11 with the closely linked him-5 mutation. Mutant him-5 strains were outcrossed
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again by kyIs4 to separate the sax mutation from him-5. sax-1, sax-2 and sax-9 mutants

were further outcrossed by kyIs4 and N2 strains. unc-76(ky258) was not separated from

the daf-11 mutation.

Mapping

All of the sax mutations isolated were recessive. Mutations were mapped with

respect to genetic markers. Linkage to chromosomes was established by two-factor

mapping with recessive and dominant markers on each chromosome. Mutations were

followed using the amphid axon phenotype detected by kyIs4 or by DiO staining.

Quadruply-marked strains were made with kyls4 and the triply-marked mutant strains

MT464 unc-5(e53) IV; dpy-11(e.224) V; lon-2(eó78) X and MT465 dpy-5(e61) I; bli

2(e.768) II; unc-32(e189) III. Additional strains used were MT4814 unc-108(n501dm)

dpy-5(e61) I, MT6183 bli-3(eZ67) unc-54(e1092) I, MT4815 sqt-1(sc1) II, MT4817 unc

103(e1597sd) III, MT1747 dpy-13(e184sd) unc-8(n491sd) IV, MT4818 unc-70(n493sd)

V.

Three-factor mapping was conducted using the following strains: MT530 dpy

17(e164) unc-32(e189) III, DR107 dpy-4(e1166sd) unc-26(e205) IV, CB3824

eBf 19/unc-24(e138) dpy-20(e1282ts) IV, MT2211 dpy-3(e27) unc-2(ejS) X, MT458

unc-20(e112ts) lon-2(eó78) X, CX3546 stDp2(X;II)/+ II; unc-18(e81) dpy-6(e14) X,

SP913 mnDp57(X;I); unc-20(e112ts) X, MT5339 lon-2(e678) unc-3(e151) X.

sax-1 mapped to X under the mnDp57 duplication. sax-2 mapped to III to the left

or close to dpy-17 (0/4 dpy-17 non unc-32 recombinants and 15/15 unc-32 non dpy-17

recombinants were mutant). sax-3(ky123) mapping and cloning is described in Zallen et

al., 1998/Chapter 3. sax-5 mapped to IV between unc-26 and dpy-4 (13/19 dpy-4 non

unc-26 recombinants were mutant). sax-6 mapped to I (5/7 non bli-3 unc-54 isolates were

mutant and 2/7 were heterozygous), sax-7 mapped to IV to the left or close to unc-24 (0/7

unc-24 non dpy-20 recombinants and 1/1 dpy-20 non unc-24 recombinants were mutant).
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sax-8(ky20.1) mapped to III between dpy-17 and unc-32 (1/4 dpy-17 non unc-32

recombinants and 4/6 unc-32 non dpy-17 recombinants were mutant). Sax-9■ ky218)

mapped to IV to the left or close to unc-26 (0/11 unc-26 non dpy-4 recombinants were

mutant). kyIs4 mapped to XR to the left of unc-3 (1/12 unc-3 non lon-2 recombinants had

kyIs4).

RESULTS

Identification of mutants with sensory axon defects

To visualize nerve ring axons in living animals, we generated transgenic strains

expressing the green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the ceh-23 cell-specific promoter.

ceh-23, a homeobox gene linked to the C. elegans Hox cluster, is expressed in a subset of

amphid sensory neurons (Wang et al., 1993). The ceh-23 promoter was joined in a

translational fusion to the gfp coding region and a fragment of the unc-76 gene to enhance

labeling of neuronal processes (Bloom, 1993; Bloom and Horvitz, 1997). This gene

fusion was expressed in nine pairs of neurons in the head, including seven amphid neuron

pairs (Figure 1A, B), the BAG sensory neurons and the AIY interneurons. The ceh

23::gfp fusion was also expressed in the CAN neuron pair in the midbody (Figure 4A) and

the PHA and PHB sensory neuron pairs in the tail. The ceh-23::g■ p transgene did not

appear to disrupt the position, morphology or function of these neurons (Materials and

Methods).
-

Behavioral and developmental assays that require amphid sensory function were

used to enrich for mutants that affect amphid neuron development (Materials and

Methods). In one screen, mutagenized animals were tested for chemotaxis to an odorant

sensed by the AWC amphid neuron to identify chemotaxis-defective and movement

defective mutants. These animals were then screened visually for altered axonal
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morphology in ceh-23::g■ p-labeled neurons. A second screen made use of daf-11

mutants, which are growth arrested in the dauer larval stage (Riddle et al., 1981). Dauer

formation occurs in response to sensory stimuli, and disruption of amphid neuron function

suppresses the constitutive dauer arrest of daf-11 mutants (Vowels and Thomas, 1992;

Schackwitz et al., 1996; Coburn et al., 1998). Mutagenized daf-11 animals were screened

for suppressed mutants that relieved the daf-11 arrest and reached adulthood. These

mutants were then examined visually for defects in axon morphology.

We screened 27,000 genomes using the chemotaxis enrichment strategy and

isolated 15 mutations in 6 genes, determined by map position and complementation

testing. We screened 6,000 genomes in the daf-11 suppression screen and isolated 9

mutations in at least 7 genes. These screens identified different sets of genes, with the

exception of one gene that was found in both screens (Table 1). The new genes were

designated sax genes (for Sensory axon defects). These genes defined three main

categories: (1) one gene required for nerve ring axon guidance (sax-3), (2) three genes

(sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44) required for both nerve ring axon extension and guidance, and

(3) five genes where initial development proceeded normally in mutant animals, but

defects occurred in the subsequent maintenance of nerve ring morphology (sax-1, sax-2,

sax-6, sax-7 and sax-8).

Characterization of other neuron types in mutants with sensory axon

defects

To further characterize the sax mutants identified in these screens, a variety of

markers were used to analyze the morphology of sensory neurons, interneurons and motor

neurons. The results of these experiments are presented in Tables 2-5; the conclusions for

each mutant are discussed below.

Amphid sensory neurons were examined using the ceh-23::gfp transgene (Figure

1, Table 2) and the fluorescent dyes Dil or DiO (Figure 5) that label an overlapping set of
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amphid neurons, including four pairs that do not express ceh-23::g■ p (Materials and

Methods). To characterize the trajectories of individual axons, we used the str-3::gfp

transgene to specifically label the ASI neuron pair (Figure 2, Table 3, E. Troemel and

C.I.B., unpublished results). Together, these techniques allowed the visualization of 11

of the 12 amphid neuron pairs. In all 24 mutants, these markers detected the correct

number of neurons, confirming that the amphid neurons were present and retained

structurally intact dendrites and sensory cilia. The sax genes are therefore likely to affect

neuronal morphology and not cell fate.

Outside of the nerve ring, the second largest axon bundle in C. elegans is the

ventral nerve cord along the ventral midline. The ventral nerve cord is asymmetric; over

thirty axons travel on the right side of the ventral cord, while only four to six axons travel

on the left side (White et al., 1976). The decision to join one side of the ventral cord is

made upon arrival at the ventral midline, and axons in the body region do not cross the

midline subsequent to this choice. To characterize axons that travel in the ventral cord, we

examined the HSN motor neuron pair in the lateral midbody using antibodies to the

neurotransmitter serotonin (Figure 3A-E, Table 4; Desai et al., 1988). The HSN axon

grows ventrally to the ventral nerve cord without crossing the midline, joins the ipsilateral

cord and travels anteriorly to the head. To visualize axons that travel in the right ventral

cord, we used the glr-1::g■ p reporter (Maricq et al., 1995) to label eleven interneuron

axons that run the length of the ventral cord (Figure 3F,G, Table 4). glr-1-expressing

interneurons and motor neurons also contribute axons to the nerve ring, providing another

marker for nerve ring morphology.

To determine if cell migrations were affected in the sax mutants, neuronal cell

positions were examined. Amphid neurons are born at the anterior tip of the animal and

undergo short-range posterior migrations (Sulston et al., 1983). In addition to amphid

neurons, two neurons in the midbody were examined to determine if the sax mutants had a

general defect in cell migration. The two HSN neurons are born in the tail and migrate
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anteriorly along half the length of the animal to reach the midbody; the two CAN neurons,

labeled with the ceh-23::g■ p transgene, migrate posteriorly from the head to the midbody

(Sulston et al., 1983; Figure 4, Table 5). Characterization of these neurons provided

information about cell migrations in both directions along the longitudinal axis.

sax-3/robo mutations disrupt multiple aspects of amphid axon guidance

Mutations in the sax-3/robo gene, a transmembrane protein that may function as a

guidance receptor, caused amphid axons to extend inappropriately into the region anterior

of the nerve ring (Figure 1E,H; Table 2). As few as one or as many as all ceh-23::g■ p

labeled axons extended anteriorly in an individual mutant animal. When all seven labeled

axon pairs were anteriorly misrouted, they were often able to complete the dorsal

component of their trajectories, forming an anteriorly displaced structure that resembled

the nerve ring. All neurons labeled by the ceh-23::g■ p transgene, DiO and Dil exhibited

defects in sax-3 mutants, indicating that mutations in sax-3 disrupted the pathfinding of at

least 11 of the 12 amphid neuron pairs. In addition, the eight classes of interneurons and

three classes of motor neurons that express glr-1::g■ p in the nerve ring also exhibited

anterior axons (97% defective in sax-3(k123), n=31), indicating that sax-3 is likely to

affect the position of many or all nerve ring axons.

The severity of the amphid axon defects prompted us to examine the trajectories of

individual axons in sax-3 mutants. The ASI amphid neuron projects a single axon

ventrally to the ventral midline in the amphid commissure and then dorsally within the

nerve ring (Figure 2A). The str-3::g■ p marker revealed that ASI axons in sax-3 mutants

often deviated anteriorly from their normal trajectory in the nerve ring (Figure 2B, Table

3). In addition to anterior misrouting, the ASI axons often failed to travel ventrally in the

amphid commissure and instead projected directly to the nerve ring in a lateral position. In

some animals laterally misrouted axons continued dorsally in the nerve ring, while in other

animals they terminated in a lateral position, perhaps because of a failure to encounter their
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normal substrates for entry into the nerve ring. A similar defect in the ventral guidance of

six amphid neuron pairs was detected by Dil labeling (Figure 5). These results indicate

that sax-3 is required for two distinct guidance decisions of amphid sensory axons:

initially to guide amphid commissure axons ventrally to the nerve ring entry point, and

subsequently to prevent nerve ring axons from wandering anteriorly.

sax-3 mutations also disrupted the cell migrations of some neuron types. Amphid

cell bodies were occasionally displaced anteriorly in sax-3 mutants, as would occur if they

did not complete their posterior cell migrations from the tip of the nose during

development (Figure 11, 22% of amphid neurons defective in sax-3(ky123) n=55). In

addition, sax-3 mutants exhibited defects in both the posteriorly-directed CAN migration

(Figure 4B, Table 5) and the anteriorly-directed HSN migration (7% defective in sax

3(ky123), n=27). These phenotypes indicate that sax-3 is required for cell migrations in

both directions along the longitudinal axis.

sax-3 mutants also exhibited a number of other phenotypes. Defects in head

morphology produced a notched head phenotype (Figure 11, 38% defective in sax

3(ky123) n=71). sax-3 mutants exhibited a high incidence of embryonic lethality, with

82% of laid eggs (n=150) failing to hatch in the strong sax-3(ky123) allele, an 0.5 kb

deletion mutation that removes the first exon (Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3). The notched

head phenotype and lethality are characteristic of mutants that affect epithelial cell

migration and adhesion (George et al., 1998). Consistent with the observation that sax-3

mutations cause multiple neuronal defects, mutant animals were defective in a number of

behaviors, including chemotaxis, locomotion and egg-laying.

sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44 mutations disrupt both extension and guidance of

amphid axons

Eleven mutations representing six genes caused amphid Sensory axons to terminate

prematurely before completing their trajectories in the nerve ring (Figures 1F, 2C, Tables
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2, 3). In these mutants, most axons extended ventrally to join the nerve ring as in wild

type, but terminated before reaching the dorsal midline. Three mutants in this category

were immobile uncoordinated (Unc) and represent three previously identified genes: unc

33 (1 allele), unc-44 (6 alleles) and unc-76 (1 allele). These genes were previously shown

to cause axon defects in several neuron classes, including amphid neurons (Hedgecock et

al., 1985; Desai et al., 1988; Siddiqui, 1990; Siddiqui and Culotti, 1991; McIntire et al.,

1992). In addition, a gene originally designated sax-4(ky112) was found to be allelic to

the previously identified vab-3 gene (J. Hao, E. Lundquist, J.A.Z. and C.I.B.,

unpublished data). vab-3 encodes a Pax family transcription factor (Chisholm and

Horvitz, 1995), and characterization of the vab-3 allele identified in our Screen and

previously identified vab-3 alleles revealed severe defects in amphid axon extension

(Figure 1F, 63% defective in vab-3(e648), n=99 by Dil labeling).

Mutations in sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44 caused defects in amphid axon guidance as

well as extension (Table 2). In sax-5 and unc-44 mutants, nearly all axons labeled by ceh

23::gfp, DiO and str-3::gfp were defective, suggesting that these mutations disrupt axon

extension in at least 11 of the 12 amphid neuron pairs. Mutations in sax-9 caused lower

penetrance defects in amphid axon extension and guidance (Table 2). Because there are

many glr-1-expressing axons in the nerve ring and they enter the ring at different points,

their termination could not be scored reliably. However, both sax-5 and unc-44 mutants

retained a ring of axons around the circumference of the nerve ring, excluding the

possibility that these mutations cause a complete loss of the nerve ring.

Mutations in sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44 also caused misrouting of the HSN axon

(Table 4), consistent with a role for these genes in axon pathfinding. Instead of growing

directly to the ventral midline, the HSN axon often extended longitudinally in a lateral

position or wandered and branched extensively in the vicinity of the cell body (Figure 3B).

In some animals, the HSN axon grew posteriorly instead of anteriorly in the ventral cord,

and when the axon did grow anteriorly as in wild type, it often terminated prematurely.
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Consistent with previous reports, unc-44 mutants exhibited defects in both HSN axon

guidance and growth, with HSN axons often terminating prematurely (Table 4; McIntire et

al., 1992). The anterior and posterior CAN axons also terminated prematurely in unc-44

mutants (Table 5). In addition, unc-44 mutants exhibited ectopic HSN axons, with up to

four axons from an individual neuron, suggesting a role for unc-44 in axon initiation

(Figure 3C, Table 4). Ectopic axons were also observed in unc-33(e204) mutants (data

not shown).

sax-5 and sax-9 mutations also disrupt axon guidance at the ventral midline. While

wild-type HSN axons travel on opposite sides of the ventral cord (Figure 3D), axons often

traveled together on the same side in sax-5 and sax-9 mutants (Figure 3E, Table 4).

Similarly, glr-1-expressing interneuron axons that normally extend in the right ventral cord

occasionally extend on the left side in sax-5 mutants (Table 4). Mutations in sax-5 and

sax-9 also disrupted the posteriorly-directed CAN cell migrations (Figure 4C, Table 5),

while mutations in sax-9 disrupted the anteriorly-directed HSN migration (7% defective,

n=l 10). Cell migration defects were not observed in unc-33, unc-44 or unc-76 mutants.

sax-1, sax-2 and sax-6 mutations cause defects in maintenance of neuronal

morphology

Mutations in the sax-1, sax-2 and sax-6 genes caused amphid neurons to send

aberrant processes into the region posterior to the nerve ring (Figure 1D). The ceh-23::g■ p

marker detected one to several aberrant posteriorly-directed processes per animal, in

addition to a set of apparently normal axons in the nerve ring. Aberrant posteriorly

directed processes were observed both with the ceh-23::g■ p transgene and with DiO and

Dil filling, where some aberrant processes were traceable to the ASJ neuron. sax-1, sax-2

and sax-6 were identified as suppressors of daf-11 dauer constitutivity, an assay that can

detect subtle sensory defects. Laser ablation of the ASJ neuron pair suppresses the dauer
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arrest of daf-11 mutant animals (Schackwitz et al., 1996). Therefore, it is possible that the

ASJ axon defects in these mutants altered ASJ function.

To characterize the behavior of individual axons in sax-1 and sax-2 mutants, we

examined the ASI neuron pair. In all cases, the posteriorly-directed processes were found

to be ectopic neurites, since each ASI neuron also extended an apparently normal axon in

the nerve ring (Figure 2D, Table 3).

To determine whether the phenotypes in sax-1 and sax-2 mutants reflect defects in

initial development or in subsequent maintenance of neuronal morphology, we

characterized the morphology of amphid neurons during development with the ceh-23::gfp

marker. While the outgrowth of amphid axons is completed by the end of embryogenesis,

few ectopic neurites were observed in first-stage (L1) larval sax-1 and sax-2 mutant

animals (data not shown). Aberrant neurites began to appear in the L2 stage, accumulating

to the high penetrance defects in adult animals. These results are consistent with a role for

sax-1 and sax-2 in the maintenance, but not the establishment, of neuronal morphology

during larval growth.

The sax-1 and sax-2 mutant phenotypes were not specific to amphid sensory

neurons, since aberrant ectopic neurites were also observed in the CAN neurons (29% in

sax-1, n=121; 53% in sax-2, n=36) and glr-1::g■ p-labeled inter- and motor neurons (46%

in sax-1, n=54; 39% in sax-2, n=31). However, in sax-1 and sax-2 mutants the cell

migrations and guidance of the primary axons in CAN neurons, HSN motor neurons and

glr-1::gfp-labeled interneurons were normal. Consistent with the observation that these

aspects of neuronal morphology are preserved in these mutants, mutant animals performed

normally in a range of behavioral assays, including locomotion, egg-laying, and osmotic

avoidance (data not shown).

sax-7 and sax-8 mutations disrupt the maintenance of nerve ring position
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In sax-7 and sax-8 mutants, the nerve ring contained an apparently normal

complement of axons, and initial nerve ring morphology was wild type in postembryonic

first-stage (L1) larvae. However, as mutant animals progressed through the four larval

stages to adulthood, nerve ring axons became displaced posteriorly relative to the position

of the cell bodies (Figure 1G). While the amphid cell bodies maintained their correct

position, their axons became posteriorly displaced. These defects were first apparent in

the L2 stage, and increased in penetrance in the L3 stage, when animals were as defective

as adult populations (Table 2). Further characterization of the nerve ring in sax-7 mutants

revealed that glr-1::gfp-expressing axons were also posteriorly displaced (data not

shown), indicating a general displacement of many or all nerve ring axons. However, no

defects were observed in the ventral guidance of amphid axons in the amphid commissure

(Figure 1G, Table 2), the HSN motor axons or the CAN axons. These phenotypes

Suggest a specific role for the sax-7 and sax-8 genes in the maintenance, but not the

establishment, of nerve ring position.

Mutations in known guidance pathways disrupt ventral guidance in the

amphid commissure

To supplement genetic screens for new genes involved in C. elegans nerve ring

development, we investigated whether mutations in known genes disrupted the trajectories

of amphid sensory axons. The unc-6/netrin Secreted axon guidance molecule and its

receptor, unc-40/DCC, are required for normal guidance of many C. elegans axons along

the dorsoventral axis (Hedgecock et al., 1990; Ishii et al., 1992; Chan et al., 1996). We

found that in both unc-6 and unc-40 mutant animals, the ASI amphid axon sometimes

failed to grow ventrally in the amphid commissure, and instead traveled directly to the

nerve ring in a lateral position (Figure 2E, Table 3). In addition, other amphid axons

labeled by Dil filling also exhibited ventral guidance defects (Figure 5), suggesting that,

like sax-3/robo, unc-6 and unc-40 mutations disrupt the ventral guidance of multiple



amphid neuron types. In mutant animals in which ventral guidance occurred normally,

amphid axons sometimes terminated prematurely while traveling dorsally in the nerve ring

(Table 3; 17% defective in unc-6(ev400) n=240, 11% defective in unc-40(e271) n=332

by Dil filling). We also examined animals mutant for UNC-5, an transmembrane receptor

that mediates repulsion from UNC-6 in combination with UNC-40 (Hedgecock et al.,

1990; Leung-Hagesteijn et al., 1992; Hamelin et al., 1993). Few amphid defects were

observed in unc-5 mutants (Table 3; 1% defective in ventral guidance in unc-5(e53) by Dil

filling, n=168).

Ventral guidance in the amphid commissure was also disrupted in vab-1 mutants.

Dil filling revealed a partially penetrant defect in which many amphid axons grew directly

to the nerve ring in a lateral position, a defect qualitatively similar to the defects of unc-6

and unc-40 mutants (Figure 5). The vab-1 gene encodes a C. elegans Eph receptor

homolog expressed in neurons that project axons to the nerve ring (George et al., 1998).

vab-1 mutants had a strong lateral axon phenotype in the ASI neuron, but no other ASI

defects (Table 3). Amphid phenotypes were most severe in animals with the vab-1(dx31)

deletion that removes the first four exons, but were also present in animals with the vab

1(e2) missense mutation that abolishes kinase activity (George et al., 1998). vab-1

mutations caused minimal defects in ventral guidance of the HSN axons (Table 4).

Like SAX-3/Robo, the VAB-1/Eph receptor also affects axon guidance at the C.

elegans ventral midline. In half of vab-1(e2) and vab-1(dx31) mutant animals, the HSN

axon aberrantly crossed and recrossed the ventral midline (Table 4). Likewise, glr-1-

expressing interneuron axons sometimes failed to remain in the right ventral cord and

aberrantly crossed over to the left side (Figure 3G, Table 4).

sax-3/robo functions in parallel to vab-1 and unc-6/unc-40 in ventral

guidance of amphid axons
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sax-3, unc-6, unc-40 and vab-1 are all required for normal amphid axon

trajectories; how do these molecules function together to guide axons ventrally in the

amphid commissure? If these genes act in a single pathway, disrupting two genes should

not cause a more severe defect than a complete loss of function in either One.

Alternatively, if these genes act in parallel, then disrupting two genes together may cause a

defect that is more severe than the defect in either single mutant.

The vab-1(e2); sax-3(ky200) double mutant was significantly more defective than

animals lacking either vab-1 or sax-3 function (Figure 5A). Similarly, double mutant

combinations between sax-3 and either unc-6 or unc-40 were significantly more defective

than animals with strong mutations in either sax-3, unc-6 or unc-40 (Figure 5B). By

contrast, unc-40; unc-6 double mutants were not enhanced compared to unc-6 single

mutants (Figure 5C), consistent with evidence that UNC-6 and UNC-40 participate in a

single guidance pathway (Hedgecock et al., 1990). These results establish that the

guidance functions of SAX-3/Robo do not absolutely require VAB-1 Eph receptor or

UNC-6/UNC-40 netrin signaling.

The ventral guidance of amphid axons was significantly more defective in vab

1(e2); unc-6(ev400) or unc-40(e1430); vab-1 (e.2) double mutants than in unc-6 or unc-40

single mutants (Figure 5C), indicating that the VAB-1 Eph receptor does not require

UNC-6 or UNC-40 to execute guidance functions. However, the defects in these double

mutants with the weak vab-1 allele did not exceed those caused by the strong vab-1(dx31)

allele alone, so UNC-6 could participate in either a subset of VAB-1 activities or in a

separate pathway. Unfortunately, the lethality of double mutants precluded

characterization of genetic combinations with strong loss of function sax-3(ky123) or vab

1(dx31) mutations.

sax-3/robo functions cell autonomously in ventral guidance of the AVM

sensory axon
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The requirement for sax-3/robo in ventral guidance is consistent with two models:

SAX-3 could act cell autonomously as a receptor on growing axons, or non

autonomously, either as a receptor in another pioneer axon or as a ligand on the substrate.

Since amphid axons grow out in the amphid commissure bundle, their ventral guidance

may be achieved through the combined action of axon-axon and axon-substrate

interactions. Like amphid neurons, the AVM mechanosensory neuron has a cell body that

is located on the lateral hypodermis and an axon that grows ventrally to the ventral midline;

however, the AVM axon travels independently using only axon-substrate interactions.

For this reason, we chose to examine the question of sax-3 autonomy in the AVM neuron.

AVM, like amphid neurons, relies on sax-3 for its ventral axon guidance (Figure 6B,D) as

well as unc-6 and unc-40 (Siddiqui, 1990; Chan et al., 1996).

To determine the site of sax-3 action for AVM ventral guidance, we expressed the

sax-3 cDNA from the mec-7 promoter, which drives expression in six mechanosensory

neurons, including AVM (Hamelin et al., 1993). The mec-7::sax-3 fusion rescued the

AVM defects of sax-3 mutants in two independent transgenic lines (Figure 6C,D),

indicating that SAX-3 can function cell autonomously in AVM ventral guidance. This

result does not rule out the possibility that SAX-3 could behave non-autonomously in

other cell contexts, such as the nerve ring.

DISCUSSION

Identification of genes required for normal sensory axon trajectories

Mutations in eight sax genes disrupt the trajectories of sensory axons in the C.

elegans nerve ring, sax-3/robo is required for two distinct guidance decisions in the

amphid commissure and the nerve ring, while sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44 disrupt nerve ring

axon extension and guidance. When amphid axons have completed their trajectories in the
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nerve ring, the sax-1, sax-2, sax-6, sax-7 and sax-8 genes are required for the

maintenance of nerve ring structure. In addition, mutations in the sax-3, sax-5, sax-9 and

unc-44 genes disrupt axon guidance or cell migration in other neuron types, indicating that

their function is not limited to the nerve ring. Most of the sax mutants were not defective

for locomotion, and therefore would not have been isolated in previous Screens for axon

guidance mutants in a collection of behaviorally uncoordinated mutants.

sax-3, vab-1 and unc-6/unc-40 function in parallel for ventral axon

guidance

Characterization of SAX-3/Robo, VAB-1/Eph receptor and UNC-6/netrin, UNC

40/DCC function in the nerve ring revealed that these guidance systems are required to

guide amphid sensory axons ventrally in the amphid commissure. Mutations in sax-3,

vab-1, unc-6, and unc-40 all disrupt ventral guidance of amphid axons, but cause

relatively mild phenotypes individually. Double mutants are more severe, suggesting that

the SAX-3/Robo, VAB-1/Eph receptor, and UNC-6/netrin, UNC-40/DCC pathways can

function independently for ventral guidance, although these molecules may also share

some functions. While the sequences of SAX-3/Robo, UNC-40/DCC and the VAB

l/Eph receptor suggest that they could act as guidance receptors in nerve ring axons, cell

autonomy studies will be required to clearly establish the roles of these guidance molecules

in the complex environment of the nerve ring.

The SAX-3/Robo immunoglobulin superfamily member functions cell

autonomously in the AVM sensory neuron, consistent with a role as a receptor for ventral

guidance. sax-3 is expressed in amphid neurons as well as epidermal substrate cells

during the time of amphid axon outgrowth in the embryo (Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3).

SAX-3 may act as a receptor for ventral guidance of amphid sensory neurons;

alternatively, SAX-3 could function non-autonomously as a receptor in a nerve ring

pioneer axon, as a ligand in an axon-substrate interaction, or in an earlier developmental
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process (see below). The UNC-40 guidance receptor is widely expressed in neurons

(Chan et al., 1996). In the region of the nerve ring, its ligand UNC-6 is present in four

neurons and two ventral CEP sheath cells that surround the amphid commissure, but is

absent from the two dorsal CEP sheath cells (Wadsworth et al., 1996). This expression

pattern suggests a model in which UNC-6 secreted by the ventral CEP sheath cells may

attract axons from the amphid commissure that express the UNC-40 receptor. In this

model, UNC-6 could act either as a diffusible chemoattractant or as a local substrate for

axon migration.

The VAB-1 Eph receptor is expressed in many head neurons but not in their

epidermal substrate cells. In these neurons, its first developmental function is to direct the

epidermal cell migrations that take place during ventral enclosure of the embryo (George et

al., 1998). vab-1 and sax-3 mutants share some epidermal abnormalities, including a

partially-penetrant notched head phenotype. These defects are associated with lethality that

is enhanced in sax-3; vab-1, sax-3;unc-6/40 and vab-1;unc-6/40 double mutants,

suggesting that SAX-3, UNC-6 and UNC-40 may also affect epidermal morphogenesis.

We show here that vab-1 mutations disrupt the ventral guidance of amphid axons.

There are three possible explanations for this phenotype: VAB-1 and SAX-3 could

mediate amphid axon guidance directly, amphid axon defects could arise indirectly as a

consequence of abnormal epidermal migration, or, since physical interactions between

neuroblasts are altered in vab-1 mutants (George et al., 1998), there could be changes in

the neuronal substrates for axon migration. We favor the possibility that some effects of

SAX-3 and VAB-1 are due to their actions in neurons. First, individual axons often

exhibited guidance defects in sax-3 and vab-1 mutants even when the remainder of the

nerve ring appeared normal. Second, in both sax-3 and vab-1 mutants, animals were

observed with axon defects but no visible head morphogenesis phenotypes. Third, ventral

guidance defects and anterior axon misrouting were not present in other notched-head

mutants, such as dpy-23 and ina-1 (J.A.Z. and C.I.B., unpublished results). These
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results do not support a model where head morphogenesis defects account for all axon

defects in sax-3 and vab-1 mutants.

sax-3, sax-5, sax-9 and vab-1 affect axon crossover at the ventral midline

Both sax-3/robo and the vab-1 Eph receptor are required to prevent aberrant axon

crossing in the ventral nerve cord at the C. elegans ventral midline (Zallen et al.,

1998/Chapter 3 and the present study), along with the new genes sax-5 and sax-9. Axons

from the left ventral cord can travel aberrantly on the right side in the absence of left cord

pioneers (Durbin, 1987). However, axons from both the left cord (HSNL) and the right

cord (HSNR and glr-1::g■ p-labeled interneurons) cross the midline inappropriately in these

mutants, indicating that these defects do not merely reflect an absence of the left cord. As

in the nerve ring, aberrant midline crossover could represent direct defects in axon

guidance or indirect consequences of ventral midline abnormalities. Drosophila Robo has

been shown to function as a receptor on axons that prevents inappropriate crossing at the

midline (Kidd et al., 1998). In vertebrates and Drosophila, Robo proteins bind to Slit, a

candidate ligand molecule that is secreted by midline cells (Brose et al., 1999; Kidd et al.,

1999; Li et al., 1999), suggesting that Robo may detect a localized midline repellent.

The finding that mutations in the VAB-1/Eph receptor lead to midline crossover

defects suggests the possibility that Eph receptors may participate in axon guidance at the

midline. Interestingly, a transmembrane ephrin is expressed at the ventral midline of the

developing neural tube in vertebrates (Bergemann et al., 1998). It is possible that the

VAB-1/Eph receptor may interact with a conserved ephrin at the C. elegans ventral midline

to prevent axons from crossing inappropriately.

sax-1, sax-2, sax-6, sax-7 and sax-8 function in nerve ring maintenance

The genes required for nerve ring maintenance are distinct from those involved in

early axon outgrowth and guidance. Five sax genes are specifically required for the
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maintenance of axon morphology during larval stages. In sax-1 and sax-2 mutants,

neurons initiate ectopic neurites that extend late in development. Although the pathfinding

of embryonic axons proceeds normally, late-growing ectopic processes wander aberrantly

into the region posterior to the nerve ring. These ectopic neurites may fail to grow into the

nerve ring because molecules that direct early axon guidance, such as sax-3, are

downregulated postembryonically (Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3); alternatively, ectopic

neurites could be indifferent to conventional guidance systems.

Posterior sensory axons are also present in mutants with abnormal sensory

activity. These include mutations in tax-2 and tax-4, subunits of a cyclic nucleotide-gated

sensory channel, mutations that affect the structure of the amphid sensory cilia, and

mutations that alter ion channel function (Coburn and Bargmann, 1996; Coburn et al.,

1998; Peckol et al., 1999). sax-1 and sax-2 might participate in an activity-dependent

pathway for maintaining axon morphology, or in an alternative pathway.

The sax-7 and sax-8 genes identify a distinct mechanism of nerve ring maintenance

from sax-1 and sax-2. In these mutants, the nerve ring is initially correctly positioned

relative to the cell bodies in first larval stage animals, immediately following embryonic

development. However, by the second larval stage these mutants begin to display an

altered morphology, with the nerve ring appearing posteriorly displaced relative to the cell

bodies of its contributing neurons. These mutants may provide information about the cell

types and molecular pathways that maintain the position of the nerve ring bundle in the

growing animal.

sax genes have distinct and overlapping roles in axon guidance, axon

extension, axon initiation and cell migration

The diverse phenotypes of sax mutant animals may reflect a versatility of proteins

involved in morphogenesis. Mutations in sax-5, sax-9 and unc-44 disrupt axon guidance

and extension of amphid sensory neurons and HSN motor neurons. Similarly, netrin
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molecules promote both outgrowth and guidance of vertebrate commissural axons

(Kennedy et al., 1994; Serafini et al., 1994). Therefore, a specific neuron type can

display multiple responses to a single guidance cue. This overlap between guidance and

extension responses could occur if components of the basic cytoskeletal machinery for

axon extension are targets for regulation by axon guidance pathways.

unc-44 and unc-33 mutants exhibited ectopic neurite defects in the HSN and PDE

neurons, suggesting that these genes may regulate axon initiation in multiple neuron types

(this work and Hedgecock et al., 1985). Little is known about the mechanism of axon

initiation and how it relates to axon guidance. UNC-44 is a C. elegans ankyrin, a protein

that links transmembrane receptors to the actin cytoskeleton (Otsuka et al., 1995) and

UNC-33-related proteins may act downstream of receptors for the semaphorin guidance

cue (Goshima et al., 1995). Perhaps the localization of UNC-44, UNC-33 or other

factors directs axon initiation to a single site in wild-type animals.

Mutations in the sax-3, sax-5 and sax-9 genes affected cell migration as well as

axon pathfinding. All three mutations selectively disrupted the cell migration of the CAN

neuron without affecting CAN axon outgrowth. A reciprocal requirement for sax-5 and

sax-9 was observed in sensory neurons: mutations in these genes disrupted amphid axon

trajectories while leaving amphid cell migrations intact. These genes may participate in

axon guidance in one cellular context and cell migration in another. A parallel can be

found in vertebrates, where ephrin guidance molecules direct the diverse processes of

retinal axon guidance, neural crest cell migration and development of the vasculature

(Krull et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1997; Wang and Anderson, 1997; Adams et al., 1999).

The mechanisms by which guidance cues influence axon behavior in diverse ways

are not understood, but may reflect differences in ligand presentation, receptor expression,

or signal transduction. The characterization of multifunctional genes required for axon

growth, guidance and maintenance should provide insight into the ways guidance systems

operate in distinct cellular and molecular contexts.
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Figure 1. Amphid axon trajectories in wild-type (A-C) and sax mutant animals (D-I),

labeled by the ceh-23::gfp transgene.

(A) Schematic diagram of the anterior nervous system of C. elegans. Anterior is to the

left, dorsal at top. Neurons and processes are indicated. The main process bundle is the

nerve ring (arrow in B), with ~ 100 axons in a typical cross section (White et al., 1986).

Neurons that express the ceh-23::g■ p transgene are shown in green. This lateral view

shows one member of each bilaterally symmetric neuron pair. GFP expression is detected

in the amphid sensory neurons ADF, ADL, AFD, ASE, ASG, ASH and AWC, each

indicated by the last letter of its name. The BAG and AIY neurons in the head also

express ceh-23::g■ p. Most amphid axons first project ventrally through the amphid

commissure to enter the nerve ring in a ventral position and then travel dorsally within the

nerve ring to the dorsal midline. The ASE and AWC axons continue around the ring to

terminate laterally on the other side. The ADL axon extends directly to the nerve ring in a

lateral position and then branches, with the two branches extending within the nerve ring

to the dorsal and ventral midlines, respectively.

(B) The ceh-23::g■ p transgene labels amphid sensory neurons, shown here in a larval

(L4) stage animal. GFP expression is detected in the cell bodies (excluded from the

nucleus), axons and dendrites of labeled cells. The axons travel circumferentially in the

nerve ring neuropil. Similar GFP expression is observed in all larval stages and the adult.

Autofluorescence from the gut is present in the body of the animal. Scale bar = 10 pum.

(C-I) Amphid neuron morphology in adult wild-type (C) or sax mutant animals (D-I).

(C) Wild-type amphid axons extend in the nerve ring; about half of the nerve ring can be

seen in this plane of focus. (D) An aberrant posteriorly-misdirected process in a sax-2

mutant. (E) An aberrant anteriorly-misdirected axon in a sax-3(ky123) mutant. (F)

Premature axon termination in the nerve ring in a vab-3(ky112) mutant. Most axons

terminate in a ventral position, while two axons terminate in more lateral positions. (G)

The nerve ring is displaced posteriorly relative to the amphid cell bodies in a sax-7 mutant.
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Several additional cells are now anterior to the nerve ring. (H) Anteriorly-displaced nerve

ring in a sax-3(ky123) mutant. (I) Abnormal head morphology in a sax-3(ky123) mutant.

Note that the cell bodies are in more anterior positions than in wild type.
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Figure 2. ASI axon trajectories in wild-type (A) and sax mutant animals (B-E), labeled by

the str-3::g■ p transgene. Anterior is to the left, dorsal at top. Scale bar = 10 plm. (A) The

wild-type ASI axon first projects ventrally to the ventral midline and then dorsally in the

nerve ring. The ASI axon continues around the ring to terminate laterally on the opposite

side; only one side of the animal is shown in these confocal images. (B) In a sax

3(ky200) mutant, the ASI axon fails to grow ventrally in the amphid commissure and

extends directly to the nerve ring in a lateral position (arrow). In addition, the axons

continues past the position of the nerve ring (arrowhead) and into the anterior head region.

(C) In a sax-5(ky118) mutant, the ASI axon terminates prematurely (arrow). (D) In a

sax-2(ky216) mutant, the primary axon extends normally in the nerve ring. In addition,

an ectopic neurite (arrow) travels in a posterior direction. (E) In an unc-40(ev271)

mutant, the ASI axon grows directly to the nerve ring in a lateral position (arrow).
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Figure 3. HSN and interneuron axon trajectories in wild-type (A.D,F) and sax mutant

animals (B,C,E,G), labeled with antibodies to serotonin (A-E) or the glr-1::gfp transgene

(F,G). Anterior is to the left, lateral view (A-C) or ventral view (D-G). Scale bar = 10

pum. (A) HSN morphology in a wild-type animal. The HSN cell body is located in the

midbody. The HSN axon (arrows) extends ventrally to the vulva (arrowhead), where it

forms a branch and extends anteriorly in the ventral nerve cord. (B) In a sax-5(ky118)

mutant, the HSN axon first grows ventrally, then wanders and branches extensively in the

vicinity of the vulva (arrowhead) without reaching the ventral cord. (C) In an unc

44(ky110) mutant, three axons (arrows) project from the HSN cell body. One axon

extends ventrally as in wild type, but terminates prematurely at the vulva. Additional

axons grow in aberrant lateral positions in anterior and posterior directions. The

anteriorly-directed axon wanders dorsally and posteriorly before terminating. (D) In a

wild-type ventral view, the two HSN axons travel on opposite sides of the ventral midline,

shown here immediately anterior to the vulva (out of view at right). (E) In a sax

5(ky118) mutant, the HSN axons cross and recross the midline, often traveling together

on one side of the ventral cord (arrows). (F) In a wild-type ventral view, eleven

interneuron axons travel on the right side of the ventral midline (arrowhead = vulva). (G)

In a vab-1(dx31) mutant, these axons aberrantly cross over to the left side of the ventral

cord (arrows).
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Figure 4. CAN neuron positions in wild-type (A) and sax mutant animals (B,C), labeled

with the ceh-23::g■ p transgene. Anterior is to the left, dorsal at top. (A) CAN

morphology in a wild-type animal. The CAN cell body migrates posteriorly from the head

to its final position in the midbody of the animal (arrow). One CAN axon travels

anteriorly to the head in a lateral position, while the other travels posteriorly to the tail (not

shown). The nerve ring in the head of the animal is marked with an arrowhead. (B) The

CAN cell body is observed in a more anterior position in a sax-3(ky123) mutant (arrow).

The posterior CAN axon is unaffected, although it leaves the plane of focus in this

photograph. The anterior CAN axon travels to the head as in wild type. (C) The CAN

cell body is observed in the head of a sax-5(ky118) mutant. The posterior CAN axon is

unaffected. It was not possible to score the anterior CAN axon.
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Figure 5. Amphid ventral guidance defects in sax-3, vab-1, unc-6 and unc-40 single and

double mutants, detected by the fluorescent dye Dil. Error bars show the standard error of

proportion. Percent defective represents percent of amphids in which at least half of the

axons followed an aberrant lateral trajectory, n = 108-346 amphids. (A) sax-3 vab-1

double mutants. Double asterisks indicate double mutants that are significantly more

defective than mutants with the strongest loss of function in either single gene (p<0.001,

Chi-square test). (B) sax-3 unc-6/unc-40 double mutants. Double asterisks indicate

double mutants that are significantly more defective than mutants with a complete loss of

unc-6 or unc-40 function (p<0.001) and mutants with the strongest loss of sax-3 function

(p<0.016). (C) vab-1 unc-6/unc-40 double mutants. Single asterisks indicate double

mutants that are significantly more defective than mutants with a complete loss of unc-6 or

unc-40 function (p<0.001) or mutants with the partial loss of function vab-1(e2) mutation

(p<0.001).
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Figure 6. The AVM ventral guidance defect in sax-3 mutants is rescued cell

autonomously. AVM morphology was scored in adult and L4 animals using a mec-4::gfp

transgene (Figure 6A). Anterior is to the left, dorsal at top. Scale bar = 10 p.m. (A)

AVM morphology in a wild-type animal. The AVM axon (arrow) grows ventrally to the

ventral midline and then turns anteriorly in the ventral cord (out of the plane of focus).

The ALMR neuron (arrowhead in all panels) also expresses mec-4::g■ p. (B) In a sax

3(ky123) mutant, the AVM axon (arrow) fails to grow ventrally and instead extends

anteriorly in a lateral position. (C) In a sax-3(ky123) mutant with a mec-7::sax-3

transgene driving sax-3 expression specifically in six cells including AVM, the AVM axon

(arrow) grows ventrally as in wild type. (D) AVM ventral guidance defects in sax

3(ky123) mutants and two independent sax-3(ky123); mec-7::sax-3 transgenic lines.

Percent defective represents the percent of AVM neurons. Error bars show the standard

error of proportion. Lines 1 and 2 were significantly different from sax-3(ky123) (Line 1

p30.001, Line 2 p=0.02, Chi-square test). The AVM rescue was specific, as the sax-3

amphid axon guidance defects were not rescued by the mec-7::sax-3 transgene (sax

3(ky123) 66% defective n=105 amphids, Line 165% defective n=65, Line 2 62%

defective n=63).
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Table 1. Genes required for normal amphid axon trajectories.
Gene (alleles) Linkage Group Movement

Posteriorly-misdirected axons
sax-1(ky211)" X wild-type
sax-2(ky216)' ||| wild-type
sax-6(ky214) | wild-type
sax(ky213)* wild-type
Anteriorly-misdirected axons
sax-3(ky123, ky198, ky200, ky203) X mild kinker and coiler Unc

Premature axon termination

sax-5(ky118) IV kinker Unc

unc-33(ky255) IV immobile Unc

unc-44(ky110, ky115, ky116,
ky186, ky256, ky257) IV immobile Unc

unc-76(ky258) V immobile Unc

Altered nerve ring placement
sax-7(ky146) IV wild-type
sax-8(ky188, ky199, ky201) ||| wild-type
Multiple defects
sax-9(ky212, ky218)" IV mild kinker Unc

'sax-1, sax-2, sax-3(ky200), sax-6 and sax-9 mutants were temperature
Sensitive. Unless otherwise noted, these mutants were scored at 25°C.
All other mutants were scored at 20°C.

*The sax(ky213) mutant phenotype was too weak for linkage mapping.
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Table2.
Amphidaxondefects
insaxmutants. GenotypeWildtypeTerminationDefasciculationAnteriorprocessAnteriornervering'PosteriorprocessPosteriornervering'

n wildtype100%300 posteriorprocesses sax-1(ky211)20°C76%24%130
sax-1(ky211).25°C
36%64%190

sax-2(ky216)20°C89%1.1%103
sax-2(ky216)25°C54%46%134

sax-6(ky214)80%20%376 sax(ky213)92%8%95 anteriorprocesses sax-3(ky123)**
16%25%13%60%9%55

axontermination sax-5(ky118)
7%81%2%48%42

unc-44(ky116)90%7%90%30 alterednerveringplacement
-

sax-7(ky146)
4%2%94%50

sax-8■ ky201)?41%59%29 multipledefects
sax-9■ ky212)

2
67%1.1%16%4%13%45 Amphidaxonphenotypeswerecharacterized

inadultswiththe
ceh-23:g■ pmarker.Schematicdrawingsshowtheheadoftheanimal.Anterior
istotheleft,dorsalattop. n=

number
of
animalsscored.Mutantscharacterized
at
multipletemperatures
areindicated.Animalswithmorethanonephenotypewerescored
in
multiplecategories,

so
percentages
donotalwaysaddupto100%. 'Inthesemutants,

allamphidaxonswerefoundinan
abnormallocationwithrespect
totheircellbodies.

*Allallelesofsax-3,sax-8andsax-9hadsimilaramphiddefects. *Axonswerescoredonlywhentheamphidcellbodieswerecorrectlypositioned.
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Table3.Axondefects
intheASIamphidneurons.

e-é,GEGC.e.e-e■ WildtypeAxonterminationLateralaxonAnterioraxonEctopicneurite
n

WT100%300
sax-1(ky211)55%45%267

sax-2(ky216)26%74%364
sax-3(ky200)20°C97%3%104

sax-3(ky200)25°C20%1.4%23%59%132
sax-5(ky118)
1%99%300

unc-6(ev400)71%12%17%386
unc-40(e1430)84%10%6%300

unc-40(e271)91%4%5%300
unc-40(n324)90%3%7%314 unc-5(e53)99%1%622 vab-1(dx31)41%59%41 Amphidaxonphenotypeswerecharacterized

inadultsusingthestr-3::g■ pmarker.Schematicdrawingsshowtheheadoftheanimal. Anterior
istotheleft,dorsalattop.n=
number
of
neuronsscored.Mutantsscored
at
multipletemperatures
areindicated.Animalswith morethanonephenotypewerescored

in
multiplecategories,
so
percentages
donotalwaysaddupto100%.



Table 4. Ventral guidance and midline crossover defects in sax mutants.

WT sax-5 sax-9° vab-1 unc-44°

Wild-type HSN (lateral view)

100% 6% 85% 99%—º-
Defects in ventrally-directed growth

axon wandering/branching

We; 26% 9% 30%

lateral axon'

-O 3% 5% 1% 59%

Defects in anteriorly-directed growth

termination of anterior axon

2 37% 54%

posterior axon?

57% 5% 84%— —
Ectopic axons

3 % 5 7%

n = 70 n = 35 n = 97 n = 185 n = 37

Wild-type HSN (ventral view)

98% 38% 68% 49%

Axon crossover

*\º-º-º: 2% 62% 32% 51%

n = 63 n = 34 n = 31 n = 126 ND

Wild-type glr-1:GFP (ventral view)

3. 100% 96% 92% 97%

Axon crossover

F-3- 4% 8%" 3%

n = 121 n = 85 ND n = 100 n = 75

Axon phenotypes were scored in adults stained with anti-serotonin antibodies (HSN motor neurons) or the
glr-1::g■ p marker (ventral cord interneurons). Schematic drawings show the central third (top and bottom panels)
or anterior third (middle panel) of the animal. Anterior is to the left. Animals with more than one phenotype were
scored in multiple categories, so numbers do not always add up to 100%. n = number of neurons (top panel),
axon segments (middle panel) or animals (bottom panel) scored.

The lateral axon category included axons that grew in anterior or posterior directions.
The posterior axon category included axons that grew in ventral or lateral positions.

'Alleles scored were sax-9■ ky212), vab-1(e2) (HSN), vab-1(dx31) (glr-1:g■ p), unc-44(ky116) (HSN) and unc-44(ky145)
. (glr-1:g■ p). Similar HSN defects were observed in vab-1(dx31), unc-44(e362) and unc-44(ky110).

The vab-1 (dx31) glr-1::g■ p crossover defect differs significantly from wild type (p=0.005, Chi-square test).
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Table5.CANcellmigrationandaxonoutgrowthdefects
insaxmutants. wild-typeCANWTsax-3°sax-5sax-9°unc-44%

e=5–3–->
100%"10%51%52%100%

>1/2normalmigrationdistance” <1/2normalmigrationdistance”

53%49%45%

axontermination
ant.100%

e=5TEET-
post.4%post.6%post.100%

n=100n=30n=67n=31n=31

CANaxonoutgrowthandcellmigrationphenotypeswerecharacterized
in
adultswiththe
ceh-23::g■ ptransgene. Schematicdrawingsshowtheentireanimal.Anterior

istotheleft,dorsalattop.n=
number
of
neuronsscored. NoCANcellmigration

oraxonoutgrowthdefectswereobserved
in
sax-1,sax-2,sax-6,sax-7orsax-8mutants. 'Thewild-typestrainusedfor

comparisonwasthe
ceh-23:g■ pstrainkyls4.kyls4controlanimalsexhibitedlow

penetranceCANcell
displacement,
with3/100neuronsmigratingapproximately
3/4ofthenormaldistance. Therefore,CANneuronswereonlyscoredas

defective
ifthecellmigratedlessthan2/3ofthenormaldistance. *Allelesscoredweresax-3(ky123),sax-90&y212)

and
unc-44(ky116).Sax-9(ky218)
and
unc-44(ky110)caused similardefects.

*InanimalswithCANcellmigrationdefects,theposteriorCANaxonwasalmostalwayslongerthanorequalto its
wild-typelength:sax-3(96%,n=30),sax-5(94%,n=67)andsax-9(100%,n=31).



Chapter Three

The conserved immunoglobulin superfamily member SAX-3/Robo

directs multiple aspects of axon guidance in C. elegans
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Summary

The C. elegans sax-3 gene encodes a predicted trans
membrane protein with five immunoglobulin domains
and three fibronectin type III repeats that is closely
related to Drosophila Robo. Mutations in sax-3 lead
to repeated midline crossing by ventral cord axons
that normally do not cross the midline after they join
the ventral cord, a phenotype similar to that of robo
mutants. sax-3 is also required for guidance of some
axons to the ventral cord, implicating this gene in two
different types of guidance events. A sax-3::GFPfusion
gene is expressed in developing neurons during axon
outgrowth, and sax-3 function is required at the time
of axon guidance, suggesting that this gene mediates
cell interactions during guidance decisions.

Introduction

Developing axons navigate through complex environ
ments using highly conserved guidance cues and re
ceptors (Keynes and Cook, 1995; Goodman, 1996; Tes
sier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996). These pathways are
particularly well-defined in the vertebrate spinal cord
and its invertebrate equivalents, the ventral nerve cord
of C. elegans and the ventral CNS of Drosophila melano
gaster. In all cases, diffusible axon guidance molecules
of the netrin/UNC-6 family attract axons from peripheral
locations to the ventral midline where the major nerve
cord forms (Hedgecock et al., 1990, Ishii et al., 1992;
Kennedy et al., 1994; Serafini et al., 1994, 1996, Harris
et al., 1996; Mitchellet al., 1996; Wadsworth et al., 1996).
Attraction to netrin/UNC-6 is mediated by the DCC/
UNC-40/frazzled family of receptors, which encode pre
dicted transmembrane proteins with four immunoglobu
lin domains and six fibronectin type III domains (Chan
et al., 1996, Keino-Masu et al., 1996, Kokodziejet al., 1996)

Axon guidance away from the ventral midline can also
be mediated by netrin/UNC-6 cues through chemore
pellent effects on axons that express receptors in the
UNC-5 family (Hedgecock et al., 1990, Hamelin et al.,
1993). UNC-5 receptors are transmembrane molecules
with two immunoglobulin domains and two thrombo
spondin type 1 domains (Leung-Hagesteijn et al., 1992);

“To whom correspondence should be addressed
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like UNC-40/DCC/frazzled receptors, their intracellular
regions do not include known catalytic domains.

In both vertebrates and invertebrates, axons that ar

rive at the ventral midline receive additional guidance
cues that govern their organization. Midline axons are
divided into two discrete longitudinal bundles that flank
the midline bilaterally. In vertebrates and in Drosophila,
most axons cross the midline before joining one of these
two longitudinal bundles. Genetic studies in Drosophila
have implicated two antagonistic genes, roundabout
(robo) and commissureless (comm), in guidance across
the midline (Seeger et al., 1993). In comm mutants, ax
ons remain in longitudinal bundles instead of crossing
the midline in commissures, indicating that this molecule
promotes midline crossing. commencodes a novel trans
membrane protein that is expressed on midline cells
and some neurons (Tear et al., 1996). In robo mutants,
the opposite phenotype is observed: the commissures
are thickened and longitudinal bundles are diminished,
suggesting that axons aberrantly cross the ventral mid
line instead of remaining in their normal longitudinal
positions (Seeger et al., 1993). Thus, robo activity nor
mally inhibits midline crossing. In chick, the ability of
axons to join the correct bundle requires two transmem
brane immunoglobulin domain-containing proteins, ax
onin-1/TAG-1 and NrCAM (Stoeckli and Landmesser,
1995; Stoeckliet al., 1997). Axonin-1 is present on axons
that cross the midline and NrCAM is present on midline
cells. If the interaction between these two molecules is
blocked, axons are unable to cross the midline and stall
on the ipsilateral side, a result similar to that observed
in Drosophila comm mutants.

The C. elegans ventral nerve cord also has left and
right longitudinal bundles, but unlike the vertebrate and
Drosophila midlines, the C. elegans ventral nerve cord
is asymmetric (White et al., 1976, 1986). Although most
of the neurons that contribute longitudinal axons to the
nerve cord have cell bodies in bilaterally symmetric
pairs, the right ventral nerve cord contains about 40
axons, while the left ventral nerve cord in the central

body contains only four axons (Figure 1A). These two
axon bundles are separated by an epidermal protrusion
called the hypodermal ridge. Thus, most neurons whose
cell bodies are on the left have axons that cross over

to the right side, while axons from most cell bodies
on the right remain ipsilateral. In C. elegans, midline
crossing is only observed when an axon first joins the
ventral nerve cord, usually at the anterior or posterior
end of the nerve cord.

Two types of neurons contribute to the organization
of the ventral nerve cord. The AVG neuron is an unpaired
neuron whose axon runs along the right ventral nerve
cord. When it is killed, ventral nerve cord axons are

defasciculated and some motor axons extendaberrantly
in the left ventral nerve cord, although longitudinal in
terneuron axons remain on the right (Durbin, 1987). The
PVPR axon is required for the formation of the left ventral
nerve cord. When PVPR is killed, all axons join the right
nerve cord (Durbin, 1987). Thus, the right-hand bias of
the nerve cord is preserved even in the absence of these
pioneer neurons.
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We describe here the effects of the sax-3 gene in the
ventral nerve cord. In sax-3 mutants, most longitudinal
axons in the ventral cord extend to their full length, but
the left-right asymmetry of the ventral cord is disrupted
so that many longitudinal axons extend on the incorrect
side of the nerve cord. A single mutant axon can cross
the midline many times along its trajectory. Thus, sax-3
acts to establish the asymmetry of the ventral nerve
cord. In addition, sax-3 activity is required to guide ax
ons to the ventral midline; in mutant animals, Some ven

tral cord axons are found in aberrant lateral positions.
These functions of sax-3 allow it to act in concert with

the unc-6/netrin pathway to recruit axons to the ventral
nerve cord. sax-3 encodes a predicted transmembrane
molecule that is similar to the Drosophila robo gene
product (Kiddet al., 1998a [this issue of Cel■ ), identifying
a new conserved family of cell surface molecules in
volved in axon guidance.
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Figure 1. Disrupted Guidance of Interneuron
Axons to and within the Ventral Nerve Cord
of sax-3 Mutants

(A) Organization of the ventral nerve cord of
C. elegans. Interneurons with axons that ex
tend in the right ventral cord are shown in
blue. Axons from cell bodies on the right side
of the animal travel in the right ventral cord
without crossing the ventral midline, while
many axons from cell bodies on the left side
cross the midline to join the right ventral cord.
The HSN motor neuron pair in the midbody
is shown in red, and the PVO interneuron pair
in the tail is shown in green. Bothneuron pairs
send axons ventrally to the midline and then
anteriorly to the head without crossing the
midline. Not shown are the two other axons

in the left ventral cord, the r-30 other axons
in the right ventral cord, and the -90 other
axons in the nerve ring.
(B-E) Axons from the AWA, AWB. AWD, AVE,
AVG, and PVC interneurons extend in the ven

tral nerve cord and express the gr-1:GFP
transgene. (B) in wild-type animals (lateral
view), these axons are restricted to the ventral
nerve cord (arrowheads), (C) in sax-3 mutants
(lateral view), some axons extend aberrantly
in a lateral position (arrow) but most reach
the ventral nerve cord (arrowheads, not in

focus). (D) in wild-type animals (ventral view).
all axons are right of the ventral midline (de
fined by the vulva, arrowhead). (E) In a sax
3(ky123) mutant (ventral view), some axons
cross the midline and extend inthe left ventral

nerve cord (arrows; arrowhead defines the
vulva).
(F and G) Axons from the two PVO interneu
rons extend in the ventral nerve cord and ex

press sra-6:GFP. (F) in wild-type animals
(ventral view), each axon is restricted to the
Ipsilateral nerve cord (the midline is marked
by the vulva. labeled with an arrowhead in all
panels). (G) in a sax-3■ ky123) mutant animal
(ventral view), the PVO axons cross the mid
line at multiple positions. Here both axons
(arrows) run on the left side of the vulva. Ante
rior is at left in all panels.
Scale bars = 10 um.

Results

Mutations in sax-3 Disrupt Axon Guidance
in the Ventral Nerve Cord

The two primary axon bundles in C. elegans are the
nerve ring in the head and the ventral nerve cord along
the midline of the body. Most C. elegansneurons extend
axons into at least one of these axon bundles (White et
al., 1976, 1986). Four mutations in the sax-3 gene were
identified in a screen for mutations that affect the forma

tion of the nerve ring (J. A. Z. and C. I. B., unpublished
data). In these mutants, the nerve ring was found in an
aberrant anterior position and many nerve ring axons
were misrouted. While these defects are dramatic, they
are difficult to analyze because little is known about the
formation of the nerve ring during development. There
fore, we examined the function of sax-3 in the better
understood ventral nerve cord. These studies were con
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Table 1. Axon De■ ects in Ventral Cord Interneurons in sax-3
Mutants

WT- sºnrytºn

wad typo (vontral view)

■ º 100%, 60%

Axon crossovet
20*.

~-----
- n = 53 n = 60

wild type (lateral view)

39",

Lateral axiomé
short • 1%.
-- wurve." <1%. 55%,

* vulva' 6*

Prernature termination

short 19-4,
ºr vuºvº **

n = 122 n = 37

Axon phenotypes were scored in adults with the glr-1:GFP marker,
which labels the following interneurons with axons in the ventral
nerve cord: AVA, AWB. AWD, AWE, AVG, and PVC. Schematic draw

ings show the central third (top panel) or anterior third (bottompanel)
of the animal. The vulva is indicated by a diamond, n = number of
animals scored. Animals with more than one phenotype were scored
in multiple categories, so percentages do not always add up to
100%. Nerve ring axon phenotypes were not scored
" * = vulva. axons terminated before or at the vulva, a landmark

halfway between the head and the tail. ~ vulva, axons terminated
after passing the vulva. These refer to aberrant lateral axons in
the lateral axon category and ventral cord axons in the premature
termination category.

ducted with the mutation sax-3■ ky123), which is predicted
to cause a strong loss of function based on its nerve
ring phenotype (J. A. Z. and C. I. B., unpublished data)
and the molecular lesion associated with it (see below).

To examine the overall structure of the ventral nerve

cord, we made use of a glr-1::GFP transgene (Marica
et al., 1995). This gene is expressed at high levels in 11
neurons with axons in the ventral nerve cord. In wild

type animals, all of these axons are found in the right
ventral nerve cord, and a single axon bundle is visible
at the ventral side of the animal (Figures 1B and 1D). In
sax-3 mutants, two types of defects were observed.
First, in over half of the animals one or more axons from
head neurons were located in lateral positions instead
of the ventral nerve cord (Figure 1C: Table 1). It was
not possible to determine whether the same cells were
affected in all animals. Infrequent termination of axons
within the ventral nerve cord was also observed. In sax-3

mutants, the cell bodies of the glr-1:GFP-expressing
neurons were present in normal number and in the ap
propriate body region. Since no axons in the head nor
mally follow the lateral trajectories observed in sax-3
mutants, they appear to have a defect in guidance and
not in neuronal cell fate determination.

Second, in sax-3 mutants the glr-1-expressing axons
within the ventral nerve cord were not restricted to the

right-hand side but were instead found on both the right
and left sides of the nerve cord (Figure 1E; Table 1). This
unusual disorganization was most apparent at the vulva,
where the left and right ventral cords are widely sepa
rated. In rare cases, the entire bundle of axons ran on

the left instead of the right side; more often, a small

number of axons crossed the midline at some point in
their trajectory. Except for these crossover events, the
glr-1-expressing neurons were tightly fasciculated with
one another, as they are in wild-type animals. Thus,
sax-3 functions both in the guidance of glr-1::GFP
expressing axons to the ventral midline and in their re
striction to the right ventral nerve cord.

Single Axons Cross the Midline Multiple Times
in sax-3 Mutant Wentral Nerve Cords

To examine the behavior of single axons in sax-3 mu
tants in greater detail, we made use of a transgene that
labels a single pair of ventral cord axons. The two PVO
neurons have cell bodies in the tail and axons that travel

the length of the ventral nerve cord: the PVOR axon in
the right cord and the PVOL axon in the left cord. The
PVO axons in wild-type animals normally grow along
the ventral midline without crossing it. An sna-6::GFP
transgene is expressed in the PVO axons and in no other
axons in the ventral nerve cord (Troernel et al., 1995;
Figure 1F). This transgene was introduced into sax-3
mutants to characterize the morphology of the PVO
axons.

In sax-3 mutants, the PVO axons extended to their

full length in the ventral nerve cord but repeatedly
crossed the ventral midline (Figure 1G). One or more
crossovers were observed in 55% of sax-3(ky123) mu
tant animals, compared to 5% of wild-type animals (n =
60 each). These defects at the ventral midline resemble
those of the Drosophila robo mutant, where there is
increased axon crossing of the ventral midline (Seeger
et al., 1993). Individual animals displayed from one to
six apparent crossover events throughout the length of
the ventral nerve cord. The examination of single PVO
axons demonstrated that the midline crossing events
were superimposed on a mostly normal longitudinal tra
jectory.

Similar crossover phenotypes were observed in the
axons of the two serotonergic HSN motor neurons, visu
alized with antibodies to serotonin. In the wildtype, each
HSN motor neuron sends an axonventrally to the midline
and then anteriorly to the head without crossing the
midline (Figure 2A). In sax-3 mutants, the HSN axons
were able to cross and recross the ventral midline (Fig
ure 2B: Table 2; data not shown).

The HSN axon also had defects in the initial ventrally
directed component of its outgrowth in sax-3 mutants.
In wild-type animals, the HSN axon grows ventrally to
the nerve cord either immediately at the cell body or
shortly anterior of the cell body (Figure 2C). In sax-3
mutants, a high proportion of HSN axons traveled later
ally for long distances before reaching the ventral nerve
cord, either in an anterior direction or in an aberrant

posterior direction (Figures 2D and 2E.; Table 2). Thus,
as was observed for the ventral cord interneurons, sax-3
plays two roles in the guidance of the HSN motor neu
rons: it is required for growth along the epidermis to the
ventral nerve cord and for selection of the ipsilateral
nerve cord during anterior growth.

In summary, mutations in sax-3 caused defects in
axon guidance to the ventral nerve cord and disrupted
the asymmetry between the right and left ventral nerve
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Figure 2. Disrupted Guidance of HSN Motor Neuron Axons to and
within the Wentral Nerve Cord of sax-3 Mutants

(A) wild-type HSN morphology in a sax-3(ky200ts) animal raised at
the permissive temperature, stained with anti-serotonin antibodies
(ventrolateral view). The HSN motor axons do not cross the wentral
midline (arrow)

(B) Axon crossover defect in a sax-3■ ky200ts) animal raised at the
restrictive temperature (ventrolateral view). One HSN axon crosses
the midline to join the axon on the other side (arrow).
(C) Wild-type HSN axon in a sax-3■ ky200ts) mutant grown at the
permissive temperature (lateral view). The HSN axon (arrows) ex
tends to the ventral midline soon after leaving the HSN cell body
(D and E) abnormal HSN axons in a sax-3■ ky198) animal (D) and a
sax-3■ ky200ts) animal grown at the restrictive temperature (E). Some
axons eventually reach the ventral nerve cord after long anterior or
posterior detours (D), while others wander aimlessly in lateral re
gons (E). One HSN axon is marked with arrows in (D): the contralat
eral HSN axon is also visible, since this animal is slightly tilted.
Anterior is at left in all panels. Scale bar = 10 um

cords. These mutant phenotypes and the nerve ring
defects in sax-3 mutants suggest that sax-3 functions
to establish the major axon bundles of C. elegans.

SAX-3 is a Member of the Immunoglobulin
Superfamily
sax-3 was cloned using a combination of genetic map
ping and transformation rescue of its mutant phenotype.
Briefly, sax-3 mapped to the X chromosome between
the gene fax-1 and the polymorphism stP40. Cosmid
clones and subclones covering this region were assayed
for rescue of the sax-3nervering axon phenotype (Figure
3A). cDNA clones for sax-3 were isolated from the C.
elegans EST project (a generous gift of Yuji Kohara), by
screening a mixed-stage cDNA library (a generous gift
of Bob Barstead) and by RT-PCR (see Experimental
Procedures). These clones represented three alterna
tively spliced sax-3 isoforms differing by nine amino
acids in their cytoplasmic domains. The longest sax-3
isoform was predicted to encode a 1273 amino acid
protein (Figure 3B).

sax-3 encodes a novel transmembrane protein in the
immunoglobulin superfamily. The SAX-3 protein was
predicted to contain a hydrophobic signal sequence,
an extracellular domain containing five immunoglobulin
like domains and three fibronectintype III repeats (amino
acids 31-837), a transmembrane domain (amino acids
876–896), and a large cytoplasmic domain (Figures 3A
and 3B). SAX-3 shares this modular structure with the
Drosophila DRobol protein and with Robo homologs
identified in Drosophila and vertebrates (Kidd et al.,
1998a). SAX-3 is 35% identical to DRobol and 37% iden
tical tohkobol in the extracellular domain. Despite lower
conservation in the cytoplasmic domains, there are
three conserved cytoplasmic motifs across all homologs
(described in Kiddet al., 1998a). Another vertebrate pro
tein, CDO, shares the five immunoglobulin domain/three
fibronectin type Ill domainstructure with SAX-3 and the
Robo proteins, but is significantly less similar to the
SAX-3/Robo family (Kang et al., 1997).

To confirm that this open reading frame represented
the sax-3 gene, we identified the mutations in the four
sax-3 alleles (Figures 3A and 3B). sax-3(ky123) deleted
the signal sequence and the first exon of the gene, sax
3(ky200ts) was a proline to serine substitution in amino
acid 37 of the first Ig domain, sax-3■ ky198) disrupted a
splice acceptor site before the seventh exon, and sax
3(ky203) introduced a stop codon that truncates the
protein immediately after the transmembrane domain.
Three of the mutations were G-A transition mutations,
while the fourth mutation was a small deletion, consis

tent with the types of lesions induced by the chemical
mutagen EMS. All four were recessive alleles and exhib
ited a similar spectrum of defects (J. A. Z. and C. I. B.,
unpublished data) consistent with their causing a loss
of gene function.

sax-3::GFPIs Expressed Transiently in Neurons
during Axon Outgrowth
To gain insight into sax-3 expression, we generated a
transgene in which the upstream regions and most of
the sax-3 coding region, including all large introns, were
fused to an artificial transmembrane domain and the

green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene (Figures
3A and 3B). This transgene does not include all of sax-3.
so it may not fully reflect transcriptional and posttran
scriptional controls on sax-3 expression. The sax-3::GFP
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Table 2. Axon Defects in HSN Motor Neurons in sax-3 Mutants

Wr sax-3■ ky200ts) sar-3■ ky200ts) sax-3■ ky123)
20° c 25°C

Wild-type HSN (ventral view)

- 100% 56*. gº,

Axon crossover

"Q-->~ 44% 91%,

- n = 79 n in 46 no

Wild-type HSN (lateral view)

–– 100% 96* 71°, 40%

Detects in wentrally-directed growth
axon wandering branching

Nº. 6% sº
lateral axon'

-O 3* 21% 36%

Delects in arteriorly-directed growth
posterior axon”

– 2* 7% 16%,
n = 55 n = 102 n = 154 n = 25

HSN axon phenotypes were characterized in adults stained with anti-serotonin antibodies. Schematic drawings show the anterior third (top
pane■ ) or central third (bottom pane■ ) of the animal. Anterior is to the left. Animals with more than one phenotype were scored in multiple
categories, so numbers do not always add up to 100%. n = number of neurons (bottom panel) or axon segments (top panel) scored (see
Experimental Procedures)
'The lateral axon category included axons that grew in anterior or posterior directions
* The posterior axon category included axons that grew in ventral or lateral positions

transgene exhibited complex and dynamic expression.
The fusion gene was expressed in most or all neurons
at high levels as well as some hypodermal and muscle
cells. In most neurons, sax-3:GFP expression was tran
sient, peaking during the period of axon outgrowth.

sax-3::GFPexpression was observed at highest levels
in the embryo, particularly during the initial period of
axon outgrowth at 350–400 min of development (comma
stage, Figure 4A). The nerve ring and ventral nerve cords
are formed within 1–2 hr of this time (Durbin, 1987). At
the comma stage, the reporter gene is expressed at high
levels in the anterior embryo, including most developing
neurons of the nerve ring, and in a swath of ventral
cells that includes the developing motor neurons of the
ventral nerve cord and posterior neurons such as PVO.
A lower level of expression was observed in epidermal
cells. Earlier in embryogenesis (200–400 cell stage; 200–
300 min of development) sax-3:GFP was expressed in
all epidermal cells at a low level. Later in embryogenesis
(3-fold stage, >500 min of development), sax-3::GFP
was expressed in the muscles that extend from the nerve
ring to the anterior tip of the head. The early epidermal
expression followed by later neuronal expression is simi
lar to the expression of Robo protein in the Drosophila
embryo (Kidd et al., 1998a).

By the first larval stage, the sax-3:GFP transgene
was no longer expressed in most sensory neurons but
persisted in motor neurons in the head including RMD,
RMG, SMD, SIA, and SIB neurons; projection interneur
ons in the head and tail, including AVA, AVB, PVC, AVD,
PVO, and ALA neurons; and the sensory OLO neurons
(Figure 4B). This neuronal expression diminished slowly
throughout postembryonic development. During the first

larval stage, sax-3:GFP expression continued in head
muscles and appeared in muscles along the body wall,
with ventral muscles expressing more strongly than dor
sal muscles and anterior muscles expressing more
strongly than posterior muscles (Figure 4B-4D). This
expression persisted until the adult stage. Epidermal
expression was rarely observed in larval stages.

Despite the general extinction of neuronal expression
in larvae, sax-3::GFP expression appeared in the HSN
motor neurons during the second larval stage. At this
time, the HSN neurons begin to extend an axon from
their lateral cell bodies toward the ventral midline (Fig
ures 4C and 4D). The sax-3::GFP marker revealed an
elaborate growth cone leading the HSN axon ventrally
during the second larval stage (Figure 4C); the axon
reaches the ventral nerve cord around the third larval

stage (Figure 4D). sax-3:GFP expression continued in
HSN during the fourth larval stage, when the HSN axon
grows anteriorly to the head, and decreased in the adult
stage after the completion of HSN axon outgrowth. sax
3:GFP expression in the adult included the motor neu
rons, interneurons, and sensory neurons listed above
as well as postembryonic ventral cord motorneurons,
some interneurons from the tail, and head, body wall,
and vulval muscles.

SAX-3 Is Required at the Time of Axon Guidance
sax-3:GFP is expressed in neurons and in embryonic
epidermis, consistent with a direct requirement for
SAX-3 during axon guidance or an earlier role for SAX-3
in epidermal patterning events. One way to distinguish
between these possibilities is to provide sax-3 activity at
different times during development. To ask when sax-3
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Figure 3. Molecular Analysis of sax-3
(A) Genetic map position and rescue of sax-3 with cosmid clones and subclones, showing the genomic organization of the SAX-3 coding
region with sites of mutations and the site of the sax-3:GFP fusion marked. Exons are indicated by open boxes, and 5' and 3' untranslated
regions by filled boxes.
(B) Predicted protein sequence of SAX-3. Immunoglobulin domains are underlined, fibronectin type Ill domains are underlined in bold, and
the predicted transmembrane domain and alternatively spliced exons are boxed. Asterisks denote sites of sax-3 mutations, and the site of
GFP fusion is indicated

activity was required, we conducted temperature shift
experiments with a temperature-sensitive allele, sax-3
(ky200ts). We examined three phenotypes: the formation
of the nerve ring, which takes place in the embryo; the
ventral outgrowth of the HSN axon, which takes place
in the L2 stage; and the longitudinal growth of the HSN
axon, which takes place in the L4 stage. All of these
defects were more severe in sax-3(ky200ts) animals
grown at 25°C than at 20°C (Figure 5: Table 2).

Temperature shift experiments with sax-3(ky200ts)
animals indicated that SAX-3 is required at different
times in different neurons, correlating with the time of
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their axon extension and guidance. sax-3 activity was
required embryonically for nerve ring axon guidance
(Figure 5A). Animals raised at the permissive tempera
ture during embryogenesis exhibited wild-type nerve
ring axon morphology irrespective of the temperature
they encountered in larval stages. Animals raised at the
restrictive temperature in the embryo were mutant even
if they were shifted to the permissive temperature imme
diately after embryogenesis. This embryonic require
ment for sax-3 function correlates with the time of axon

extension into the nerve ring.
Additional temperature shift experiments revealed a
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Figure 4. Expression of sax-3:GFP
(A) Comma stage embryo. The anterior cells
that express sax-3:GFP include developing
neurons and epidermal cells. The ventral cells
in the midbody are the ventral motor neuron
precursors. Much weaker expression is ob
served in the lateral epidermal cells.
(B) L1 stage larva. Expression is high in head
motor neurons and interneurons (arrow).

Muscles of the head and ventral body also
express the transgene (arrowheads). Epider
mal expression is absent by this time. No ex
pression is observed in the immature HSN
motor neurons.

(C) L2 stage larva. The HSN motor neuron is
extending a growth cone toward the ventral
midline and expresses sax-3:GFPat highlev
els. Arrowhead denotes muscle expression.
(D) L3 stage larva. The HSN axon has reached
the ventral midline, but is not yet extending
along the longitudinal bundles (arrow). The
ventral muscles also express sax-3::GFP(ar
rowhead).

(C) is a confocal image obtained by Tim Yu, all other images are taken using conventional fluorescence microscopy. Anterior is at left and
dorsal is up in all panels. Scale bars = 10 um,

similar embryonic requirement for sax-3in the outgrowth
of the PVO axon, which grows longitudinally in the ven
tral nerve cord duringembryogenesis. Only the tempera
ture before the L1 stage was important for the midline
crossing phenotype of the PVO axon (data not shown).

Guidance of the HSN axon in later larval stages re
quired postembryonic sax-3activity(Figures 5Band 5C).
For the guidance of the HSN axon to the ventral midline,
sax-3 activity was most important during the L2 and L3
stages (Figure 5B). This requirement for sax-3 coincides
with the time that the HSN axon contacts the ventral

midline and expresses sax-3::GFP, implicating sax-3
function at the time of HSN guidance. By contrast, the
patterning of epidermal cells and the axon outgrowth
of all neurons in the ventral nerve cord other than the

HSN take place in the embryo and L1 stages.
The midline crossing defect of the HSN axon had a

more complicated temperature dependence (Figure 5C).
Shifts to the permissive temperature demonstrated that
sax-3 activity provided as late as the L4 stage of devel
opment can rescue the HSN axon crossover defect. At
this late time the HSN axon has reached the ventral

midline and begun longitudinal outgrowth, indicating
that sax-3 activity prevents midline crossing during the
time that the HSN axon extends in the longitudinal nerve
cords. sax-3 activity supplied in the adult could not re
pair the HSN midline crossing defect, indicating that
sax-3 cannot rescue HSN axons after they have crossed
the midline. In the converse experiment, shifting animals
to the restrictive temperature in the L1 stage or later
did not result in excess midline crossing. These results
indicate that sax-3 activity either in the embryo or at the
time of HSN outgrowth can prevent aberrant crossing
of the ventral midline. One possible interpretation of
these results is that HSN axons in the L4 stage can
follow a normal uncrossed nerve cord in a wild-type
environment (established in the embryo) without sax-3
activity, but they require sax-3 activity to extend in an
abnormal nerve cord without crossing the midline.

Discussion

sax-3 mutants are defective in the axon guidance of
neurons throughout the C. elegans nervous system, and
SAX-3 is predicted to be a transmembrane protein in
the immunoglobulin superfamily. SAX-3 could act either
as a ligand or a receptor mediating cell interactions, or
a receptor for cell-substrate interactions. The expres
sion of sax-3:GFP in developing neurons suggests that
SAX-3 acts as a receptor. Most strikingly, the induction
of sax-3:GFP in the HSN correlates precisely with the
onset of HSN axon outgrowth and with the temperature
sensitive period for ventral guidance of the HSN axon.
A receptor function for SAX-3 is also suggested by its
similarity to Drosophila Robo, which is expressed on
the growth cones of developing axons (Kidd et al.,
1998a). SAX-3 and the Robo family members have a
five immunoglobulin/three fibronectin type Ill domain
organization and substantial sequence similarity that
identifies them as a new subfamily within the immuno
globulin superfamily.

SAX-3 is involved in the guidance of axons to the
ventral nerve cord, the second largest axon bundle in
C. elegans; in sax-3 mutant animals, axons failed to
navigate ventrally to the midline and instead traveled
aberrantly in lateral positions. SAX-3 was also required
for the proper organization of axons within the ventral
nerve cord. In wild-type animals, the smaller left bundle
and the larger right bundle of the ventral cord remain
entirely separate throughout their trajectories as they
extend in parallel along the length of the body (White
et al., 1976, 1986). Mutations in sax-3 disrupted the in
tegrity of these bundles, allowing axons to cross repeat
edly between the left and right sides of the ventral cord.
However, the same axons were still able to extend nor

mally in a longitudinal direction. Thus, the defect in sax-3
mutants represents a defect in guidance rather than
extension of ventral axons.

The repeated midline crossing and the associated loss
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Figure 5. sax-3 Activity is Required at Di■■ er
ent Times for Different Axon Guidance Events

Single asterisks denote values different from
the left-hand control value at p < 0.01 (see
Experimental Procedures). Double asterisks
denote values different from both the 20°C

and 25°C control values at p < 0.02.
(A) Temperature dependence of nerve ring
formation in the sax-3■ ky200ts) allele. All
postembryonic shifts to the restrictive tem
perature were significantly different from the
25°C control (x >65, p<0.001). All postem
bryonic shifts to the permissive temperature
were significantly different from the 20°C con
trol (x > 73. p < 0.001). Embryonic tempera

- ture shifts were significantly different from
both the 25°C control (x > 14, p <0.001) and
the 20°C control (x > 7, p < 0.01).

- (B) Temperature dependence of ventral guid
ance of the HSN motor axons. Shift to the

restrictive temperature in the embryo/L1
stage revealed no significant difference from
the 25°C control (x = 1. p > 0.05). However,
shift to the restrictive temperature in the L2
stage partially rescued HSN ventral guidance,
differing from both the 25°C control (x = 6.6,
p = 0.01) and the 20°C control (x = 6.1. p =
0.014). Animals shifted to the restrictive tem

perature in the L4 stage were more com
pletely rescued (L2 vs. L4 x = 5.9, p = 0.015).
In the converse experiment, shifts to the per
missive temperature at any time before the
L3 stage completely rescued HSN ventral
guidance, with no significant difference from
the 20°C control (x < 3. p > 0.05). However,
shifting to the permissive temperature in the
L3 stage or later was not able to rescue the

Af ventral defect of the HSN axon, differing fromthe 20°C control at x > 9, p < 0.01
(C) Temperature dependence of longitudinal
guidance of the HSN motor axons. Shifts to

vº * .
*

the permissive temperature up to the L4 stage rescued the HSN crossing defect (all larval shifts to the permissive temperature were indistinguish
able from the 20°C control and differed from the 25°C control at x > 11. p < 0.001). Conversely, shifts to the restrictive temperature up to
the L4 stage did not result in midline crossing defects (all larval shifts to the restrictive temperature were statistically indistinguishable from
the 20°C control and differed from the 25°C control at x > 11. p < 0.01). Animals shifted in the adult stage were indistinguishable from animals
that had not been shifted at all (x + 1.9. p > 0.05) and significantly different from animals raised at the temperature to which they had been
shifted (x > 11, p < 0.01)

of ventral nerve asymmetry in sax-3 mutants are unique
mutant phenotypes in C. elegans. Nine genes that affect
the extension of axons in the ventral nerve cord have

been identified in previous mutant screens (unc-14,
-33, -34, -44, -51, -71, -73, -76, and vab-8). In all cases,
mutant axons terminate prematurely at a high frequency
but maintain a strong bias of axons toward the right
ventral cord (McIntire et al., 1992; Wightman et al., 1996).
Seven other genes that do affect ventral cord asymmetry
have activities that are opposite to sax-3: mutations
in unc-3, -30, -42, -115, fax-1, enu-7, and unc-6/netrin
reduce the number of axons in the left ventral cord

(Wadsworth et al., 1996; Wightman et al., 1997). Cell
ablation experiments have revealed an essential role for
the PVPR neurons in establishing the left ventral nerve
cord (Durbin, 1987); mutants with missing left nerve
cords may be defective in PVPR function or the ability
of other neurons to recognize PVPR.

The ventral cord crossover phenotypes of sax-3 mu
tants are highly reminiscent of the phenotypes of Dro
sophila robo mutants (Seeger et al., 1993), a result that

is especially striking given the dissimilarity of the Dro
sophila and C. elegans ventral nerve cords. In Drosoph
ila, most axons cross the midline once before projecting
longitudinally. In robo mutants, the small fraction of ax
ons that normally remain ipsilateral cross the midline,
and axons that normally cross the midline once are
thought to cross multiple times because of the dramatic
thickening of mutant commissures (Seeger et al., 1993).
In contrast to the extensive and symmetric arrangement
of crossovers in the normal Drosophila CNS, C. elegans
axons normally do not cross at all after they join the
ventral nerve cord. However, in sax-3 mutants the PVO
axon can cross the C. elegans midline multiple times,
indicating that robo and sax-3 both act to promote longi
tudinal fascicle integrity and prevent midline crossing.
The sequence similarity between sax-3 and robo (Kidd
et al., 1998a) reveals a deep molecular homology in the
organization of these different ventral nerve cords.

In Drosophila and vertebrates, the left and right longi
tudinal axon tracts are kept separate in part by a repul
sive activity of the midline (Myers and Bastiani, 1993;
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Seeger et al., 1993; Stoeckli and Landmesser, 1995;
Stoeckli et al., 1997). Drosophila Robo has been hypoth
esized to act as a receptor for the putative midline repel
lent (Kidd et al., 1998a). From our studies in the C. ele
gans ventral nerve cord, we cannot distinguish whether
sax-3 acts to promote growth along the longitudinal
fascicles or to prevent growth across the midline. The
ligand (or receptor) for SAX-3 could be an attractive
molecule on axons, a repulsive molecule on the hypo
dermal ridge, or both. However, other C. elegans mu
tants with defasciculated nerve cords do not exhibit

extensive midline crossing, indicating that decreased
access to other axons does not drive midline crossing
by default (McIntire et al., 1992). Moreover, in sax-3
mutants most glr-1-expressing axons in the ventral
nerve cord fasciculate normally when they are not cross
ing the midline, indicating that sax-3 does not disrupt all
cell–cell recognition in the ventral cord. One suggestive
result implicating sax-3 in midline repulsion is that sax-3
activity provided in the L4 stage can prevent HSN mid
line crossing. At this stage, the earlier axons in the left
ventral nerve cord (PVPR and PVOL) have completed
their outgrowth; the HSN axon typically fasciculates with
these axons on the left side (Garriga et al., 1993). Animals
raised at the restrictive temperature during embryogen
esis have extensive PVO crossover defects and possibly
PvP crossover defects as well. However, if sax-3 activity
is provided beginning in the L4 stage, the HSN axon
does not aberrantly cross the midline. In this context,
the left HSN axon presumably had a choice between
aberrantly crossing the midline along with its normal
neighbors or remaining on the left side without its longi
tudinal neighbors. Since it remained on the left side
in a sax-3-dependent fashion, sax-3 is more strongly
implicated in a midline interaction than in fasciculation
with specific ventral cord axons.

In addition to its role at the ventral midline, our results
also suggest a role for sax-3 in other guidance events.
In particular, sax-3 was required for guidance of the
HSN axon from the lateral HSN cell body to the ventral
midline. The HSN axon migrates over epidermis to reach
the ventral nerve cord, guided by interactions with epi
dermal cells but not by other axons or egg-laying mus
cles (Garriga et al., 1993). In animals that lack SAX-3,
up to half of HSN axons travel long distances in lateral
positions before reaching the midline. These axons mi
grate along nerve bundles and hypodermal regions that
are normally barren of HSN axon outgrowth.

SAX-3 may cooperate with different adhesion or guid
ance molecules in different cell contexts. SAX-3 acts

together with UNC-6/netrin to guide the HSN axon to
the ventral nerve cord. Mutations in sax-3 also affect

cell migrations, including the posteriorly directed migra
tion of the CAN neurons and the anteriorly directed mi
gration of the HSN neurons (J. A. Z. and C. I. B., unpub
lished data). These cell migrations are affected in similar
ways by the C. elegans o integrin gene ina-1 (Baum and
Garriga, 1997), but they are not affected by unc-6. Thus,
in cell migration SAX-3 may act in concert with integrin
mediated adhesion pathways and possibly a frizzled
pathway as well (S. Clark and C. I. B., unpublished data).
sax-3 also participates in other guidance events that are
less well understood (J. A. Z. and C. I. B., unpublished

data), including its requirement for proper placement of
the nerve ring, the major circumferential axon bundle in
the head of the animal (White et al., 1986).

sax-3affects many types of guidance and cell recogni
tion events (J. A. Z. and C. I. B., unpublished data) and
one possibility is that SAX-3 might act as a ligand or a
receptor in different contexts. Cell-associated cues can
be bidirectional: for example, transmembrane members
of the Eph immunoglobulin domain-tyrosine kinase fam
ily can function either as receptors for transmembrane
or GPI-linked ephrin ligands or as ligands for transmem
brane ephrins (Friedman and O'Leary, 1996; Holland et
al., 1996; Drescher et al., 1997). A more diverse set of
SAX-3 functions is plausible if it acts as a multifunctional
axon guidance molecule.

Sequential induction of different guidance molecules
could also contribute to the regulated integration of
guidance cues. It is intriguing that another molecule with
five immunoglobulin domains and three fibronectin type
Ill domains, the CDO protein, is regulated by multiple
receptor systems (Kang et al., 1997). CDO is transcrip
tionally repressed by tyrosine kinase signaling path
ways, which are known to influence axon guidance. In
addition, the CDO protein is posttranscriptionally down
regulated when cells lose contact with their substrate.
Similarly, the activity of Drosophila Robo may be inhib
ited by the action of Commissureless (Comm), a trans
membrane protein that is required for axons to cross
the midline (Seeger et al., 1993; Tear et al., 1996, Kidd
et al., 1998b). Conceptually similar events occur during
lymphocyte adhesion, where activation of one type of
adhesion molecule, such as a lectin, permits the subse
quent engagement of an integrin receptor (Luscinskas
et al., 1994). Regulation of SAX-3 activity by other types
of guidance systems could providespatial and temporal
precision to a broadly acting cell recognition system.

Experimental Procedures

Strains and Genetics

Wild-type animals were C. elegans variety Bristol, strain N2. Strains
were maintained using standard methods (Brenner, 1974). Animals
were grown at 20°C except for the sax-3■ ky200) strain, which was
grown at either 20°C or 25°C. as noted. Some strains were provided
by the Caenorhabditis Genetic Center

sax-3 mutant alleles were isolated by EMS mutagenesis (J. A. Z.
and C. I. B., unpublished data). The nerve ring axon defect of sax
3(ky123) was mapped to LGX under the mnDp57 duplication. Three
factor mapping was conducted to further localize sax-3 on LGX.
8/12 unc-20 non-lon-2 recombinants and 6/9 lon-2 non-unc-20 re

combinants were mutant ■ or sax-3.20/20 lon-2non-dpy-23 recombi
nants were mutant for sax-3. 15/15 lon-2 non-lin-18 unc-78 recombi
nants and 5/6 lon-2 lin-18 non-unc-78 recombinants were mutant

for sax-3. 36/39 lon-2 non-fax-1 recombinants segregated sax-3.
The stP40 restriction fragment length polymorphism that differs

between the Bristol strains RW7000 and N2 was used to further map
sax-3. Recombinants were isolated from sax-3(ky123) lon-2■ eG48)/
RW7000 heterozygotes, and 2/6 sax-3 non-lon-2 recombinants and
15/16 lon-2 non-sax-3 recombinants segregated the stp40 polymor
phism. These mapping data placed sax-3 between tax-1 and stp40
on LGX.

Germline Transformation

Transgenic strains were created as previously described (Mello et
al., 1991). Multiple lines from each injection were characterized for
rescue of the nerve ring phenotype. Cosmids spanning the region
between tax-1 and stP40 were injected at 10 ng/ul in pools of 4-5
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cosmids using the dominant pr; 4 row-6(su 1006) plasmid at 100 ng/
ul as a conjection marker. Cosmids from the rescuing pool were
injected individually at 30 ng/ul, identifying R06A1 as the single
rescuing cosmid. An Apal-Pst subclone of R06A1 rescued the sax-3
mutant phenotype at 10–30 ng/ul. This subclone contained 3.8 kb
upstream of the start codon, the entire sax-3 open reading frame.
the sax-33' UTR, and 0.2 kb of downstream sequence.

cDNA isolation and Allele Sequencing
27 partial sax-3 cDNAs were isolated by screening approximately
5 x 10° plaques of a mixed stage C. elegans cDNA library at high
stringency (Barstead and waterston. 1989) with the yº142c5 cDNA
probe (a gift from Y. Kohara). Nine cDNAs were sequenced in their
entirety and the rest partially sequenced. The longest cDNA repre
sented amino acid 459 to the 3' end of the gene with a 3’ UTR of
562 nucleotides. Often cDNAs sequenced across the alternatively
spliced exons, four contained both exons, four contained the first
but not the second exon. and two did not contain either exon.

The 5' end of the sax-3 coding region was identified by RT-PCR
from wild-type N2 RNA prepared by Irizol extraction (GIBCO), using
primers from the sax-3 coding region and the C. elegans splice
leader SL1. The sax-3 sequence was confirmed and its genomic
organization determined by aligning the cDNA with the reported
genomic sequence from the C. elegansgenome sequencing consor
tium (Sulston et al., 1992)

To identify the mutations in the ■ our sax-3 alleles, the open reading
frame and splice Junctions of the mutant alleles were amplified using
the Expand PCR kit (Boehringer Mannheim) from genomic DNA
preparations of the mutant strains. PCR fragments were sequenced
on one strand using the frnol sequencing kit (Promega). Mutations
were confirmed by sequencing the complementary strand on a sep
arately amplified PCR fragment

DNA manipulations were performed according to standard proto
cols (Sarnbrook et al., 1989)

Characterization of Neuronal M

Axons visualized with integrated GFP transgenes were scored in
Irving adult animals. Nerve ring axons were visualized with an inte
grated ceh-23.:GFP transgene (strain CX2627, kyls4 X. J. A. Z. and
C. I. B., unpublished data). Ventral cord axons were visualized with
an integrated glr-1:GFP transgene (strain Cx2835, kyls29X) (Maricq
et al., 1995). The PVO interneurons were visualized with an integrated
sra-6:GFP transgene (strain Cx3350. kyisj9 i. integrated by David
Kwan) (Troernel et al., 1995). Animals were mounted on 2.5% aga
rose pads containing 5 mM sodium azide or in buffer solution con
taining 5 mM sodium azide.

HSN motor neuron morphology was examined by staining fixed
adult animals with antibodies to serotonin as previously described
(Desai et al., 1988). Quantitation of HSN phenotypes was conducted
on mutant strains that did not contain a GFP transgene. For the
HSN axon crossover phenotype (Table 2. top panel), penetrance
calculations represent the number of crossover events per half
length of the HSN trajectory, since the complete HSN trajectory in
the ventral cord could not be scored in every animal. For the HSN
ventrally directed and anteriorly directed outgrowth (Table 2, bottom
panel), penetrance calculations represent the percent of neurons
with defects. Animals were visualized by fluorescence microscopy.
Photographs were scanned into a computer graphics ■ ile using a
Nikon Scanner and assembled using the Adobe Photoshop pro
gram. Figures 1B and 1C show animals that were fixed for 1 hr at 4°C
in 4% para■ ormaldehyde to reduce background autofluorescence (a
modified version of the first step of the anti-serotonin antibody
staining protocol [Desai et al., 1988]).

sax-3 Expression Analysis
A translational sax-3:GFP fusion was constructed by cloning a
blunted Apal-Eagl fragment from the Apal-Pst1 R06A1 rescuing
subclone in frame into the Smal site of the GFP expression vector
pPD95.75 (A. Fire, et al., personal communication). This construct
contained the 3.8 kb of sax-3 upstream sequence present in the
rescuing subclone, the first 667 amino acids of the sax-3 open
reading frame, including the frve Ig domains and the first FNIll do
main, as well as the first six introns. The sax-3:GFP transgene was

injected at 100 ng/ul into lin-15■ n'765ts) x mutant animals using a
lin-15(+) plasmid at 30 ng/ul as a coinjection marker (Huang et al.
1994). Transformants were maintained by picking animals rescued
for the lin-15 multivulval phenotype. The sax-3 expression pattern
was assessed in variably mosaic animals that contained the sax
3:GFP plasmid as unstable extrachromosomal DNA

The transgenic line in which expression was analyzed appeared
to have mostly normal morphology of sax-3:GFP-expressing cells.
However, disruption of neuronal morphology was observed in some
animals

Temperature Shift Experiments
Animals grown at 20°C were synchronized by collecting embryos
laid by adults over a 3–5 hr time period. Animals grown at 25°C were
synchronized by washing off adults and larvae from a plate, leaving
behind unhatched eggs. which were transferred to a new plate for
subsequent temperature shifts. Nerve ring phenotypes were scored
using the ceh-23:GFP transgene. HSN phenotypes were scored by
staining with anti-serotonin antibodies. Animals were fixed as adults
at a time point at least 24 hr after they were shifted to a new tempera
ture. Between 30 and 365 animals were scored at all data points,
except the embryo/L1 shifts in Figure 5C (n = 13 and 21); an average
of around 100 animals were scored per data point. Data points were
compared to the control using the x' statistic and the Primer of
Biostatistics program (Stanton A. Glantz, McGraw-Hill Publishers).
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Chapter Four

Neuronal cell shape and neuritogenesis are regulated by the Ndr kinase SAX-1,

a member of the Orbó/COT-1/Warts serine/threonine kinase family
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Abstract

The C. elegans sax-1 gene is required to prevent excessive neuronal cell Spreading and

neurite outgrowth. Neuronal cell bodies in sax-1 mutants appear expanded and irregular,

whereas normal cells are compact and spherical. Mutant neurons also extend ectopic

neurites in addition to axonal and dendritic projections, suggesting a defect in cell polarity.

sax-1 encodes a serine/threonine kinase in the Ndr family that is related to Orbó (S.

pombe), Warts/Lats (Drosophila) and COT-1 (Neurospora) kinases that function in cell

shape regulation. These kinases are distantly related to Rho kinases, but lack Rho binding

domains. Dominant negative mutations in the C. elegans RHOA GTPase caused cell

shape defects similar to those of sax-1 mutants, suggesting that GTPase signaling may

also affect neuronal cell shape. In some sensory neurons, sensory activity regulates

neurite formation in a pathway that involves the UNC-43 calcium/calmodulin-regulated

kinase. SAX-1 acts in parallel to this activity-dependent pathway, but an unc-43 gain of

function mutation can partially suppress sax-1 mutant defects, suggesting that these two

pathways may converge on common targets in the regulation of neuronal morphology.

Introduction

Cell morphology is determined by the intrinsic properties of a cell and its

interactions with other cells, diffusible factors and the extracellular matrix. Neurons adopt

particularly complex morphologies: a typical neuron has a defined cell body, a branched

or unbranched axon, and one or more dendrites. In recent years, substantial progress has

been made in understanding the extrinsic cues that regulate axon guidance and branching

(Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996; Mueller, 1999; Wang et al., 1999), but less is

known about the intrinsic determinants of cell structure. For example, polarized epithelial
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and neuronal cells utilize common molecules to establish distinct subcellular compartments

(Kaech et al., 1998; Rongo et al., 1998); however, it is not understood how these

molecules create distinct morphologies in different cell types. Furthermore, neurons

differentiate single or multiple axonal and dendritic processes, but the mechanisms that

determine the number and site of neurite initiation are unknown.

Regulation of the actin cytoskeleton by Rho family GTPases is a critical

determinant of cell morphology (Hall, 1994). Gain of function and dominant negative

experiments in mammalian cells and Drosophila implicate Cdc42 in the formation of

filopodia, Rac in membrane ruffling, and both Cdc42 and Rac in axon outgrowth (Ridley

et al., 1992; Luo et al., 1994; Kozma et al., 1995; Nobes and Hall, 1995; Luo et al.,

1997). By contrast, Rho is implicated in contractile events such as stress fiber formation

and neurite retraction (Paterson et al., 1990; Ridley and Hall, 1992; Gebbink et al., 1997).

These GTPases exert their activity through binding and regulating multiple targets,

including actin-binding proteins and several classes of kinases (Tapon and Hall, 1997).

Rho GTPase is specifically implicated in the regulation of stable properties of cell

shape, perhaps by regulating the activity of Rho kinases. The Rho kinase family includes

Rho kinase (Leung et al., 1995; Ishizaki et al., 1996; Matsui et al., 1996), LET-502

(Wissmann et al., 1997), Genghis Khan (Luo et al., 1997), Citron (Di Cunto et al., 1998;

Madaule et al., 1998) and MRCK (Leung et al., 1998). These proteins share a related

kinase catalytic domain as well as domains that allow GTPase association. Mutations in

the C. elegans LET-502 kinase prevent the epidermal cell shape changes that drive

embryonic elongation, while mutations in Genghis Khan disrupt actin structures in the

Drosophila egg chamber (Luo et al., 1997; Wissmann et al., 1997). These phenotypes,

together with functional studies in cultured cells (Leung et al., 1996; Amano et al., 1997;

Ishizaki et al., 1997), implicate Rho kinases in the regulation of cell morphology.

Members of a distinct family of serine/threonine kinases, including Orbó, COT-1

and Warts/Lats, are required for the regulation of cell morphology in diverse organisms;
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mutations in these kinases cause aberrant cell growth and spreading (Yarden et al., 1992;

Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995; Verde et al., 1998). Kinases in the Orbó/COT

1/Warts family are closely related to Rho kinases in the kinase catalytic domain but lack

Rho-binding motifs. The pathways that regulate these kinases are unknown; however,
-

Orbó may function downstream of the Pakl/Shk1 kinase (Verde et al., 1998), which

functions together with the Cdc42 GTPase in morphological regulation (Marcus et al.,

1995; Ottilie et al., 1995). Studies of an expressed sequence tag (EST) in C. elegans led

to the identification of Ndr, a new member of the Orbó/COT-1/Warts kinase family that is

conserved in C. elegans, Drosophila and humans (Millward et al., 1995). However, the

in vivo function of the Ndr kinases is not known.

A screen for mutants with altered neuronal morphology in C. elegans identified

mutations in the sax-1 gene (Zallen et al., submitted/Chapter 2). Here we show that sax-1

encodes the C. elegans Ndr kinase, a member of the Orbó/COT-1/Warts family. sax-1

mutants exhibit defects in neuronal cell shape and polarity: cells appear expanded and

irregular instead of compact and spherical, and they initiate ectopic neurites in addition to

the normal axon and dendrite. Cell shape defects are also caused by dominant negative

mutations in the C. elegans RHOA GTPase, in a pathway that functions at least partly in

parallel to SAX-1. In sensory neurons, ectopic neurites are also caused by mutations that

disrupt neuronal activity (Coburn and Bargmann, 1996; Coburn et al., 1998; Peckol et al.,

1999). We find that the activity-dependent pathway for neurite outgrowth is mediated by

the UNC-43 calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) and functions in

parallel with the SAX-1 kinase to regulate neuronal morphology.

Materials and Methods

Strains and genetics
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Wild-type animals were C. elegans variety Bristol, strain N2. Strains were maintained

using standard methods (Brenner, 1974). Animals were grown at 20°C or 25°C, as

indicated. Some strains were provided by the Caenorhabditis Genetic Center.

sax-1 and sax-2 mutant alleles (Zallen et al., submitted/Chapter 2) were outcrossed

twice by kyIs4X; him-5(e1490) V, once by kyIs4X and once by N2. Axon defects

detected by the ceh-23::g■ p kyIs4 transgene were followed to map sax-1(ky211) to LGX.

5/5 lon-2 non lin-18 unc-78 recombinants and 2/4 lon-2 lin-18 non-unc-78 recombinants

were mutant for sax-1. 2/7 lon-2 non-fax-1 recombinants were mutant for sax-1.

The stP40 restriction fragment length polymorphism that differs between the

Bristol strains RW7000 and N2 was used to further map sax-1. Recombinants were

isolated from unc-20(e112ts) sax-1(ky211) lon-2(e648)/RW7000 heterozygotes. 0/3 unc

20 sax-1 non-lon-2 recombinants and 2/2 unc-20 non-sax-1 lon-2 recombinants

segregated the stP40 polymorphism. 0/2 lon-2 sax-1 non-unc-20 recombinants segregated

the stP40 polymorphism and 3/3 lon-2 non sax-1 unc-20 recombinants segregated the

stP40 polymorphism. These mapping data placed sax-1 to the left of lin-18 and to the

right or close on the left of stP40 on LGX.

Germline Transformation

Transgenic strains were created as described (Mello et al., 1991). Multiple lines from each

injection were characterized for rescue of the nerve ring phenotype in a sax-1(ky211)

kyls: X strain. Cosmids spanning the region between stP40 and lin-18 were injected at

10 ng/ul each in pools of 4-5 cosmids using the dominant pKF4 rol-6(su1006) plasmid at

100 ng/ul as a coinjection marker. Cosmids from the rescuing pool were injected

individually at 30 ng/ul with pKF4. Rescue activity of the R11G1 cosmid was retained in

a 17 kb SacII-Nari subclone of the R11G1 cosmid cloned into the SacII-Clal sites of

pBSKII+ (p.JAZ 19, injected at 30 ng/ul) and a 7.7 kb SacII-XhoI subclone of the R11G1

cosmid cloned into the SacII-XhoI sites of pHSKII (p.JAZ29, injected at 50 ng/ul). The
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sax-1 deleted rescuing construct was digested with Ball and religated, removing 1 kb of

genomic sequence that deletes conserved kinase domains V (part), VIa, VIb and VII (part)

and breaks within an intron, which is predicted to disrupt sax-1 Splicing. The Ball deleted

construct (p)AZ30) was injected at 30 ng/ul with pKF4.

cDNA isolation and allele sequencing

A high-stringency screen of 5 x 10° plaques of a mixed stage C. elegans cDNA library

(Barstead and Waterston, 1989) identified 15 full-length sax-1 cDNAs and 1 partial cDNA

with the cm.11b8 cDNA as a probe (a generous gift from R. Waterston). Six cDNAs were

fully sequenced and the rest partially sequenced. The sax-1 sequence was confirmed and

its genomic organization determined by aligning the cDNA with reported genomic

sequence from the C. elegans Sequencing Consortium. The cDNAs were flanked by a 38

bp 5' UTR and a 335 bp 3' UTR and a polyA tail.

The sax-1(ky211) mutation was identified by sequencing the sax-1 open reading

frame and splice junctions from genomic DNA amplified using the Expand PCR kit

(Boehringer Mannheim). PCR fragments were sequenced on one strand using the fmol

sequencing kit (Promega). The mutation was confirmed by sequencing a separately

amplified PCR fragment.

The sag-1 transcript was identified by fully sequencing five expressed sequence

tags from the C. elegans EST database (a generous gift from Y. Kohara). The longest

cDNA represented a partial cDNA fragment containing the 3' 712 amino acids of sag-1 in

addition to the 3' UTR, which ranged from 171 to 335 bp in the five ESTs. The 5' end of

sdg-1 was identified by RT-PCR from wild-type N2 RNA prepared by Trizol extraction

(GIBCO) using 3' primers from the predicted sag-1 coding region in combination with a

5' primer to the C. elegans SL2 spliced leader sequence. No transcripts were identified

with 5' primers to the sax-1 cDNA or the SL1 spliced leader sequence. The SL2-spliced

sdg-1 transcript encodes a predicted protein of 811 amino acids. An additional, in-frame
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sdg-1 exon upstream of the SL2 splice junction was present in one of the five cDNAS;

however, the 5' end of this transcript was not detected by RT-PCR.

Characterization of neuronal morphology

Axons visualized with integrated gfp transgenes were scored in living adult

animals, except for larval animals scored in Figure 2. The ASER neuron was visualized

with the gey-5::g■ p transgene (Yu et al., 1997) in the integrated strain kyIsló4 II. The

ASJ neuron pair was visualized in Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1 with a tax-2A::gfp

transgene (Coburn and Bargmann, 1996) as an integrated strain (kyIsl:50 IV, Peckol et

al., 1999). tax-2A::g■ p labels ASJ along with the AWB, AWC, ASG, ASI and ASK

amphid neuron pairs. The AWC neuron type was visualized with an integrated str-2::gfp

transgene (kyIsla0 I; Dwyer et al., 1998). Transgenes were integrated by

trimethylpsoralen and ultraviolet radiation and outcrossed 3 - 7 times.

To visualize ASJ neurons in the absence of a gfp transgene (Figure 4G, Figure 5),

adult animals were exposed to 15 pig■ ml Dil in M9 buffer for 1.5 hours to label ASJ along

with the ADL, ASH, ASI, ASK and AWB amphid neuron pairs. Penetrance calculations

of ASJ defects scored by Dil staining and the tax-2A::g■ p transgene differed by up to 20%;

however, consistent genetic interactions were observed when animals were scored by the

same method (Figure 5 and data not shown).

Animals were scored as having ectopic neurite defects if at least one neuron had an

ectopic thin or thick process that was longer than the diameter of the cell body (n = animals

scored). Ectopic neurites emerged directly from the cell body in sax-1 and sax-2 mutants

and grew posteriorly along the lateral body wall. tax-4 mutants also exhibited ventral axon

defects in ASJ (Peckol et al., 1999). that were not included in this analysis. In Table 1,

neurons were scored as defective in cell shape if the mutant cell body appeared at least

twice the size of a wild-type cell body. In Figure 6, neurons were scored as defective in

cell shape if the cell body was expanded compared to wild-type neurons, but not

º
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necessarily to twice its normal size. This difference in scoring underestimated the defects

in Table 1 but revealed an increase in expressivity at high temperature.

Statistical analysis was conducted using Primer of Biostatistics Software (Stanton

A. Glantz, McGraw-Hill publishers) and Kaleidograph. Confocal images were acquired

using LaserSharp Acquisition Version 2.1A software (BioFad), an Optiphot-2 microscope

(Nikon) and the Laser Scanning Confocal Imaging System MRC-1024 (BioFad).

Epifluorescence images were acquired using an Axioplan 2 (Zeiss) and assembled using

Adobe Photoshop.

sax-1 expression analysis

A full-length translational SAX-1::GFP fusion was constructed by cloning an

intronic GFP flanked by splice acceptor and donor sites (ppD103.75, a generous gift from

Andy Fire) cut with EcoRV into the blunted AflDI site in the last intron of the SacII-Xbal

sax-1 genomic fragment in a pBSKII+ backbone. The SAX-1::GFP transgene (p)AZ31)

was injected at 50 ng/ul into a lin-15(n/65ts) mutant using 30 ng/ul of the p■ M23 lin-15

plasmid as a coinjection marker (Huang et al., 1994). To assess whether the SAX-1::GFP

tag was functional, SAX-1::GFP was injected at 100 ng/ul into sax-1(ky211) X and sax

1(ky491) X mutant animals with pKF4. The sax-1 expression pattern was characterized in

variably mosaic animals that contained the SAX-1::GFP plasmid as unstable

extrachromosomal DNA. Amphid sensory neurons were scored for rescue by Dil-filling

of transgenic animals.

To analyze the subcellular localization of the SAX-1::GFP translational fusion, the

SAX-1::GFP (p)AZ31) construct was remade by cloning the intronic GFP (ppD103.75)

cut with Clal (blunted) and Sall (blunted) into the blunted Afll I site in the last intron of a

SacII-Xba sax-1 genomic fragment in a pBSKII+ backbone, to produce the plaz33

intermediate. A Sall-Apall fragment of p■ AZ33 was cloned into the sta-1::sax-1 fusion
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(p.JAZ22) in two steps. The sta-1::sax-1::g■ p fusion (p)AZ35) was injected at 100 ng/ul

into wild-type N2 animals with pKF4 and ASJ morphology was scored by Dil filling.

The sag-1 open reading frame immediately 3' of sax-1 was tagged by cloning a

PCR fragment containing GFP flanked with Aat■ I sites in frame into the unique Aati■ site

of the pjAZ19 plasmid, 20 amino acids before the predicted stop codon. The SDG

1::GFP transgene (pjAZ12) was injected at 30 ng/ul into the lin-15(n?65ts) X strain using

pjM23 as a coinjection marker.

Isolation of a sax-1 deletion mutant

A sax-1 deletion mutation was isolated by PCR as described (Dernburg et al., 1998). A

deletion library of 106 genomes was constructed using the EMS mutagen for half and

UV/TMP for half of the library. First round PCR was conducted with the JAZ211 and

JAZ34 primers and second round PCR was conducted with the JAZ210 and JAZ36

primers to amplify a 3 kb fragment containing the sax-1 kinase domain. A 1.7 kb deletion

band was identified in a pool from the EMS part of the library and sequenced. A single

animal homozygous for the deletion was isolated after three rounds of sib selection. The

sax-1(ky491) X deletion mutant was outcrossed once by N2 and once by lon-2(e678) X.

sax-1 cell autonomy

The sta-1::g■ p construct contained a 3 kb fragment of the sta-1 promoter (cosmid R09F10

nucleotides 24398 - 27397) engineered by PCR to contain a 5'Sph1 site and a 3' Bamh 1

site and cloned into the corresponding sites of the ppD95.77 GFP vector (a generous gift

from A. Fire). The gey-5 constructs contained a 2.7 kb fragment upstream of the gey-5

start codon engineered by PCR to contain a 5' Sphl site and a 3' Bamhl site and cloned

into the corresponding sites of the pPD95.75 vector (a generous gift from A. Fire). The

promoter-GFP fusions were used to make the following sax-1 cDNA expression

COnStructS.
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A Kpnl site was engineered immediately upstream of the sax-1 cDNA start codon

by PCR. The complete sax-1 cDNA was cut at the 5' Kpnl site and the 3' Nael site in the

sax-13' UTR. The sax-1 cDNA was joined to the downstream unc-543' UTR (cut with

EcoR1 and blunted) and the upstream sta-1 or gcy-5 promoters (cut with Kpn1). gry

5::sax-1 was injected at 50 ng/ul into the sax-1(ky491) X; kyIslo.4 II strain with pKF4.

sta-1::sax-1 was injected at 50 ng/ul with sta-1::sax-1 at 50 ng/ul and pRF4 into the sax

1(ky491) X strain and the sax-1(ky491) X; kyIsló4 II strain. In all cases, ASE rescue

was assessed by gcy-5::g■ p expression and ASJ rescue by Dil filling.

Results

Mutations in sax-1 and sax-2 disrupt neuronal cell shape

sax-1 and sax-2 were identified in a screen for mutations that disrupt the

morphology of amphid chemosensory neurons (Zallen et al., submitted/Chapter 2). In

sax-1 and sax-2 mutant animals, the embryonic extension and guidance of amphid axons

was normal, producing a bipolar neuron with one dendrite that connects to the tip of the

nose and one axon that grows circumferentially in the nerve ring neuropil (Figure 1).

However, neuronal cell bodies appeared expanded and irregular in shape (Figure

1B,C,E,F), and some amphid neurons had an ectopic neurite in addition to the normal

dendrite and axon (Figure 1H,I). These ectopic neurites extended posteriorly from the cell

body for up to 25 plm and ranged in diameter from 0.1 plm to about 1 pum; a normal axon

is 75 pum long and 0.1 pum in diameter.

Characterization of sax-1 and sax-2 mutants with cell-specific GFP markers

revealed defects in cell shape and neurite growth in several chemosensory neurons,

including the AWC, ASE and ASJ amphid neurons (Figure 1, Table 1). These three
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sensory neuron types exhibited a range of phenotypes, with primarily cell shape defects in

the AWC and ASE neurons and ectopic neurites in the ASJ neurons (Figure 1). Despite

striking defects in AWC morphology, sax-1 and sax-2 mutant animals generated nearly

wild-type chemotaxis responses to attractive odorants detected by AWC (Figure 2A),

suggesting that these morphological defects do not eliminate AWC function.

sax-1 and sax-2 mutations also disrupted the morphology of some non-sensory

neuron types. Ectopic neurites were observed in glr-1::gfp-expressing interneurons and

altered cell shape and ectopic neurites were observed in the CAN neurons (Zallen et al.,

submitted/Chapter 2). In other respects, sax-1 and sax-2 mutant animals appeared

morphologically and behaviorally normal, with no obvious defects in locomotion or egg

laying.

sax-1 and sax-2 are required for the maintenance of neuronal morphology

The ectopic neurite phenotypes of sax-1 and sax-2 mutants are reminiscent of

defects caused by mutations that disrupt the electrical activity of sensory neurons, which

result in late-onset neurite growth during larval and adult stages (Peckol et al., 1999). To 2.

determine whether sax-1 and sax-2 also affect a late developmental process, we examined * *

the ectopic neurite defects in the ASJ sensory neurons at different larval stages. Although

ASJ axon guidance is completed in the embryo, the ectopic neurites in sax-1 and sax-2

mutants increased in severity throughout the four larval stages and continued to appear in

adults (Figure 2B). Unlike ectopic neurites, the cell shape defects in sax-1 and sax-2

mutants were not observed in mutants with defects in sensory activity and have not been

previously described in C. elegans. The AWC cell shape defects also increased in severity

between the first and second larval stages (Figure 2C). Therefore, sax-1 and sax-2 are

required to repress neurite outgrowth, and to Some extent cell spreading, during larval and

adult development.
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We previously reported that the overall amphid neuron defects of sax-1 and sax-2

mutants are more severe at higher temperatures (Zallen et al., submitted/Chapter 2).

Therefore, we examined whether individual neuron types were susceptible to temperature

changes. The ASJ ectopic neurite defect was temperature-sensitive in the two sax-1 alleles

and the single sax-2 allele (Table 1, Figure 5). In addition, AWC and ASE cell shape

defects were temperature-sensitive in some sax-1, but not sax-2, mutants (Table 1).

sax-I encodes a serine/threonine protein kinase

The location of the sax-1 gene was mapped with respect to genetic markers and

physical polymorphisms. sax-1 mapped to chromosome X between the stP40

polymorphism and the lin-18 gene and cosmid pools covering this region were injected

into the sax-1(ky211) strain. The R11G1 cosmid and its subclones rescued the sax-1

mutant defects (Figure 3A).

Sequence information from the C. elegans Sequencing Consortium predicted that

the smallest rescuing subclone contained a serine/threonine kinase. A 1 kb deletion within

the predicted kinase domain completely abolished rescuing activity (Figure 3A). To

confirm that this gene was disrupted in sax-1 mutant animals, we sequenced sax-1(ky211)

and identified a G to A transition mutation in a predicted splice acceptor site. The

transcript produced by the sax-1 locus was identified by screening a mixed-stage C.

elegans cDNA library (Barstead and Waterston, 1989) using a probe from the cm.11b8

cDNA (a generous gift from R. Waterston). The fifteen full-length cDNAs isolated define

a 1.8 kb primary transcript that encodes a predicted protein of 467 amino acids. An

additional two amino acids were present at the eleventh splice acceptor site in one of fifteen

clones. The sax-1 transcript was contained within the 7.7 kb rescuing subclone, with 1.9

kb of upstream sequence and 2.4 kb of downstream sequence (Figure 3A).
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sax-1 encodes a protein with homology to serine/threonine protein kinases,

including the eleven highly conserved motifs that constitute the catalytic domain (Hanks et

al., 1988). The SAX-1 kinase belongs to a family of serine/threonine kinases that is

conserved from yeast to humans (Figure 3B,C). SAX-1 is most closely related to the Ndr

kinases (Millward et al., 1995), with 62% amino acid identity to human Ndr and 60%

identity to Drosophila Ndr. Certain features distinguish Ndr kinases from other

serine/threonine kinases, including a conserved N-terminal region and a 34-45 amino acid

spacer between kinase motifs VII and VIII. Several close relatives of Ndr possess these

features, including S. pombe Orbó, Neurospora COT-1 and Drosophila Warts/Lats

(Yarden et al., 1992; Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995; Verde et al., 1998). However,

the Ndr kinases form distinct class: C. elegans has both sax-1/Ndr and a Warts/Lats

homolog, and Drosophila has an Ndr kinase as well as Warts/Lats.

SAX-1 is related to Rho kinases (Figure 3C), with 35% amino acid identity and

52% amino acid similarity to human p160ROCK/ROKB. However, Rho kinases lack the

SAX-1 spacer region between kinase subdomains VII and VIII, possess divergent N

termini and contain an additional C-terminal region that mediates Rho association (Leung

et al., 1995; Fujisawa et al., 1996).

Immediately 3' of the predicted sax-1 gene lies a second predicted open reading

frame that contains C1 and C2 type lipid-binding motifs (C. elegans sequencing

consortium). C1 cysteine-rich domains are found in members of the protein kinase C

(PKC) family (Nishizuka, 1984) and Rho kinases (Leung et al., 1995; Ishizaki et al.,

1996; Matsui et al., 1996). Some Cl domains have been shown to coordinate zinc and

associate with phorbol esters and diacylglycerol (DAG) (Ono et al., 1989; Ahmed et al.,

1991). The C2 domain is also present in PKC and has been shown to bind calcium

(Davletov and Sudhof, 1993). To test whether these downstream exons could encode

alternative exons of sax-1, we sequenced five expressed sequence tags (kindly provided

by Y. Kohara) and identified the full-length transcript by reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT
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PCR). None of these cDNAs contained sax-1 sequences; instead, a transcript predicted to

encode an 811 amino acid protein was trans-spliced to the SL2 spliced leader sequence

(Figure 3A), a property of C. elegans genes that are located downstream in an operon

(Zorio et al., 1994). We named this transcript sag-1, for sax-1 downstream gene. The

sdg-1 coding region was not required for sax-1 rescue (Figure 3A). Therefore, sax-1 and

sdg-1 appear to encode distinct protein products that may belong to a common operon,

although it is possible that they are also included in a single transcript that was not detected

by RT-PCR.

Isolation of a candidate sax-1 null mutation

The sax-1(ky211) mutation is predicted to disrupt sax-1 splicing, and may cause a

partial or complete loss of gene function. To obtain a null allele of sax-1, we used a PCR

based strategy to isolate a deletion mutant from a library of 106 EMS- or UV-TMP

mutagenized animals (Materials and Methods). The sax-1(ky491) mutation represented a

1.3 kb deletion of genomic sequence that removed 152 bp of coding region, including

conserved domains IV, V and VIA of the sax-1 kinase region. This deletion disrupted the

sax-1 open reading frame and is predicted to encode a truncated gene product containing

only three of the eleven conserved kinase domains. Therefore, sax-1(ky491) is a

candidate null allele. The sax-1(ky491) deletion mutation caused defects similar to those

caused by the sax-1(ky211) allele (Table 1: Figure 1E, 2A and 5B), indicating that the

partially penetrant, temperature sensitive defects in the ASJ and ASE neurons represent the

sax-1 null phenotype.

A SAX-1::GFP translational fusion is broadly expressed in neurons,

hypodermis, and muscle
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To determine the pattern of sax-1 expression, we inserted ag■ p reporter flanked by

splice sites into the final sax-1 intron, 15 amino acids before the stop codon. The SAX

1::GFP fusion contained all exons, introns and 5' regulatory regions present in the

rescuing sax-1 subclone. SAX-1::GFP rescued the ASJ defects of sax-1(ky211) and sax

1(ky491) mutant animals (Figure 3A). We examined SAX-1::GFP expression in larval

and adult animals, since sax-1 mutants exhibited defects that continued to worsen during

these stages. SAX-1::GFP was detected in multiple cell types, including neurons that

contribute axons to the nerve ring (Figure 4A), hypodermal cells, including lateral seam

cells (Figure 4B), and muscle, where SAX-1::GFP displayed a punctate subcellular
-

localization (Figure 4C).

To further characterize the sax-1 operon, we inserted the GFP in a translational

fusion near the 3' end of the sax-1 downstream gene, sag-1, in a fusion containing all

sdg-1 exons and introns and upstream (7.5 kb) and downstream (4.6 kb) sequences.

SDG-1::GFP was expressed in muscle cells, including body wall, vulval and head

muscles (Figure 4D), but was not detected in hypodermis. Within muscles, SDG-1::GFP

displayed a punctate localization, as did SAX-1::GFP, SDG-1::GFP was also expressed

faintly in axons in the nerve ring (Figure 4E).

sax-1 functions cell autonomously to regulate cell shape

Since SAX-1::GFP is broadly expressed, we wanted to determine whether SAX-1

functions cell autonomously in amphid sensory neurons to regulate amphid cell shape and

neurite outgrowth. We used the gey-5 promoter (Yu et al., 1997) to drive sax-1

expression in the right ASE neuron. Expressing gCy-5::sax-1 in ASER was able to fully

rescue the ASER defects of sax-1 null mutant animals (Figure 4G), indicating that SAX-1

can function cell autonomously to regulate ASER cell shape. However, the ASJ ectopic

neurite defects were also partially rescued in these animals (Figure 4G). These results are
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consistent with two models: SAX-1 could function cell autonomously in ASER and non

autonomously in ASJ, or the gey-5 promoter may be expressed at a low level in ASJ,

allowing partial ASJ rescue.

To determine whether SAX-1 can function cell autonomously in ASJ to repress

neurite outgrowth, we used an independent promoter to express SAX-1 in ASJ but not

ASE. The promoter for the predicted seven transmembrane domain receptor sta-1 drives

expression in the two ASJ sensory neurons and pharyngeal muscle (Y. Zheng and C. I.

B., unpublished results). Expression of the sax-1 cDNA from the sta-1 promoter fully

rescued the ectopic neurite defects in the ASJ neurons of sax-1(ky491) null mutant

animals, but did not rescue the ASER defects (Figure 4G). To determine whether

rescuing activity was due to sax-1 expression in ASJ or in pharyngeal muscle, we

coinjected the sta-1::sax-1 transgene and a sta-1::gfp fusion to form an unstable

extrachromosomal array whose site of expression can be monitored by g■ p fluorescence.

Mosaic animals with gfp expression in ASJ but not in the pharyngeal muscle were rescued

for the ASJ defects (14 of 15 mosaic animals rescued). sax-1 expression in ASJ is

sufficient for ASJ rescue, indicating that SAX-1 can function cell autonomously in ASJ to

regulate neurite outgrowth.

To examine the subcellular localization of SAX-1, we expressed a SAX-1::GFP

translational fusion from the sta-1 promoter in the ASJ neurons of sax-1 null mutant

animals. The sta-1::SAX-1::GFP fusion rescued the ASJ ectopic neurite defects of sax-1

mutants (three independent transgenic lines: 10-12% defective, n=46-80, each line

significantly rescued at p30.001 compared to control sax-1(ky491) animals: 61%

defective, n=218). In larval and adult animals, SAX-1::GFP fluorescence was detected

throughout the ASJ cell body, including the nucleus and the cytoplasm, and occasionally

in the proximal axon and dendrite (Figure 4F).
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The UNC-43 calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase and the TAX-4 sensory

transduction channel regulate neurite outgrowth in parallel to SAX-1

The SAX-1-related human Ndr kinase is activated by calcium (Millward et al.,

1998) and calcium-dependent kinases such as the calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase II

(CaMKII) have been implicated in the regulation of neuronal morphology. Disruption of

CaMKII function in Drosophila motor neurons leads to increased axon branching (Wang

et al., 1994) and inhibition of CaMKII function in Xenopus tectal neurons causes

increased dendrite branching (Wu and Cline, 1998). C. elegans has a single predicted

CaMKII homolog encoded by the unc-43 gene (Reiner et al., submitted). To determine

whether CaMKII is involved in the regulation of cell morphology in C. elegans, we

examined amphid sensory neurons in unc-43 mutants. Both the null unc-43(n1186lf)

mutation and the gain of function unc-43(n498gf) mutation caused occasional ectopic

neurites in the ASJ (Figure 5A) and ASE neurons (13% defective in unc-43(lf), n=194;

3% defective in unc-43(gf), n=159), but no cell shape defects.

The unc-43 mutant phenotypes resemble those observed in mutants with altered

sensory transduction or electrical activity. For example, animals defective in the TAX-4

cGMP-gated ion channel exhibit ectopic neurite outgrowth in the ASE and ASJ neurons in

larval stages, but no defect in cell shape (Coburn and Bargmann, 1996; Komatsu et al.,

1996; Coburn et al., 1998). To investigate whether the UNC-43 CaMKII functions in an

activity-regulated pathway in C. elegans sensory neurons, we constructed double mutant

combinations between the tax-4 null mutation and loss- or gain-of-function unc-43 alleles.

The ASJ defects in the tax-4; unc-43(lf) double mutant were not enhanced compared to the

tax-4 single mutant (Figure 5A), suggesting that UNC-43 functions in a TAX-4 pathway.

The tax-4; unc-43(gf) double mutant was significantly suppressed for the tax-4 ASJ

defects, indicating that the UNC-43 kinase acts downstream of the TAX-4 sensory

channel. However, tax-4 null mutants were substantially more defective than unc-43 null
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mutants (Figure 5A), suggesting that TAX-4 carries out additional, UNC-43-independent

functions.

To determine whether SAX-1 participates in an activity-dependent pathway, we

generated double mutants defective in both sax-1 and tax-4. ASJ neurons in the sax-1;

tax-4 double mutant display significantly more severe ectopic neurite defects than a null

mutant in either gene (Figure 5B), indicating that these genes function in two distinct

pathways that suppress neurite outgrowth.

UNC-43, like TAX-4, functions in parallel to the SAX-1 kinase. The ASJ

neurons in the sax-1; unc-43(lf) double mutant were significantly more defective than in a

null mutant in either gene, indicating that SAX-1 and UNC-43 operate in parallel pathways

(Figure 5C). Interestingly, the sax-1; unc-43(gf) double mutant was suppressed

compared to the sax-1 single mutant at 25°C, suggesting that increased activity of the

UNC-43 kinase can partially compensate for decreased SAX-1 kinase activity.

sax-1 and sax-2 mutants have similar defects in neurite outgrowth and cell shape.

The ASJ defects in sax-1; sax-2 double mutants were no more severe than in either single

mutant (Figure 5D), indicating that these genes act in the same genetic pathway.

The C. elegans RHOA GTPase can influence amphid cell shape and neurite

outgrowth

Rho GTPases regulate cell morphology in mammalian cell culture and budding and

fission yeast (Paterson et al., 1990; Matsui and Toh-E, 1992; Ridley and Hall, 1992;

Yamochi et al., 1994) and Rho kinases have been identified as candidate Rho effectors

(Leung et al., 1996; Amano et al., 1997; Ishizaki et al., 1997). Since SAX-1 belongs to a

kinase superfamily that includes the Rho kinases, we investigated the role of the C.

elegans RHOA GTPase in sensory neurons. RHOA shares 87% identity with vertebrate

RhoA GTPases (Chen and Lim, 1994), and is expressed in nerve ring neurons during

larval stages, consistent with a possible function at the same time as SAX-1 (Chen and
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Lim, 1994). Use of RNA interference (RNAi) to disrupt rhoA function caused embryonic

lethality (E. A. Lundquist and C. I. B., unpublished observations), precluding a

straightforward loss-of-function analysis. Therefore, we generated mutations in

conserved residues in the rhoA open reading frame that are predicted to confer dominant

negative (rhoAT1%) or gain of function (rhoA2031) properties (Feig and Cooper, 1988;

Bourne et al., 1991). Wild-type rhoA, rhoAT19M and rhoA2031 were expressed from the

gcy-5 promoter (Yu et al., 1997) to drive expression in the ASER amphid neuron in late

embryo, larval and adult animals.

The rhoAT1* allele, which is predicted to reduce endogenous rhoA function,

caused ASER cell shape defects (Figure 6B,F) that resembled those of sax-1 mutant

animals (Figure 6C). Minimal defects were caused by expression of rhoA or rhoA2031.

(Figure 6F). These results indicate that RHOA, or a related GTPase, can function in

amphid sensory neurons to regulate cell shape. A distinct mutation in the GTP-binding

domain, rhoAP137, also caused cell shape defects (Figure 6F), indicating that both

rhoAT1* and rhoAP/37 can function as dominant negative alleles. Interestingly,

increased sax-1 activity modified the cell shape phenotype caused by dominant negative

rhoA. sax-1 expression in ASER from a high copy gcy-5::sax-1 transgene partially

suppressed the defects caused by rhoAP137 (Figure 6C,F), while a high copy transgene

containing the gey-5 promoter alone had no effect (Figure 6F).

ASER morphology is influenced by at least three genes: sax-1, tax-4 and rhoA.

To explore how these genes interact, we expressed rhoA, rhoAT1* or rhoA2031 alleles in

sax-1 and tax-4 mutant backgrounds. Increased rhoA activity through expression of high

copy rhoA or rhoA2031 transgenes partially suppressed the cell shape defects in the ASER

neurons of sax-1 null mutant animals (Figure 6G). By contrast, expression of the

rhoAT1°N dominant negative allele had no effect (Figure 6G). Increased rhoA activity

through expression of the rhoa 2031 allele, but not rhoa Tl2W, also partially suppressed the

ectopic neurite defects of tax-4 null mutants (Figure 6H). Therefore, increased RHOA
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activity inhibited both the cell shape defects caused by loss of the SAX-1 pathway and the

aberrant neurite outgrowth caused by loss of the TAX-4 pathway.

Discussion

C. elegans sax-1 mutants are defective in the maintenance of cell shape and polarity

in amphid sensory neurons, while other morphogenetic processes, such as cell migration

and axon guidance, occur normally in the same neurons. sax-1 encodes a serine/threonine

kinase related to the Drosophila and human Ndr kinases (Millward et al., 1995) in a kinase

family that includes S. pombe Orbó, Neurospora COT-1 and Drosophila Warts/Lats.

Orbó, COT-1 and Warts/Lats are all required in vivo for normal cell shape (Yarden et al.,

1992; Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995; Verde et al., 1998). Therefore, SAX-1 and its

Ndr kinase homologs may participate in an evolutionarily conserved mechanism for the

regulation of cell morphology.

The sax-1 mutant defects are selective: dendrites and axons of amphid sensory

neurons appear morphologically and in Some cases functionally normal in sax-1 mutants,

suggesting that their defects are limited to cell body structure. Mutant neurons expand to

produce an irregularly-shaped cell body and ectopic axon-like processes. These defects

could reflect an underlying failure of cytoskeletal contractility in sax-1 mutants, sax-1

mutant defects become more severe as animals mature, suggesting an ongoing requirement

for SAX-1 kinase activity in the maintenance of cell morphology. The fission yeast Orbó

kinase is similarly required for cell shape maintenance; arrested elongate cells become

spherical when orb-6 function is disrupted (Verde et al., 1995). Drosophila warts/lats

mutants also exhibit selective cell shape defects, where epidermal cells undergo aberrant

expansion in their apical regions but retain the Septate and adherens junctions characteristic

of polarized cells (Justice et al., 1995). Therefore, SAX-1 and its related kinases may
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define pathways for the regulation of specific aspects of cell shape. Warts/Lats and Orbó

play an additional role in cell division (Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995; Verde et al.,

1998; St. John et al., 1999), but we have not observed cell proliferation defects in sax-l

mutants (data not shown).

SAX-1 functions in parallel to an activity-dependent pathway mediated by

the TAX-4 sensory channel and the UNC-43 calcium/calmodulin-regulated

kinase

The SAX-1 kinase functions together with an activity-dependent pathway in the

maintenance of sensory neuron morphology. Ectopic neurites form late in development in

mutants with abnormal sensory activity resulting from defects in sensory transduction, ion

channel function, or development of the dendritic sensory endings (Coburn and

Bargmann, 1996; Coburn et al., 1998; Peckol et al., 1999). Double mutant analysis

indicates that the sensory transduction channel TAX-4 functions upstream of the UNC-43

calcium/calmodulin-regulated kinase II (CaMKII) in a common pathway affecting sensory

neuron morphology. While this interaction may not be direct, it is possible that ion flux

through the native TAX-4 channel, which is permeable to calcium (Komatsu et al., 1999),

could activate calcium-regulated effectors such as the UNC-43 CaMKII (Hanson and

Schulman, 1992), in a pathway that allows neuronal morphology to respond to sensory

activity.

CamkII has been implicated in the activity-dependent regulation of neuronal

morphology in other animals. In Xenopus tectal neurons, inhibition of CaMKII function

leads to increased dendrite branching while CaMKII activation decreases dendrite

branching (Wu and Cline, 1998), in a process that responds to activity via the NMDA

glutamate receptor (Constantine-Paton et al., 1990). Disruption of CamkII function in

Drosophila motor neurons leads to increased axon branching (Wang et al., 1994) a defect
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also observed in ion channel mutants with altered motor neuron activity (Budnik et al.,

1990). These results suggest that CaMKII may share conserved functions with activity

dependent pathways in worms, flies and vertebrates.

The SAX-1 kinase functions in parallel to the TAX-4/UNC-43 pathway in the

regulation of sensory neuron morphology; sax-1; tax-4 and sax-l; unc-43 double mutants

are significantly more defective than the individual single mutants. The human Ndr kinase

is regulated by calcium through a domain that is conserved in SAX-1 (Millward et al.,

1998). This observation raises the possibility that both kinases could be regulated by

neuronal activity, with UNC-43 responding to calcium influx regulated by sensory input

from the environment and SAX-1 responding to calcium from another source, such as the

synapse. Alternatively, these two pathways may represent activity-dependent (TAX-4 and

UNC-43) and activity-independent (SAX-1) mechanisms for the maintenance of sensory

neuron morphology.

Interestingly, a gain of function mutation in the UNC-43 CaMKII can suppress the

ectopic neurite defects caused by loss of SAX-1, even though SAX-1 and UNC-43 appear

to function in parallel. This result is consistent with a model where two independent

pathways suppress neurite outgrowth, and increased activity of one pathway can partially

compensate for decreased activity of the other. Alternatively, the SAX-1 and TAX-4

pathways could converge on a common downstream target. CaMKII proteins have been

shown to phosphorylate a number of substrates in vitro, including the myosin regulatory

light chain involved in actin-mediated contractility (Tan et al., 1992). SAX-1/Ndr targets

are unknown, but the related Rho kinase can phosphorylate myosin light chain on the

same site phosphorylated by CaMKII, leading to activation of its ATPase activity

(Edelman and Cunninghan, 1990; Amano et al., 1996). Furthermore, Rho kinase has

been shown to phosphorylate and inactivate myosin light chain phosphatase (Kimura et

al., 1996; Wissmann et al., 1997), which is predicted to increase the levels of active

phosphorylated myosin. Phosphorylated myosin can regulate actin assembly and inhibit
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neurite extension (Tan et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1996). Therefore, it is possible that the

SAX-1 and UNC-43 kinases could influence cell morphology through the

phosphorylation of targets that regulate myosin function.

A possible role for RHOA GTPase in regulating neuronal morphology

Disruption of the C. elegans SAX-1 kinase causes sensory neuron cell bodies to

adopt an expanded and irregular morphology and leads to aberrant neurite initiation and

growth. In cultured mammalian neurons, the RhoA GTPase has similar functions:

dominant negative RhoAN19 promotes cell flattening and neurite extension, while gain of

function RhoAV14 causes cell rounding and decreased neurite extension (Gebbink et al.,

1997). Consistent with the effects of Rho in mammalian cells, the putative dominant

negative rhoAT1* allele causes expanded and irregular cell morphology in C. elegans

chemosensory neurons. Conversely, increased rhoa activity partially suppressed sax-1

and tax-4 mutant defects in cell shape and neurite extension. RhoA signaling may inhibit

the formation of ectopic neurites and cell spreading; alternatively, high level expression of

mutant rhoA alleles could titrate out components required for the regulation of other

proteins. Since RNA interference (RNAi) of rhoa resulted in early embryonic lethality, it

is not straightforward to generate a simple loss of function phenotype to distinguish

between these models (E. Lundquist and C. I. B., unpublished). However, mutations in

other GTPase pathways, such as the C. elegans MIG-2 GTPase or the UNC-73 Dbl

homology exchange factor (Zipkin et al., 1997; Steven et al., 1998) do not cause cell

shape defects in ASER (our data not shown), indicating that the effects of RHOA

expression on cell shape are selective among GTPases.

Although kinases in the Orbó/COT-1/Warts family are related to Rho kinases, they

lack the Rho-binding domain, along with other domains in the Rho kinase C-terminus that

are proposed to have signaling or regulatory functions. It is possible that SAX-1 and Rho

kinases can phosphorylate shared or similar targets, but are regulated by different
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upstream pathways. These results are consistent with the results of double mutant

analysis between sax-1, tax-4, and rhoa alleles: the ability of rhoa expression to affect

cell shape in a sax-1 null mutant implies that SAX-1 cannot be the sole target of RHOA

action. However, Orbó overexpression partially rescues the cell shape defects caused by

a mutation in the Cdc42-regulated Pakl/Shkl kinase and Orbó localization is disrupted in a

pak1/shk1 mutant, suggesting that the Orbó kinase may function downstream of GTPase

signaling (Verde et al., 1998). Therefore, it is possible that SAX-1-related kinases in the

Orbó/COT-1/Warts family, like the related Rho kinases, may also function in a GTPase

signaling pathway.

SAX-1 and the regulation of neuronal cell shape and polarity

The mechanisms by which cellular asymmetries are established and communicated

throughout the cytoplasm are not well understood, although rigid, polar, and extensive

cytoskeletal structures provide an ideal framework for directed membrane and organelle

traffic. The SAX-1-related Orbó kinase colocalizes with cortical actin structures at the

growing tips of S. pombe cells (Verde et al., 1998). Human Ndr kinase localizes

primarily to the nucleus in cultured cells, but a subpopulation of hndr protein is present at

the cell periphery (Millward et al., 1995); these two localized populations could have

related or distinct activities. A functional SAX-1::GFP fusion is localized throughout the

cell body of the ASJ sensory neurons, consistent with a requirement in either the

cytoplasm or the nucleus.

In one model, activation of SAX-1 kinase activity by upstream signals such as

calcium entry or localized GTPase signaling could stabilize actin-membrane contacts and

help to maintain rigid properties of cell shape. In the absence of these stable contacts,

neuronal cells that are normally spherical due to internal rigidity may relax to produce

expanded, irregular morphologies. The specialized cytoskeletal structures that promote

extension of normal axons and dendrites might make them immune to a general loss of
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rigidity in the cell body of sax-1 mutants. A similar model could account for the epithelial

cell expansion in Drosophila warts/lats mutants. A loss of internal structure in S. pombe

cells growing in suspension could cause them to collapse from a rigid rod-like shape into a

sphere. The difference between a cell spreading defect in Drosophila and C. elegans as

opposed to collapse in S. pombe may be due to the presence of an extracellular matrix

substrate for spreading. The identification and characterization of other components of the

SAX-1 pathway, such as SAX-2, may provide insight into the molecular mechanisms that

maintain cell shape and polarity and their regulation in the context of a developing neuron.
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Figure 1. Morphological defects in amphid sensory neurons of sax-1 and sax-2 mutants.

Neuronal morphology was characterized with integrated transgenes that express GFP in

AWC (top row), ASER (middle row) and ASJ (bottom row, indicated by closed

arrowheads). All panels show a lateral view of one side of the animal. Anterior is to the

left, dorsal at top. Scale bar = 10 p.m. Panels show wild-type (A,D,G), sax-1(ky211)

(B,H), sax-1(ky491) (E) and sax-2(ky216) (C.F.I) animals. The AWC and ASE neurons

exhibited expanded and irregular cell shape defects in sax-1 and sax-2 mutants. The ASJ

neurons produced ectopic, posteriorly-misdirected neurites (arrows in H and I) in addition

to an apparently wild-type axon in the nerve ring (open arrowheads in G, H and I).
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Figure 2. sax-1 and sax-2 morphological defects appear late in development and do not

lead to severe behavioral defects. A. sax-1 and sax-2 mutants generate chemotaxis

responses to attractive odorants detected by the AWC sensory neurons. Wild-type animals

are represented by black bars, sax-1(ky211) by dark gray bars, sax-1(ky491) by light gray

bars and sax-2(ky216) by white bars. Animals were tested for chemotaxis to three

attractive odorants sensed by AWC. benzaldehyde (1/200 dilution in ethanol), isoamyl

alcohol (1/100 dilution) and 2-butanone (1/1000 dilution). Chemotaxis assays were

conducted as described (Bargmann et al., 1993). A chemotaxis index of 1 indicates

complete attraction, while a chemotaxis index of 0 indicates no response. Error bars

indicate the standard error of the mean, based on 5 - 7 independent assays performed on

~100 animals in each assay. While sax-1 and sax-2 mutant animals were extremely

defective in AWC morphology (Table 1), mutant animals were only slightly defective in

AWC-mediated chemotaxis.

B., C. ASJ ectopic neurite defects increase in severity during larval and adult stages in

sax-1 and sax-2 mutants. Animals were scored at each of the four larval stages (L1-L4)

and as one-day or three-day old adults. Error bars indicate the standard error of

proportion, n=47 - 246 animals scored for each data point. Asterisks indicate populations

that were significantly more defective than animals at the previous developmental stage at

p30.01 (Chi-square test). For ASJ neurons in sax-1 mutants (B), L3 differs from L2 at

p=0.007; young adult differs from L4 at p=0.003; old adult differs from young adult at

p=0.002. For ASJ neurons in sax-2 mutants (B), L3 differs from L2 at p-0.001; young

adult differs from L4 at p=0.002; old adult differs from young adult at p30.001. For

AWC neurons in sax-2 mutants (C), L2 differs from L1 at p30.001.
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Figure 3. sax-1 encodes a serine/threonine kinase. A. The sax-1 mutation mapped to

LGX between the stP40 and lin-18 markers. sax-1 mutant defects were rescued by the

R11G1 cosmid and specific cosmid subclones. The exon/intron structure of the sax-I

genomic region is shown; exons are open boxes, 5' and 3' untranslated regions are closed

boxes and introns are lines. Rescued lines indicate the number of independent transgenic

sax-1(ky211) lines whose amphid defects were rescued by the specified plasmid (see

Materials and Methods). The asterisk indicates that 2/2 sax-1(ky211) transgenic lines

were rescued and 2/2 sax-1(ky491) transgenic lines were rescued.

B. Alignment of the SAX-1 protein sequence with sequences of the human and

Drosophila Ndr kinases (hNdr and dndr), Drosophila Warts/Lats, Neurospora COT-1 and

S. pombe Orbó.

C. Phylogenetic tree indicating the relationship between the kinase catalytic domains of

SAX-1 other serine/threonine kinases (phylip program).
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Figure 4. SAX-1::GFP expression and site of action. SAX-1::GFP (A,B,C,E) and SDG

1::GFP (D,E) expression are shown in larval (B.F) and adult (A,C,D,E) animals. All

panels show a lateral view of one side of the animal. Anterior is to the left, dorsal at top.

Scale bars = 10 pum. (A) SAX-1::GFP is expressed in lateral ganglion neurons in the

head of the animal (arrowhead) that contribute axons to the nerve ring (arrow). (B) SAX

1::GFP labels lateral seam cells in the epidermis. (C) SAX-1::GFP displays a punctate

localization in muscle, shown here in body wall muscle in the midbody of the animal. (D)

SDG-1::GFP also exhibits a punctate localization in muscle, shown here in head muscles.

(D) SDG-1::GFP is expressed faintly in axons of the nerve ring (arrow), as well as

pharyngeal muscle (arrowhead). (F) The sta-1::sax-1::gfp fusion was detected

throughout the cell body of the ASJ neuron type (arrowhead) and occasionally in the

proximal axon and dendrite (arrow). G. SAX-1 functions cell autonomously in the ASJ

and ASE amphid neurons ASJ phenotypes are represented by black bars and ASE

phenotypes by white bars. Error bars indicate the standard error of proportion, n-46 -

307 animals scored for each data point. Expression of the sta-1::g■ p transgene in ASJ

rescued the ASJ defects of sax-1(ky491) mutants (four independent transgenic lines) but

not the ASE defects (two independent transgenic lines). Expression of the gey-5::sax-1

transgene in ASE rescued the ASE defects of sax-1(ky491) mutants (four independent

transgenic lines) and partially rescued the ASJ defects (two independent transgenic lines).

All rescued lines were significantly different from sax-1(ky491) animals (p<0.001, Chi

Square test).
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Figure 5. ASJ ectopic neurite defects in sax-1, tax-4, unc-43 and sax-2 single and double

mutants. Strains grown at 20°C are shown on the left of each panel, strains grown at 25°C

on the right. Error bars indicate the standard error of proportion, n = 110 - 362 animals

scored for each data point. Single asterisks indicate double mutants that were significantly

more defective than either single mutant at that temperature (p<0.001, Chi-square test).

Double asterisks indicate double mutants that were significantly suppressed compared to

the more severe single mutant at that temperature (P<0.001, Chi-square test).
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Figure 6. Regulation of ASER amphid neuron morphology by expression of rhoA alleles

in wild-type and mutant backgrounds. Neuronal morphology was characterized with an

integrated transgene that expresses GFP in ASER. All panels show a lateral view of one

side of the animal. Anterior is to the left, dorsal at top. Scale bar = 10 pum. (A) ASER

morphology in a wild-type animal. (B) Expanded cell shape defect in an animal

expressing rhoAP137 in ASER. (C) Expanded cell shape defect in a sax-1(ky491) mutant.

(D) Wild-type morphology in an animal coexpressing rhoAP/37 and sax-1 in ASER. (E)

Wild-type morphology in a sax-1(ky491) mutant expressing wild-type rhoA in ASER.

(F-H) Quantitation of effects of rhoA (rhoAwt), rhoA203L or rhoAP13T expression in

ASER in wild-type and mutant backgrounds. Control animals were injected with the

coinjection marker alone. Error bars indicate the standard error of proportion, combining

animals from four (F,G) or three (H) independent transgenic lines, n>50 animals scored

for each line. Single asterisks indicate transgenic animals that were significantly different

from control animals (P<0.001, Chi-square test). (F) Expression of rhoA alleles in wild

type animals. The double asterisk indicates transgenic animals that were significantly less

defective than animals expressing rhoAP/37 and significantly more defective than wild

type. (G) Expression of rhoa alleles in sax-1(ky491) animals. (H) Expression of rhoA

alleles in tax-4(p678) animals. gey-5::rhoA alleles were injected at 50 ng/ul. gey-5::sax-1

was injected at 50 ng/ul in F and 100 ng/ul in H. In all experiments, the dominant rol-6

pRF4 coinjection marker was injected at 100 ng/ul. As an additional control, rhoAP/37

was coinjected with the gey-5 promoter at 50 ng/ul, to address the possibility that

coexpression of gcy-5::sax-1 produced nonspecific suppression of the defects caused by

rhoAD13T.
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Table
1.
Someneuronalmorphologydefects
insax-1andsax-2mutantsare
temperaturesensitive

ASEASJAWC

25°20°25°20°25°20°

WT2(n=110)
1

(n=114)
4
(n=154)
0
(n=203)
0
(n=136)
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(n=118) sax-1(ky211)

84(n=102)43(n=106)62
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68(n=287) sax-1(kyA91)

82
(n=265)*
64(n=110)59
(n=286)*
13(n=214)79(n=179)86(n=332) sax-2(ky216)

85(n=150)89(n=131)80
(n=246)*28(n=167)97(n=150)94(n=185) Axonandcellshapephenotypeswerescored

inadultanimalsraisedat25°Cor20°CusingGFPfusiongenesgey-5::g■ p(ASE), tax-2A::g■ p(ASJ)or
str-2::g■ p(AWC).Animalswithcellbodiesgreaterthanorequaltotwicethenormalsizeor
ectopicneurites longerthanthediameter
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defective.Asterisksrepresentvaluesthatdifferbetween25°Cand20°Cat p<
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Chapter Five

Future Directions
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2.

This thesis describes the identification and characterization of genes required for

axon outgrowth and guidance in C. elegans. Screens for mutants with sensory axon

defects led to the identification of eight new sax genes required for the establishment (sax

3, sax-5 and sax-9) or maintenance (sax-1, sax-2, sax-6, sax-7 and sax-8) of sensory

neuron morphology. The SAX-3/Robo immunoglobulin superfamily member regulates

axon crossing at the ventral midline and functions as a receptor in the ventral guidance of

axons to the midline. SAX-3 is also required for multiple guidance events in the nerve

ring, where it acts in parallel to the VAB-1/Eph receptor and the UNC-6/netrin, UNC

40/DCC guidance systems for ventral guidance. SAX-1, a serine/threonine kinase related

to the Drosophila and human Ndr kinases, is involved in a later developmental process that

functions in the maintenance of amphid cell shape, a process that is also affected by the

RHOA GTPase. In addition, SAX-1 is required for aspects of sensory neuron polarity

and acts in parallel to activity-dependent morphological regulation. The identification of

proteins required for early and late phases of amphid neuron development provides a basis

for future analysis of the molecular and cell biological mechanisms that contribute to the

elaboration of cell morphology during development.

Future directions: SAX-3/Robo

The characterization of other components of the SAX-3 signaling pathway will be

essential to an understanding of the chain of events leading from engagement of the SAX

3 receptor at the cell surface to the regulation of growth cone orientation at the level of the

cytoskeleton. Candidate approaches based on sequence homologies in the SAX-3/Robo

coding region and phenotypic similarities in vivo have identified several proteins that are

likely to be important for SAX-3/Robo signaling. For example, members of the Slit

family of secreted molecules interact genetically and biochemically with Robo receptors

(Brose et al., 1999; Kidd et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999). These observations, combined
with the identification of a C. elegans Slit homolog (J. Hao, J. A. Z. and C. Bargmann,
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unpublished results), generate the strong prediction that Slit may function as a SAX-3

ligand in C. elegans. In support of this model, misexpression of C. elegans Slit can repel

growing axons in a SAX-3-dependent manner (J. Hao and C. Bargmann, personal

communication). Generation of a Slit mutant will help to definitively establish the function

of Slit in vivo and the role of its interaction with the SAX-3 receptor (J. Hao and C.

Bargmann, in progress).

Several domains in the SAX-3 cytoplasmic region are highly conserved among

Robo family members, consistent with the observation that SAX-3/Robo proteins display

some receptor functions (Kidd et al., 1998a; Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3). In particular,

three conserved proline-rich motifs (Kidd et al., 1998a), termed motifs A, B and C in

SAX-3 (T. Yu and C. Bargmann, personal communication), may participate in signaling

interactions that contribute to SAX-3 function. Biochemical analysis demonstrates that

SAX-3 motif C can associate directly with the enabled protein (T. Yu, D. Li, K. Prehoda,

W. Lim and C. Bargmann, personal communication). Enabled associates with the actin

binding protein profilin (Reinhard et al., 1995; Gertler et al., 1996) and has been

implicated in axon guidance in vertebrates and invertebrates (Gertler et al., 1996; Lanier et

al., 1999; M. Dell and G. Garriga, personal communication). These interactions suggest a

mechanism for communication between the SAX-3 guidance receptor and the actin

cytoskeleton. In addition, SAX-3 motif B interacts directly with a C. elegans homolog of

the DOCK/Nck SH2/SH3 adapter protein (T. Yu and C. Bargmann, personal

communication) and DOCK is required for normal axon guidance in Drosophila (Garrity et

al., 1996). These results raise the possibility that DOCK may function as a cytoplasmic

effector of the SAX-3 receptor. The proteins that associate with motif A remain to be

identified, although these may include SH2-domain proteins. Deletion of SAX-3 motifs B

and C, and further characterization of the C. elegans DOCK and enabled homologs, will

demonstrate whether these interactions are required for SAX-3 function in vivo (T. Yu and

C. Bargmann, in progress). It will be interesting to determine if different signaling
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interactions are relevant in different cell contexts, since sax-3 mutants are defective in

multiple axon guidance events, as well as the cell migrations of epidermal and mesodermal

cell types (Chapter 2; C. Branda and M. Stern, personal communication).

In addition to the three proline-rich motifs that are shared among Robo homologs,

SAX-3 contains two alternatively-spliced exons in its cytoplasmic domain — VSYVQ and

DIFQ — whose roles in SAX-3 regulation have not been examined. The mec-7::sax-3

fusion used in Chapter 2 to demonstrate that SAX-3 expression in the AVM neuron is

sufficient for normal AVM axon guidance contain several small (<100 bp) introns that

allow SAX-3 alternative splicing. Therefore, it is not known if the three identified SAX-3

isoforms differ in function, perhaps through altered spacing of the proline-rich motifs or

tyrosine phosphorylation. Interestingly, the VSYVQ alternative exon resembles the

conserved VYIVO sequence in a set of transmembrane Ephrin ligands that are

phosphorylated on tyrosine in response to Eph receptor association (Holland et al., 1997).

This sequence may therefore be relevant to SAX-3 activation upon association with a

ligand or receptor partner. Further characterization of the SAX-3 isoforms responsible for

its different roles in vivo may provide information about the cytoplasmic sequences

required for SAX-3 function.

While much evidence has accumulated in favor of SAX-3/Robo receptor function,

it is also possible that SAX-3 may perform as a ligand in certain contexts. It has not been

possible to demonstrate a cell autonomous role for SAX-3 in the circumferential and

longitudinal guidance of amphid sensory axons, and mosaic experiments are in fact

consistent with a non-autonomous function (Appendix). Mosaic analysis indicates that

SAX-3 activity is required in a small number of cells to regulate development of the nerve

ring, suggesting two models: SAX-3 could act as a receptor in axons that pioneer the

nerve ring or as a ligand on the substrate. SAX-3 could even play more than one role, for

example as a receptor in ventral guidance and as a ligand in the prevention of anterior axon

misrouting. Interestingly, the C. elegans Slit homolog, a candidate SAX-3 ligand, is
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expressed in epidermal cells in the anterior head region and the RIH neuron whose axon

defines the anterior boundary of the nerve ring (J. Hao and C. Bargmann, personal

communication). RIH lies immediately adjacent to the large RMEV axon, which forms a

wide barrier that is in a position to prevent nerve ring axons from inappropriately invading

the anterior head region. Furthermore, RIH and RMEV are among the earliest axons to

grow into the nerve ring (C. Norris and E. Hedgecock, personal communication). It

would be interesting to examine whether SAX-3 functions cell autonomously in RMEV,

perhaps in an epidermis-RMEV or RIH-RMEV interaction mediated by the Slit ligand.

Further mosaic analysis, combined with cell-specific sax-3 expression and cell

ablation experiments in the embryo, will help to define the site of SAX-3 action. It will

also be necessary to directly demonstrate whether the SAX-3 cytoplasmic domain is

required for SAX-3 functions. For example, SAX-3 may act in a subset of neurons to

mediate nerve ring axon guidance; however, it could still function as a receptor or a ligand

in these cells. Use of the sax-3 promoter to drive expression of a truncated SAX-3 fusion

with its cytoplasmic domain replaced by GFP produced dominant negative effects in wild

type animals, leading to aberrant midline crossover defects detected by GFP fluorescence

(J. A. Z. and C. Bargmann, unpublished data). These results indicate that the SAX-3

fusion without a cytoplasmic domain is expressed. However, it was not possible to

generate transgenic lines expressing this fusion in sax-3(ky123) mutant animals.

However, it should be possible to generate transgenic lines with the truncated SAX-3

fusion in the healthier sax-3(ky200ts) strain at the permissive temperature, and then

examine specific axon phenotypes at the restrictive temperature. The combination of these

experimental approaches will help to define the regions of SAX-3 that function in specific

axon guidance events.

Another way to identify components of the SAX-3 pathway is to examine mutants

with sax-3-like phenotypes in vivo. The characterization of numerous axon guidance

mutants conducted during the course of this thesis and in the published literature did not
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identify any mutants with an identical set of phenotypes. However, the unc-5, unc-6 and

unc-40 genes in the netrin signaling pathway exhibit distinct overall phenotypes, although

certain cell types display common defects. It is possible that SAX-3 utilizes different

signaling pathways in different cell types, such that examination of mutants with specific

phenotypes in common with sax-3 may provide information about cell-specific guidance
>

pathways. For example, axon crossover at the midline is also caused by mutations in unc

6, unc-40 (Wadsworth et al., 1996), sax-5, sax-9 (Chapter 2), epi-1, vab-13 and unc-34

(Appendix). It will be interesting to examine whether these genes are involved in SAX-3- -

mediated midline guidance. epi-1 encodes a laminin alphab chain (K. Joh and E.
-

Hedgecock, personal communication). Slit can bind to laminin (Brose et al., 1999),

raising the possibility that EPI-1 may function to localize a midline-specific guidance

molecule such as Slit (Brose et al., 1999) or s-laminin (Hunter et al., 1992). vab-13 maps 2

to a small region on LGXR (Jonathan Hodgkin, personal communication) that contains a

C. elegans homolog of the secreted F-spondin protein which has been implicated in axon

guidance in vertebrates (T. Burstyn-Cohen et al., 1999); however, cosmids from this

region did not rescue the vab-13 mutant phenotype (Appendix).

unc-34 encodes a C. elegans enabled homolog (M. Dell and G. Garriga, personal

communication) that is required to prevent axon crossing of the ventral midline

(Appendix). Double mutant analysis should indicate whether SAX-3 and UNC-34

function together in this process, since each mutant has only partially penetrant defects on

its own. It is interesting to note that, among all the axon guidance mutants characterized in

the course of this thesis and in the published literature, only unc-34 and sax-5 exhibit near

complete phenotypic overlap. Both unc-34 and sax-5 mutants have amphid axon

termination defects (Chapter 2; J. A. Z. and C. Bargmann, unpublished data), CAN cell

migration defects (Chapter 2; Forrester et al., 1998), AVM ventral guidance defects

(Chapter 2; T. Yu and C. Bargmann, personal communication) and interneuron midline |

crossover defects (Chapter 2; Appendix). Many of these phenotypes are also present in
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sax-3 mutants (Chapter 2). Moreover, both unc-34 and sax-5 mutations enhance the

anterior misrouting of amphid axons in double mutant combinations with sax-3

(Appendix; T. Yu and C. Bargmann, personal communication). Therefore, UNC-34 and

SAX-5 may define a class of mutants that participates in a common signaling pathway

with SAX-3.

Genetic screens provide an opportunity to identify additional components of the

SAX-3 guidance system in an unbiased manner. The first two immunoglobulin domains

constitute the most highly conserved region among Robo family members (Kidd et al.,

1998a), and a missense mutation in this region in the sax-3(ky200ts) allele causes

temperature-sensitive axon guidance defects (Zallen et al., 1998/Chapter 3). Mutations

that suppress the sax-3(ky200ts) mutation may include extracellular SAX-3-binding

proteins such as Slit or novel ligand/receptor partners. Conversely, mutations that

suppress defects caused by SAX-3 overexpression (Appendix) may identify downstream

signaling proteins. Enhancer screens with a starting strain that is defective in one of the

guidance systems that function in parallel to SAX-3 (Chapter 2; Appendix) may also help

to identify genes in the SAX-3 guidance pathway.

The identification of components involved in SAX-3-dependent axon guidance will

provide a foundation for studying the spatial and temporal regulation of pathways that

direct axon guidance. An Appendix describes the construction of a GFP-tagged SAX-3

construct that appears to retain some aspects of SAX-3 function. It will be interesting to

examine SAX-3::GFP localization in the growth cone of a growing axon such as HSN or

AVM. Is SAX-3 localization dynamic in the growth cone, and is it regulated by

endogenous or ectopic sources of Slit? Does the sax-3(ky200ts) mutation in the first

immunoglobulin domain disrupt this localization? How does SAX-3 influence the

localization of other molecules involved in axon guidance such as UNC-34/enabled or

actin binding proteins?
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Direct observations of growing axons will help to distinguish between different

models for SAX-3-mediated axon guidance. For example, does SAX-3 prevent the

initiation or stabilization of inappropriate axon contacts? If SAX-3 association with

enabled recruits profilin and therefore actin polymerization to the plasma membrane, are

these interactions disrupted upon SAX-3 engagement with a repulsive ligand? Further

characterization of the SAX-3 signaling pathway will Surely raise questions that can be

addressed by this type of analysis.

Future directions: SAX-1/Ndr

The SAX-1/Ndr serine/threonine kinase is required for amphid cell shape and

polarity in C. elegans and is related to the Orbó, Warts and COT-1 kinases that function in

the regulation of cell morphology in other organisms. The signaling pathways mediated

by these kinases — including proteins that may provide spatial and regulation of kinase

activity as well as downstream substrates that communicate to the cytoskeleton — are

largely unknown. In S. pombe, there is evidence that the Orbó kinase may function

downstream of the Cdc42-regulated Pakl/Shkl kinase. Consistent with the possibility

that SAX-1 may function downstream of GTPase signaling, mutations in the C. elegans

RHOA GTPase caused aberrant cell shape phenotypes similar to those of sax-1 mutants

and these defects were partially rescued by SAX-1 overexpression. However, GTPase

signaling also performs some SAX-1-independent functions, and the relationship between

SAX-1 and GTPase pathways requires further characterization.

Genetic approaches will provide a powerful means to identify additional

components involved in SAX-1 signaling. sax-2 is the only other reported mutant with

phenotypes in common with sax-1, and sax-2 maps to a small region on LGIII (Chapter 2;

Appendix). While SAX-1 overexpression can rescue the defects caused by dominant

negative rhoa (Chapter 4), SAX-1 overexpression was not able to rescue sax-2 mutant

defects (J. A. Z. and C. Bargmann, unpublished results), suggesting that SAX-2 may
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function downstream of SAX-1. The cloning of sax-2 may provide information about the

SAX-1 signaling pathway (M. Gallegos and C. Bargmann, in progress). The strong

selection used as an enrichment in the daf-11 suppression Screening Strategy greatly

facilitated the isolation of the single sax-1 and sax-2 alleles; however, this screen is far

from saturation and may lead to the identification of new genes if repeated. In addition,

results in Chapter 4 demonstrate that modification of GTPase signaling through expression

of rhoa mutant alleles can suppress the cell shape defects of sax-1 null mutants.

Therefore, a sax-1 suppressor screen may identify components of GTPase signaling

pathways.

Biochemical analysis of SAX-1 kinase activity on candidate target substrates and

its regulation by other proteins will provide useful information about whether identified

genetic relationships occur through direct interactions. Extensive biochemical

characterization of different Ndr domains has been carried out in vitro (Millward et al.,

1995; Millward et al., 1998). It will be interesting to determine whether these domains are

required for SAX-1 function in vivo. For example, the spacer region within the Ndr

kinase domain (KRKAETWKRNRR) is required for its nuclear localization (Millward et

al., 1995) and this region is absolutely conserved in SAX-1. An additional SAX-1

nuclear localization motif (KRKIHHSKETDYLRLKRT) was predicted by the NUCDISC

sequence analysis program. A functional SAX-1::GFP tag is localized throughout the cell

body of the ASJ neurons, consistent with a role in either the nucleus or the cytoplasm.

Deletion of each putative nuclear localization signal in this construct should provide

information about whether SAX-1 protein is subsequently mislocalized and/or

nonfunctional. In addition, Millward and colleagues have identified a conserved domain

that is required for Ndr regulation by calcium (residues 62 - 86 of hndr, corresponding to

residues 53 - 77 of SAX-1) and a peptide from this region can disrupt calcium activation

of Ndr in cultured cells. Characterization of SAX-1 mutants lacking this domain will

provide evidence for the regulation of Ndr kinases by calcium in vivo.
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The SDG-1 gene 3' of SAX-1 in the genome contains sequences that are present in

other serine/threonine kinases, although sax-1 and sag-1 appear to encode separate

transcripts. It is possible that SDG-1 could function in trans to regulate the activity of the

SAX-1 kinase. One way to test this model is to examine the phenotype of an sag-1

mutant. Alternatively, a dominant R -> P mutation has been identified in a conserved

pseudosubstrate site of protein kinase C (Nonaka et al., 1995) that may normally function

to inhibit kinase activity (Hug and Sarre, 1993). The RKGKK motif of SDG-1 is

conserved at three of five residues with the pseudosubstrate site of PKCo.; alternatively,

other arginine and lysine-rich sequences phosphorylated by hMdr in vitro (Millward et al.,

1998) could function as SAX-1 pseudosubstrate sites. Expression of an SDG-1 mutant

defective in a candidate pseudosubstrate site may dominantly disrupt endogenous SDG-1

function and reveal whether SDG-1 and SAX-1 function in common processes.

SDG-1 also contains regions with homology to the domain of Rho kinases that

associates specifically with GTP-bound Rho (Leung et al., 1995; Ishizaki et al., 1996;

Matsui et al., 1996). Biochemical analysis using SDG-1 and RHOA will be necessary to

test whether this region of SDG-1 can function as a Rho-binding domain. It is interesting

to speculate that SDG-1 may localize to sites of active GTPase signaling within the cell,

perhaps in a pathway that confers spatial regulation on SAX-1 kinase activity. This could

be analogous to observations in S. cerevisiae, where the Cdc42 and Rhol GTPases

required for regulation of bud formation and growth are localized to the bud site (Ziman et

al., 1993; Yamochi et al., 1994). A first step in testing this model will be to determine

whether a tagged SDG-1 protein exhibits specific subcellular localization within a cell such

as the ASJ neuron, and whether this localization is altered by coexpression of dominant

negative or gain of function RHOA mutants.

Conclusion
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The identification of genes required for axon outgrowth, axon guidance and cell

shape in C. elegans suggests several directions for future analysis. These include the use

of focused genetic screens to identify additional components of these pathways in vivo

along with biochemical assays to define physical and regulatory interactions in vitro. An

understanding of SAX-1 and SAX-3 signaling pathways may provide information about

the mechanisms by which extrinsic and intrinsic signals regulate the polarized distribution

of cytoskeletal components to create unique and dynamic properties of cell morphology.
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Appendix A. Double mutant analysis between genes involved in axon guidance. Percent
defective animals (A), axon segments (B, see Chapter 3) or amphids (C-F) are indicated
on the x axis. Error bars represent the Standard error of proportion.

A. sax-3; sax-5 double mutants scored for anterior misrouting in amphid axons
visualized by Dil filling.

B. sax-3; vab-1 double mutants Scored for HSN axon crossover defects visualized with
antibodies to Serotonin.

C. sax-3; vab-3 double mutants scored for ventral guidance defects in amphid axons
visualized by Dil filling.

D. sax-3; vab-2 double mutants scored for ventral guidance defects in amphid axons
visualized by Dil filling.

E. sax-3; unc-5 double mutants scored for ventral guidance defects in amphid axons
visualized by Dil filling.

F. vab-2; unc-40 double mutants scored for ventral guidance defects in amphid axons
visualized by Dil filling.
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Table.Amphidaxonpathfindingandcellmigrationdefects
insax-3mutants.

Wildtype
DefasciculatedAntenoraxonAnteriornervering'Anteriorcells*Notchedhead
n

Viability

wildtype100%>100100% ky20020°C68%7%17%7%5%4185% ky20025°C1.4%26%23%26%12%42%4334%

§ky20320°C2%40%33%16%9%28%4331%

ky12320°C20%33%25%20%43%4018% ky19820°C20%14%43%23%57%447% Amphidaxonphenotypeswerecharacterized
in
adultswiththe
ceh-23:GFPmarker.Schematicdrawingsshowtheheadoftheanimal.Anterior
istotheleft,

dorsalattop.n=
number
of
animalsscoredforamphidaxonandnotchedheadphentoopes.Animalswithmorethanonephenotypewerescored
in themoreseverecategory,withphenotypeslistedfromlefttorightinorderof

increasingseverity.
1Inthesemutants,
allamphidaxonswerefoundinan
abnormallocationwithrespect
totheircellbodies.
In

sax-3(ky123),similardisplacement
ofaxonsfrom

nerveringinterneuronswasalsoobserved(seeMethods). 2AxonswerenotScored
in
mutantswithanteriorCellbodies. 3Viabilitywasscoredasthe

percentage
ofeggslaidduring
a
threehourperiodthatsurvived
to
adulthood(n-150/strain).Mostofthelethalityoccurred
in

embryos.
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Appendix C. High copy transgenes containing the rescuing sax-3 Apal-Pstl subclone of .
the R06A1 cosmid cause axon termination defects in the ASI amphid sensory neuron pair ºl,

labeled with the str-3::g■ p marker. These transgenes may overexpress SAX-3 protein in )
the cells in which it is normally expressed. -
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Table.Axonoutgrowthandcellmigrationdefects
intheASIneuronproduced
byahighcopysax-3(+)transgene

€-6eE|G:GºGº. WildtypeAnterioraxonAxonterminationWildtypeAnteriorcellPosteriorcelln

wildtype
coinjectionmarkeralone100%97
-

100%
0-
3%8lines,48-122/line

sax-3recessivemutation sax-3(ky123)71%29%88%6%6%35
highcopysax-3(+) highpenetrancelines51-75%

0-2%25
-
49%89
-%6-11%3lines,53
-

63/line mediumpenetrancelines83
-
87%0-1%13-17%93
-
96%
4-
7%3lines,30-276/line kowpenetrancelines94-97%

0-1%3-6%94
-

97%
3-6%3lines,69-89/line wild-typelines100%97

-

100%
0-3%3lines,87-155/line Amphidaxonphenotypeswerecharacterized

inadultsusingthestr-3::GFPmarker.Schematicdrawingsshowtheheadoftheanimal.Anterior
istotheleft,dorsalattop.

n=
number
of
animalsScored.

Highcopysax-3(+)linescontainedthesax-3(+)rescuingsubcloneanda
rol-6(dominant)coinjectionmarker,whilewildtypeanimalscontainedtherol-6coinjectionmarkeralone.
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Appendix D. Map positions of sax mutants: data not included in Chapters Two,
Three and Four

sax-2(ky216) III
dpy-17 non unc-32 (0/4 mutant)
unc-32 non dpy-17 (15/15 mutant)
unc-36 non sma-4 (6/6 mutant)
sma-4 non unc-36 (0/3 mutant)

sax-4(ky112) X
lon-2 non egl-15 (3/6 mutant)
egl-15 non lon-2 (2/19 mutant)
dpy-6 non unc-18 (0/14 mutant)
unc-18 non dpy-6 (4/4 mutant)
dpy-6 non unc-115 (9/9 mutant)

sax-5(ky118) IV
dpy-4 non unc-17 (0/3 mutant)
unc-17 non dpy-4 (4/5 mutant)
dpy-4 non tra-3 (2/4 mutant)
dpy-4 non unc-26 (13/19 mutant)
unc-22 ky118 dpy-42i isolate/ep75 (RW7000)

dpy-4 non-ep75 non-unc-22 (0/2) mutant
unc-22 ep75 non-dpy-4 (0/8 mutant)
unc-22 non-ep75 non-dpy-4 (3/3 mutant)

sax-6(ky214) I
homoz sax-6 from non-bliš unc-54 (5 mutant, 2 het)
uncovered by sDf5
not uncovered by sDf6
dpy-5 non unc-13 (1/4 mutant)
unc-13 non dpy-5 (1/5 mutant)
lin-11 non unc-13 (4/7 mutant)
unc-13 non dpy-14 (3/3 mutant)
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Appendix E. Mosaic analysis of sax-3.

An injection mix containing 10 ng/ul of p■ AZ1 (an Apal-PstI subclone of the R06A1 sax
3 cosmid) and 160 ng/ul of PTG96 sur-5::g■ p was injected into sax-3(ky123) mutant
animals to generate mosaics. Mosaic animals were identified by the pattern of sur-5::gfp
expression and scored for amphid axon defects by single-animal Di■ filling.

mosaic Fl: ABar-ABpl+ ABprap
amphid phenotype: left side — mostly wild-type, one axon slightly

posteriorly displaced within the amphid
commissure

right side — wild-type

mosaic F2: ABa-ABpr-ABpl+
amphid phenotype: left side — major defasciculation, anterior axon

right side — mild defasciculation, maybe premature
termination?

mosaic F3; mostly ABp- (all right and two on left gfp-) ABar+
amphid phenotype: left side — wild-type

right side — wild-type

mosaic F4; ABalpp+ (four on left +) ABprp+ (ASI++) ABpra
amphid phenotype: left side — wild-type

right side — wild-type

mosaic Cl: ABa-2 ABp-E+ MS+ C+D+ P4+
amphid phenotype: left side — all axons anterior, slightly anterior cell

bodies

right side — some termination (not all)

mosaic C2: ABar-ABplap-ABa- (ABal- art-?) ABp-- ABplap-E+ MS+ C+D+ P4+
amphid phenotype: left side — slightly defasciculated

right side — anterior nerve ring, anterior cell bodies,
defasciculation

mosaic C3: AB-ABa- (?) ABp-E+ MS+ C+D+ (P4+)
amphid phenotype: left side — anterior nerve ring

right side — slight anterior nerve ring, ~wild-type

mosaic C4. AB- complex ABa- (but a few 4) ABp- (but a few 4) (a few motor
neurons on the right are +, SIA/SMB) E+ MS+ C+D+ (P4+)

amphid phenotype: left side — wild-type
right side — few dyefill (dendrite termination?), see

one wild-type axon and one short anterior
aXOIl

Q.

>
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mosaic C5:

mosaic El:

mosaic Gl:

mosaic G2:

mosaic G3:

mosaic G4:

mosaic H1:

mosaic H2:

mosaic H3:

mosaic H4:

ABpl+ EMS+ ABa- ABpr-E+ MS+ C-D-
amphid phenotype: left side — wild-type

right side — poor dyefill, can't score

AB+ P1

amphid phenotype: left side — wild-type
right side — wild-type

EMS-ABa+ ABp-- C+ D+
strange lateral notched head (bulbous), egl, sick
poor dyefill

AB- P1

unc, egl
amphid phenotype: left side — mild defasciculation, termination

right side — no dyefill

MS-ABpr-ABpl+ ABa■ E4 C+
mild notch, not unc or egl
amphid phenotype: left side —-wild-type, poor fill

right side —-wild-type, poor fill

ABp loss perfect
not unc or egl
amphid phenotype: left side — anterior and posterior axons, termination

right side —-wild-type

AB++ (overexpression?) E-C-D-MS+
dpy, roller
poor dyefill

AB++ (overexpression?) E-MS-C-D-
twisted pharynx, mild egl, mild unc, mild notch
poor dyefill

AB+ P1

not unc or egl
poor dyefill

AB+ P1

not unc or egl
amphid phenotype: left side — wild-type

right side — wild-type
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Appendix F. Axon defects in amphid sensory neurons and HSN motor neurons in
known mutants.

vab-13(e.2627)

HSN ventral guidance defects (anti-Serotonin staining): 0% mutant, n=82 neurons
HSN crossover defects (anti-serotonin staining): 28% mutant, n=36 axon segments
HSN cell migration defects (anti-Serononin staining): 7% mutant, n=60 neurons

one of the two amphids fails to dyefill (Dil filling, 25°C): 31%, n=61 animals
neither amphid fills (Dil filling, 25°C); 7%, n=61 animals

ina-1(gm 144)

amphid axon termination (Dil filling, 20°C): 74% mutant (n=62 animals)

ina-1(gmx.9)

lateral axon misrouting (Dil filling, 20°C): 5% mutant (n=76 amphids)

mig-2(rh 17)

amphid axon termination (Dil filling, 20°C): 73% mutant (n=137 animals)
posterior axons (Dil filling, 20°C): 12% mutant (n=137 animals)

mig-2(mu28)

wild-type amphid axons (Dil filling, 20°C): 0% mutant (n=339)

| | |

g/*
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Appendix G. Candidate cosmids injected into sax-2 and vab-13 mutants did not
rescue their amphid axon defects.

SAX-2 candidates

pool l (at 10 ng/ul each)

F56G 1 (CaM kinase)
F20H6 (CaM kinase)
T06C9 (CaM kinase)
F55A10 (transducin)
rol-6 (100 ng/ul)

injected into CX3147 sax-2(ky216) III; kyIs4X
no rescue (4 lines)

pool 2 (at 10 ng/ul each)

ZC401 (a-actinin)
F52C9 (a-actinin)
F25F2 (myosin light chain kinase)
F22A4 (myosin light chain kinase)
rol-6 (100 ng/ul)

injected into CX3147 sax-2(ky216) III; kyIs4 X
no rescue (14 lines)

CaMKII overexpression mix (at 30 ng/ul each)

F56G1
F20H6
T06C9

rol-6 (100 ng/ul)

injected into CX2627 kyIs4X
no defects observed at 20°C or 25°C (14 lines)

mix 1 (at 9 ng/ul)

C34E10 (skb-1)
rol-6 (100 ng/ul)

injected into CX3147 sax-2(ky216) III; kyIs4X
nc rescue (x lines)
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mix 2 (at varying concentrations)

C17F7 (10 ng/ul)
C12H31 (4 ng/ul)
C35H91 (or H9?) (3 ng/ul)
C55F6 (3 ng/ul)
rol-6 (100 ng/ul)

injected into CX3147 sax-2(ky216) III; kyIs4X
no rescue (x lines)

VAB-13 candidates (at 10 ng/ul each)

F | OE7
F | | F5

PTG96 (check name) (100 ng/ul)

injected into vab-13(e2623) X (from Jonathan Hodgkin)
no rescue of amphid dyefilling defect (5 lines)

º
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Cosmids between the left breakpoint of nDf 16 and lin-39 on III

injected into sax-2(ky216) III; kyIs4 X in 7 pools of 4-5 cosmids each (each cosmid at ~10
ng/ul) with rol-6(d) prF4 at 100 ng/ul as a coinjection marker

listed from left to right on the physical map
-the Q# on the tube indicates the number of the Qiagen prep
-concentrations are in units of nanograms / microliter; they may be slightly

inaccurate due to Spec variation and low yields
-some cosmids were misplaced so there are gaps in this region

F37A4 Q3 (from ND) 240 ng/ul
C28A6 (from ND) 50 ng/ul
C02B12 Q1 63 ng/ul
K07E12 Q3 (from ND) 230 ng/ul
R02D2 Q4 138 ng/ul

F39C7 (canonical for R121) QP27 from ND
R06H12 Q4 1100 ng/ul

C07C3 Q1 20 ng/ul

R01H2 Q1 315 ng/ul

C45A11 Q198 ng/ul
C17All Q1a 40 ng/ul
C24D3 Q1 775 ng/ul

CO3F2 Q43900 ng/ul

C17A3 Q1 85 ng/ul
B0361 Q1 100 ng/ul
C47B12 Q1 270 ng/ul
R13H12 1130 ng/ul
T20B12 Q1 243 ng/ul
R13A5 Q1 775 ng/ul
K07U8 Q4 500 ng/ul
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Cosmids between tra-3 and dpy-4 on LGIV

injected into sax-5■ ky118) III; kyls4X in 7 pools of 2-6 phage/cosmids each (each at ~7
ng/ul) with rol-6(d) prF4 at 100 ng/ul as a coinjection marker

listed from left to right on the physical map &
-the Q# on the tube indicates the number of the Qiagen prep
-concentrations are in units of nanograms / microliter; they may be slightly

inaccurate due to Spec variation and low yields! &
-concentrations shown are those of the cosmid stock, not the concentration of

cosmid in the injected pool
-phage preps gave exceptionally low yields, each tube represents a Qiagen prep

from three combined 15 cm phage plates
-notes from Tom Barnes, who identified the phage in this region: 1.

anything with A is the same as without the A R
1384=1400, 1405=1412

pool 1: pool 6: s
1382 50 ng/ul (2/19) 1268B 65 ng/ul (and 1268A 53 ng/ul)
1398.30 ng/ul 1232B 30 ng/ul (and 1232A 18 ng/ul)
CCCA7 Q1 140 ng/ul 1240 193 ng/ul º,
F55B11 Q1 50 ng/ul (and Q2 50 ng/ul) 1269 175 ng/ul
Pla29 Q2 65 ng/ul

pool 7: l
pool 2: 1297 38 ng/ul º
1494 53 ng/ul 1290 100 ng/ul
140541 ng/ul 129230 ng/ul
1384 113 ng/ul (and other isolate 25 ng/ul) 129420 ng/ul
C28B4 Q1 128 ng/ul (and Q2 163 ng/ul) 1298 68 ng/ul
LLC1 Q1 1690 ng/ul

pool 3:
1253 18 ng/ul
1248 183 ng/ul (and other isolate 5 ng/ul)
T27E7 Q1 85 ng/ul
T27E10 Q1 238 ng/ul

pool 4: [

1222 20 ng/ul R
1219 30 ng/ul

pool 5: >
1231 35 ng/ul

127280 ng/ul (and other isolate 35 ng/ul)
1 216S 75 ng/ul º
\ =406.20 ng/ul
EO3E10 Q1a 175 ng/ul (and other isolate Q1b 855 ng/ul)

FI 3G 11
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Cosmids between fax-1 and stP40 on LGX

injected into sax-3(ky123) kyIs4 X in 5 pools of 4-6 cosmids each (each at ~10 ng/ul) with
rol-6(d) prF4 at 100 ng/ul as a coinjection marker

listed from left to right on the physical map
-the Q# on the tube indicates the number of the Qiagen prep
-concentrations are in units of nanograms / microliter; they may be slightly

inaccurate due to low yields and spec variation
-concentrations shown are those of the cosmid stock, not the concentration of

cosmid in the injected pool

C38F 12

C35G3 Q4 363 ng/ul
W05A4 Q3 1030 ng/ul
R16 Q3 105 ng/ul
M01F12 Q1 140 ng/ul

C42G10 Q4 600 ng/ul
C43E 10

T09D6 Q1910 ng/ul
TO7B8 Q3 1210 ng/ul

ZK832 Q1 1450 ng/ul
C48D3 Q295 ng/ul
F1 1D5 Q 200 ng/ul
C50H7 Q3 128 ng/ul
C04F6 Q1 50 ng/ul

R06A1 (sax-3 cosmid, in other boxes)
C05C4 Q4 270 ng/ul
C24E12 Q1 2240 ng/ul
ZK818 Q1 1780 ng/ul

B0015 Q1 200 ng/ul
BB7 Q1 55 ng/ul
F39A7
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Cosmids between stP40 and lin-18 on LGX

injected into sax-1(ky211) kyIs4 X in 8 pools of 3-5 cosmids each (each at ~10 ng/ul) with
rol-6(d) prF4 at 100 ng/ul as a coinjection marker

listed from left to right on the physical map
-the Q# on the tube indicates the number of the Qiagen prep
-concentrations are in units of nanograms / microliter; they may be slightly

inaccurate due to spec variation and low yields

Cl 1H11 Q1 40 ng/ul
C08A6 Q3 280 ng/ul
D2071 Q3 73 ng/ul
CO3H7 Q9

F34G95Q (canonical for C03EI7)
CO5F6 Q1
R11G1 Q1 133 ng/ul (sax-1 cosmid, in other boxes)
K10C12 Q3 230 ng/ul

C02F12 Q1 133 ng/ul
C33B75Q
C01C4 4Q
F25E11 Q2 133 ng/ul (canonical for C49H7)

T14G12 Q1 1730 ng/ul
F47B7 Q1 63 ng/ul (and one other isolate 60)
T09H11 Q3 668 ng/ul (canonical for C28E1)
F35A590

K03C7 Q2 2100 ng/ul
C50A9 Q2
T08C3 Q3 1440 ng/ul
ZC64 Q3 180 ng/ul
R05F10 Q5 130 ng/ul
F47F2 Q2 1670 ng/ul
T22B2 Q1 353 ng/ul
C38D3

F47B7 60

B0451 Q2 2000 ng/ul (canonical for C13E11)
C16B8 Q3A 318 ng/ul (and one other isolate 3O 145 ng/ul)
C26A2 Q3 (canonical for C16B8)
C27B658 ng/ul (canonical for C16B8)
F28E4 Q2 1700 ng/ul
T06F4 Q5783 ng/ul
F09F9 Q2 110 ng/ul
C07F2 Q2 78 ng/ul
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